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CHAPTE~·I 
lNTRODUCTION 
~he ·.real. time ·,rec9gni t_~an of speech bx ~a~\line :is a go~l ~hich ,has 
been pursued. by .many.of :the leading ,research ce_nte:i;-s of the ._world ove~ 
\ ' • • ,c ' • . • - . '. . '· ' 
the ._past th.irty years. It is-.a cap~bility ~hi.ch :.will :become ·ma.re 'esl?en-. 
. - ; . ' ' '. . ' ~ ' \ 
tial :as the. m~1~acbirte i\1,te:r:-face bec~ines, more._ c~i t~cal. wit~ ,increasil)g 
speeds, of mech,~ica1 devices. Mqre , tasks are being a~signed. to m.achines 
. ~c;\ an :in_creasi~~ percei:itage. of time is (requi~e4 for tQe machiI\e in~ut .. 
~mtput fu1;lctiQn. Th~ tiine lost. in getting· iJ1-forma.ti9n in ~~4· ou~ of 
. ma.chi~e.s :bf becoming t~e li~i ting c.on~idel'.ati9n in-. t~e application of. 
cqmpute;-s to ~e~ areas~ A voice ~rogr~a~le cqmputer woulq.make ,these 
machine~ ava~lable to, vitt~ally any .pers9n or job ~here, the co~.t could 
be ·justified .. Some ;of the first applications whi~h c~n be anticipat~d 
ali'e voice cqntrq~led type~riters,, acc9unting m~chines ~nq calculators., 
V9ice ~QntrG>Ved. securitr, 4e'(ices ,will. fol~ow, wh~,~ pe:rsoJ?.~to-persQn 
differences are. better unqerstood, A fur,ther maj 0~. a~~a o~; benefit ~i 11 
be the .reduction in band".lidth .nece.~sary for voice c•unica,ti<m:;sr,stems · 
. . ' 
by. th.e transmissi,<>,n of only tho.se · cha~ac~eri~tic~ of sp.eecJ:i '1hich a:r;e 
nec:essary t<;> . reconstruct il)telligible sp:eec~ ~hic;h has en~gh speaker . 
d~pendent feat\lres to be aesthe.tically plea,sing to the. listener. 
In sp,ite .of the potential benefits ·of .. autoD_tati<;: sp.e~h rt'.cogni ti.on 
and the "magnitude of effort exp~nded_, only .very ,liJni teq pro.g~es~ h,as 
. ; ' ' . . 
bee~ .. made. Reasonable ~ecogni tioll scores ,have. been! achi~veq.. only .. for 
, . ' . ' . : , ' 
very sin.all carefully ,selected vocabularies spoken by a small number, of 
equally carefully selected speakers. 
' . . ,, . ' 
2 
1.1 Previous Reseal;'ch in Automatic Speech Reco~nition. The desire 
for an efficient, voice transmission sys.tern has led to extensive research .. 
in the identif~catton o.:f the ,minimum· number of parameters l<.'.hich must be , 
provided for a.humaIJ, listener to piece_together:the ~inguistic content 
of speech. These bandwidth compression systems, called vocodets, which 
require human perception, have used var:J,.ous ,techniques such as 
I • ' ' . 
amplitude-limiting and. formant coding (Lindgren, 1). No machine, envi-
sional;>le in the .reasonable future, can be expecte4 to h~p'.e the linguistic. 
or semantic flexibility of the human braiJ1. and the.ref ore, these tech,.. 
i:iiques are inapplicable 1 to automatic speech recogI?-itio11. 
One of the first documented attempts to build an automatic speech 
recognize~.was reported by Dreyfus-Graf (Lindgren, 2) of Switzerland in. 
1950. His .machine used a .six cl)annel parallel filter bank, the outputs 
of which were used: to drive six defle.cti c;m co.i 15, radially , spaced around 
'\ ' . - ' . ' ' \ 
a movable, recor<;l.ing pen; E.ach word \\'.as, reco.rc,l.ed as a two dimensional 
figure o/hose.shape was,a crude functi 0n of .speech frequel),cy content and 
time. 
A much m91:'e practical, device. which attei;npte4 to r~cognize the 
digits zero.· thtoµgh nine as spoken by a single. speaker was first an-
nounced by Bell Telephone Labs. in 1952 with later impr9yements reported 
in 1958 (Lind,gren, 1). This-technique used the frequency.of spectral 
energy peaks (called fo~ants) as parameters foJ; comparison with refer-. 
ence words \\'.hich were stored in»a memory element~ Such d,evices are re-
ferred . to as. formant track,ers. Accuracies in .. the 90% range were 
achieved for . single· speakers but when no adj ustµie~ts we:t;.~'-.made for 
3 
speaker differenc;es they fell to the SQ% ~iQini ty ., 
Another ten years of speech r~search \.d th para~lel ~dvanc;ements in 
mii:iiaturizB:ti,on ,led to the ,development by Philco-~ord. engineers of ~, 
zero thr<;>Ugh nin:.e 4igit .. recogni:?e:r; with a volume of 0~8 ft3 .which 
achieved, 90% .accu+acy. for 10 selectec;l speakers.. The recognition sche~e. 
abarn;lonec;l the form.ant tracking techniques which had been employed by 
the Bell Labs' recognizer:in favor of three new pa~amete~s o~ compari..,. 
so11., These were (1) the .,Single Eq_uivalent .Fon,nant Frequency .. (SEF); (2) 
the·.Single Equivalent .Fon,nant Amplitude CS,EFA); and (3) the ,presence.or 
absenc~ of voicing. The first two. of. these are defined a.s SEF, = (2T) - 1 
in which T is the time fJ;om glottal pulse to first zero crossing, and, 
SEFA is the ma~imllID: amplitu~e during this,interval. This recognizer 
was a hard-wired, device \\!ith removabie clogic. sections which were differ-:-
•. I ' ' •,, , .· \ . • • 
ent.for each l,V'Ord. Logic sections were built to recognize any.pair of 
words up to th~ee.syllables in length or one word of up to six sylla-
bles (Teacher, !!_.al., 3) .. 
Continue4 att~mpt51 at digit·recogniti°'n by.formi;tnt iµeasureme11t a~~ 
being m~Q.e by.Ewing and.Taylor (4) wh9.,use the average ~ate of ze:r;o 
cross.ings of a speech wave as a measu:i:e c;>f the .first formant: (Fl) and 
the av~rage rate 0f zero cro~sings ·of ·.the differentiatec;l wav~ as a. 
. . . ' ' \ ' ' . 
measure c;if the,second fc;>rmant (F2). The·first met,hocJ.·employeq..by these 
authors· applied an analog measure. of ·Fl to the. vertical plates and. an. 
' . . . . . . . 
analog measure ?f signl!ll amplitude to:the horizontal pl~tes of a.storage 
oscilloscope .. The pattel'.ns \\'ere neither·ui:iique.f°:r i11dividual sounds 
noJ'. consistent .for the same sound spoken by different .persons.. These 
authors,then,plotted the differencefJ'.equency- Fl minus.F2 versus time, 
an,d found.that,a giyen sound spoken by V&J'.ious speake:i:s showed, goo4. 
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consistency but there was not absolute uniqueness for different sounds. 
Virtually all wor? recognition research has been b~sed upon the 
concept that all English speech is maqe up of about ,40 basic sound.s 
which are called phonemes. Recognition sc;hemes have therefore empha7 
sizec;l the isolation of characteristics fQr distinguishing between these. 
phonemes, when :spoken one at a. time. It has be.en assumed that com:iected 
phoneme or word recognition would evolve from thes.e techniques by 
sequential identification of .phonemes, Many years of only limited 
progress in phoneme.bound~ry.definition of connectec;l speech have led 
some recent researchers to attack the theory.of-phonetic speech recogni-
tion., It is impossible in mos~ cases to indic;ate boundaries between one 
phoneme and another in the acoustical . signal. · In different env:ironments 
a ~iven,phoneme will differ greatly because of variations in speaking 
rates and the .time required to change the vocal tract shape fr9m one 
phoneme.to anothei;-. In some cases the.vocal tract will begin a transi-
tion from one phonemic state to anoth,er.but well before the .change ·is 
complete it will begin a transition to .. a third phonemic state. As a 
result it is likely that none of the phonemes will be pro~uced as they 
would if they were spoken in isolation. It thus seems reasonable, that .. 
in recognHion systems.a trade off will be necessary between vocabulary 
size, word selection, rate of pronunciation and machine capab,ili ties. 
The fact that acoustical phonetic boundaries are.subtle and time variant 
led Sitton (5) to investigate a mech.anical segmentation procec;lure. A 
zero axis crossing count was foun4 to sh<;>w promise for phoneme boundary 
definition with reasonable computer processing time requirements. A 
more pessimistic view is.expressed by Pierce (6) who conc:\,uc;les.that. 
These are st:r:-ong· reasons' for believing that· spoken, 
English is, in general, simply not recogniz,able ' 
phoneme by phonemr or w:ord by word, and that people 
recogniZe :utterances, not because they hear the 
phonetic. features _of the. wards distinctly, but, be-
cause .. they have a general sense of what a. conversa-
tion is about and are able to .. guess 'what has' been,, 
said. 
A direction for future research is indicated by the-theory of. 
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Denes and Fry who have insisted up9n the necessity for lingu.istic infor-
mation in any. rec.ogni ti on scheme. Lindgren . (l} quotes Denes· as con- . 
eluding "~ . . Auto~atic speech recognition is probaQly possible only by 
a proces~ that makes use of information about the str4cture and statis-
tics of the language being recognized as "!ell as the .characteristics c,>f 
the.speech sc,>und wave." A ful'ther area of search for.perceptual clues 
which ,has been pursued by several groups is t~e st~dY of articulatory 
movements which has been referred to as the motor theory, This theory 
of perception is based upon the belief that a.humal). perceiv~s speech 
sounds by reference to the articulatory movements he knows are necessary 
to produce those sounds (Lindgren, 2). Experiments have attempted to 
show that the.process of lea:r:ning to recognize speech is g:r;eatly aided 
by the voicing .of sounds.and the association of articulatory movements. 
with .the sounds produced. Results have so far been inconclusive. 
Many rears of resea:r:-<rh with the. cochlea. of human cac;lavers have· 
permJtted Georg v9n Bekesy to determine most of today's knowledge.of 
the physiological c]1aracteristics of the cochlea. In.his e~pe:r;iments 
he cut aw:ay some of the bone.surrounding the cochlea and placed a tiny 
window i.n the side wall from which measurements w:ere made of basilar 
membrane. displacement using a stroboscopic light. He showed th.at , the 
cochlea. performs a spectral separation of sound but has relatively_poor. 
selectivity with a constant Q = 2 for the entire length., For this work .. 
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he was awarded the Nobel prize in Medicine in 1961 (Bekesy, 7; Flanagan, 
8,9; Fletcher, 10). The spectral function of the cochlea has suggested 
that an important property of speech which contains intelligence is the 
frequency content. Therefore, much research has been directed toward a 
spectral analysis of phonemes. 
Early research in spectral analysis of speech employed the .method 
of recording the.signal on a continuous magnetic tape or drum followed 
by multiple repetitions of the signal being applied to the input of a 
voltage tunablebandpass filter which permitted the recording of the 
signal energy as a function of the center frequency of the bandpass 
filter. Most recent work has employed the use of multiple bandpass 
filters which provide near real time spectral data. Spectral processors 
which seek to use formant locations in the identification of phonemes 
are of two general types. The first, and most common, consists of many 
parallel narrow band filters each of which is followed by a detector 
and low-pass filter which provide a voltage level proportional to the 
energy content of that frequency band. Formant locations are indicated 
by the channels which have the largest output level. Recent significant 
efforts using this technique include the work of Campanella and Phyfe 
(11), Hughes and Hemdal (12), Bobrow and Klatt (13) and Lecours and 
Sparkes (14). The second type of spectral processor which is used for 
formant locations is a parallel arrangement of wide .band filters each 
of which is assigned to one of the formants. They are broad enough 
that the formant for which they are designed will be included for all 
phonemes. The filter outputs are fed to zero crossing counters which 
provide voltage output levels which are proportional to the dominant 
frequency component in that band. This method provided an accurate 
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frequency measure for simple waveforms but when t\410 or more components 
have comparable amplitudes serious.errors can arise (Hyde, 15}. This 
technique was.employed by Gilmour (16) who .. used a 700 Hz law-pass filter 
to isolate Fl, a 700 t~ 2100 H.z bandpass filter for F2 and. a 2100 Hz .i 
high ~pass fi 1 ter for F 3. Results were typical of ,other approaches wHh 
90% recogniti<;m rate for a single speaker and a vocabulary of seven 
words and the digits. Stops and fricatives could no.t be separat~d. A 
variation of this technique, whic;h was mentioned earlier, was that em-
ployed by Ewing and Taylor (4) which did not use any filters but.rather 
used the zero crossings of the unprocessed speech as· a measure of Fl 
and the.zero crossings of the diffe:rentiated wave as a measure of F2. 
A furtijer va,riation by Reddy (17) sampled a microphone output every. 
50 µsec with an analog to digita.l converter and recoxded intensj,.ty level. 
and mnnber of zero crossings. in each 10 msec. interval. Intensity levels. 
were us.ed to group si~ilar segments and. zero cr9ssings were used to. 
resolve ambiguities. Limited success was.claimed but a later paper 
(Reddy, .18) revealed that the system could not·. distinguish the stops 
and several of the vowels. 
A very.comprehensive narrow band filter analysis of speech, based 
upon the phoneme recognition concept, was performed by Hughes·. and Hemdai 
(12) at Purdue R,esearch Foundation. The spectral analyzer consisted of· 
35 bandpass.filters \4/ith center frequencies varying between 286 and 
9500 Hz. A bandwidt~ of 4q Hz at the. low frequency end of the spectrum . 
was expanded to 963 Hz for the 9500 Hz filter with all filters.having 
a selectivity (Q) of 10. or less. The single speaker.approach was justi-. 
fied on the basis of a lack of knowledge ~f speaker di.fferences .. An . 
algorithm ~as.developed to use a general purpose digital computer.to 
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separate phonemes based upon a distinctive feature approach but no 
capability for adaptation was considered. Nine distinctive features 
were used to identify 34 phonemes. Three features were found to rea-
sonably separate the· vowels with some overlap which could be. removed 
with the additional dimension of time. The conclusions of this researc11 
were that the.low frequency,spectru1J1 has more·importance than previously 
recognized. A set of filters with good precision .below 500 Hz w~s 
recommended because of the necessity for accurate Fl tracking and atten-
ti on to low frequency stress cues .. This view .is opposed by Stewart (19, 
20) who.considers the low frequency spectrum to be.unimportant because 
of.some experiments which he performed. In one experiment he used 
300 Hz low-pass filtered noise as a masking signal and found that the 
quality of speech was not significantly affected. In another experiment 
Stewart passed speech through an 800 Hz high-pass filter and found that 
it was quite intelligible but "tinny" sounding. 
Another speech recognition system for a limited vocabulary was 
developed by Bolt, Beranek and Neuman, Inc. for the NASA Electronics 
Research Center and reported by Bobro~ and Klatt (13). This system 
a't;tacked the problem of recogi:ii ti on of. a limited voca'Qulary of space-
craft related words as spoken by several speakers. The spectrum ana-
lyzer was a 19-channel-filter-bank designeq for optimum formant determi-
nation for male voices which had a glottal pulse rate from 80 to 150 Hz. 
In order to insure that there would be between two and four harmonics in 
every filter, bandwidths were used as follows: 360 Hz.for center fre-
quencies of 260 to 2780 Hz; 600 Hz.at 3260 Hz; 840 Hz at 3980 Hz; and 
1080 Hz.bandwidth at 4940 and 6020 Hz. Each word was recorded as t~o 
seconds of data sampled at 0.01 sec intervals which provided a 19 x 200 
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matr~x, each element of which was a number from zero to 6,3, in logarith-
mic units, covering a 45 db range of intensity. The recogni~ion scheme 
separated the words into syllables based pri~arily on. the total signal 
ene.rgy. Pattern, recognition methods based OJ?. the .word matrix were con-
sidered in~pplicab le because "... it is. by now well known that speech 
spectral patterns ... do not .. cluster according to the spoken. word". 
Bobrow and Klatt consider phoneme recog11ition to be a more difficult 
task than their method of word recog11i ti on which .was based on spectral 
energy.although they acknc;>wledge that their technique is limit~d to 
small vocabularies. The conclusions.of this research were that a finer 
frequency resolution between 300 and 1200 Hz is desirable and that more. 
filters are required to detect sudden.movements in energy concentrations. 
Word recognition has also been investigated by Martin (21) who used 
a filter bank of 19 channels, each with a low selectivity (Q = 8). Dis-
tinctive features of .phonemes were selected and tests involving 155 
speakers.were.conducted. Recognition scores of 88 to 94% .were.achi~ved 
for 34,000 digits spoken singly and in pairs. A new feature which 
Martin found useful was the energy change with frequency, 
Glaesser, Caldwell and Stewart (22) have developed and Stewart h.as. 
marketed an analog model of the human cochlea which uses a passive cas-
cade of tuned elements with between 19 and 36 pickoff point~. The model 
simula~es the cochlea well in selectivity (Q = 2) but thE:'. arbitrary· 
choice of pickoff points is not representative of the data available.in 
human perception. Speech recognition with the analog ear was conducted 
by the developers (Caldwell, 23) and is continuing by the USAF Aerospace 
Medical Research Laboratories where.19 pickoffs are being used in a 
neural model to simulate the human auditory system as closely as 
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possible (Mundie, and Moore, 24; Cannon, 25). R.ecent improvements to 
the analog e~r were developed by Bolie (26) by the use of a digital 
computer to analyze the various network parameters, and a simulated 
passive network (Q = )0) of 100 sections, was used in a digital computer 
simulati,on by Lake (27) to analyze .the formant.locations of 19 phonemes 
spoken by 12 people. Speech spectrograms were generated with a digital 
computer by Oppenheim (28) . 
In spite of the varied approaches to speech recognition .and the 
many years of con<;entrated efforts .there is still no reHable method 
for removing speaker dependent variations or glottc;tl pulse fluctuations. 
1.2 Sull\lllary of Thesis·Content. This thesis is devoted to high 
resolution .studies of speech sounds, including the development of the 
necessary hardware. The inclu4ed audio-filter bank has the hig}:iest. 
spectral resolution of any known.device at.the low frequencies, which 
have been identified by other,rese~rch efforts as necessary for accurate 
pitch tracking. It also has.the wide, high frequency, bandwidth which 
is required for tracking the rapid energy shifts. which occur in con-:-
nected speech. In addition, as a part of this thesis, a three-
dimensional oscillosc9pe display was designed and built for.the study. 
of connected speech. 
A data set of high spectral resolution was compiled fo:r;- .11 phonemes 
as spoken by.3 male and 2 female speakers over an octave range.of pitch 
variation for each phoneme. The importance of pitch in speech recogni-
tion is discussed, and so~e·results of experiments in.computer.recogni-. 
tion of sustained phonemes are presented. 
CHAPTER II 
TUNED AMPLITUDE TRACKER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
. . 
2.1 Introduction. A review of the literature revealed that a 
finer spectral resqlutfon of speech than\\)'as possible with previous 
audio filter banks might provide a useful source of information in 
speech research. The conclusions of two recent significant efforts 
. \ ' ' . ' 
(Bobrow and Klatt, 13; Hughes and Hemdal, 12) were that better frequency 
resolution in the.spectrwµ below 1200 Hz would probably pro'\(ide valua,ble 
information for improving the understanding of speaker dependent.varia-
tions and glottal pulse fluctu"!.tions. These features of speech have. 
historically ,been so little,understooq that they have be~n avoided in 
prior experimental designs. 
AClvanc;ements in solid state electronics miniatu.rization in. the past 
five years have made posstble the design of the high resolution Tune~ 
Amplitude Tracker (TAT) System which is outlined in Appendi~ B and des-
cribed in greater detail i11 this chapter. Figure 2.1 is a photograph of 
the eq1:1ipment.rack containing the complete system. In this chapt~r the 
fm;ictic:mal description of. each subsystem is followed by a discussion of 
the matll.em~tical model of the TAT units anq some de~ailed performanc~ 
measurements of the completed TAT System. A table Sl.lIIUllarizing .all of 
the abbreviations used in this thesis is given in Appendix A. In each 
figure resistances are in ohms and capacitances are.in microfarads 
unless labeled otherwise. 
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2. 2 Functional Description" A block. diasram of the .. elements, of 
the TAT System is-shown in Figure 2,2. The·speech input may·be applied 
either through . a microphone o.r from a magnetic tape ·recorder to a spec-
tral shaping Jlre-amplifier and a speech amplifier which drives the 
parallel array of TAT ch~n.nels. The multiplexer samples the output.of 
' e~ch of·the 97 TAT channels at a rate determined by the clock, and pro-
vides a DC analog output voltage whith is equal to the.voltage on the 
input line being sampled. The multiplexer also provid,es a sync pulse 
for the cathode ray tube oscilloscope (CRT) which displays an image of 
speech energy content as a function of frequency. 
2.2.i Microphone. The-Shure model 545S microphone was used as 
the air pressure to ~oltage transduce~ for the sounds which were spoken 
as a part of this thesis and was also used in.the recording of the tape 
library.which was compiled by Lake (27). Experimental voltage measure-
ments made with this microphone revealed the typical low frequency sig-
nal amplit~de to be ~2 millivolts for a normal voice volume and for.the 
microphone placed 8 + 2 inche~ directly in front .e>f the mouth. A.t this 
- . . 
distance the ._signal amplitude was found to be relatively insensitive to 
small changes in mouth-to-microphone distance. 
The 4etailed microphone specifications are provided in Appendix C. 
It can be seen from the response characteristic curve of Figure 2.3 
that output amplitude is.flat within -3 db and +8 db (where 0 db= 1 
volt/microbar} over the 100 to 6400 Hz.frequency range-covered by the 
tuned amplitude trackers. It h_as a. "cardioid" polar .c~a,racteristic . 
with side cancellation of 6 db and 15 to 20 db cancellation at the rear. 
The microphone has a dual output impedance of 150 ohms and 4.0K ohms, 
The rated sensitivity is 150 ~.4 db at 1000 Hz. 
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2.2.2 Magnetic Tape Recorder. The Wollensak Model 1980 Magnetic 
Tape Recorder was used for all sound recordings and playback of phonetic 
tapes. A tape speed of 7.5 inches per second and Channel A were used. 
The tape recorder gain setting was adjusted for each recording to obtain 
the maximum signal with no amplitude clipping or other distortion as 
viewed on an oscilloscope. The audio signal was taken from the "Exter-
nal Speaker" jack. 
2.2.3 Speech Pre-Amplifier. The circuit which is shown in Figure 
2.4 accepts the 150 ohm impedance differential output of the microphone 
or the attenuated output from the tape recorder. Spectral gain shaping 
is accomplished by three stages of modified high-pass filtering and 
four stages of gain. In the first stage a unifonn gain of 40 db. i~ pro-
vided by a 709N Operational Amplifier (OA) circuit. The second and 
third stages each incorporate a modified high-pass filter of 1100 Hz 
corner frequency in which the 0.29 µfd capacitor is bypassed with a 
735 ohm resistor in order to limit the low frequency loss. The third 
stage incorporates a modified high-pass filter of 1460 Hz corner 
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Figure 2.4. Speech Pre~Amplifier Circuit Diagram 
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frequency in which the 0.015 µfd capacitor is bypassed by a 22K resis-
tor. The fourth stage is an emitter follower which prevents loading 
effects" 
Each stage of gain shaping was designed to prevent.speech clipping 
and to provide about the same maximum amplitude in each spectral segment 
at the Pre-Amplifier output. This method of shaping was selected to 
permit use of the full dynamic amplitude range of the spectral display. 
It is.considerably different from the 6 db per octave gain increase 
which was commonly employed by previous researchers anq upon which the. 
Formant Theory of speech perception is based. This departure from for-
mer approaches was.necessary to take advantage of the resolution capa-
bility of the new system. The entire Speech Pre-Amplifier is packaged 
in a Burr-Brown casing and is provided with a power supply filter for 
both the +15 volt input (shown in Figure 2.4) and the -15 volt input 
which is used only in .the OA. Oscillations were observed before the 
filters were installed. The maximum signal output without clipping or 
distortion is .:.4 volts, which is achieved only with very loud sounds 
voiced close to the microphone. 
2.2.4 Soft Limiter. The speech signal from the Pre-Amplifier is 
processed by the circuit which is shown in Figure 2.5, which limits the 
signal amplitude and provides a low impedance drive to the Speech Ampli-
fier. The soft limiting action begins at an input threshold of .:.3.2 
volts, as determined by the input voltage divider network, ·The 1 volt 
forward voltage characteristic of the .1N816 diodes rounds off .the volt-
age peaks which exceed this threshold. The push-;pull output circuit 
supplies an output impedance of about 200 ohms; negative feedback is 
used to eliminate crossover distortion. For signals less than limiting 
threshold the circuit gain is about 1.1 and as a result the output 
voltage is about +3.5 volts. 
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Figure 2.5. Soft Limiter Circuit Diagram 
2.2.5 Speech Amplifier. The initial system made use of the Soft 
'Limiter Circuit to drive the 97 TAT channels. During calibration it was 
found that each channel responded with a maximum DC output of 10 volts 
when its input was a ~10 volt pure-tone signal from an audio oscillator. 
With speech input, however, the channels responded with only about half 
their maximum output capability because of the amplitude variations 
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inherent in the speech signal. In order to provide a drive signal 
which would use the full dynamic range of the filter bank, the Speech 
Amplifier circuit which is shown in Figure 2.6 was ~se4 to drive the 
TAT channels. This circuit boosts the +3 •. 5 volt input signal from the 
Soft Limiter circuit to a +20 volt signal at the output. The 2N328A 
transistors are biased into "Class A" operation and provide a current-
drive for the 40322 power transistors, each of which has about 17 square 
inches of aluminum heat sink. The 10 ohm~56 µfd filter for the supply 
voltage eliminated the periodic oscillations which were observed before 
at.4K aoa 
Figure.2.6. -Speech Amplifi,er Circuit Diagram 
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2.2.6 Tuned Amplitude Trackers. Each of the 97 TAT channels con-
tains the circuit elements shown in Figure 2.7. A detailed discussion 
of the design and operation of this circuit is included in Section 2.3. 
The purpose of each TAT is to convert.an AC input voltage, EK, into a 
DC voltage, VK. The amplitude of VK is proportional to the amplitude 
of those frequency components of EK which fall within the selected pass-
band. The pass-band of each channel is determined by the OA, Ul, and 
its associated components. The selectivity, Q, was held constant at 25 
for all channels. This provided -3 db crossover for adjacent filters 
whose resonant frequencies were chosen for the Kth channel as discussed 
in Appendix B by the relation: 
F(K) = (100) • 2[(K-l)/l6] , 
Table I contains a listing by channel number, K, of (1) resonant 
frequency, F(K); (2) the type of United Transformer Company inductor, 
L'K; (3) the size of resonating capacitor, C'K; (4) the bandwidth, BW; 
(5) the frequency of the lower -3 db half power point, LHPP; and (6) 
the frequency of the upper -3 db half power point, UHPP. The Q was 
held constant to provide the desired detail in low frequency resolution. 
The value of Q = 25 was selected because it permitted about three times 
the resolution of the Hughes and Hemdal system (12) and was compatible. 
with the 100 input channel capability of the available multiplexer. The 
inductance range of each coil type is given in Appendix B. 
The OA, U2, and related components perform full wave rectification 
of the output signal of the bandpass filter. The OA, U3, and associated 
components make up a low-pass filter which co~verts the signal to a DC 
voltage, amplifies the level and provides a low-pass characteristic, 
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TABLE I. 
TUNED AMPLITUDE TRACKE~ DATA 
K F(K) Inductli!-nce Model Reso1:1.at<?r BW LHPP UHPP·. , (Hz) No. HVC-• C'K (µfd} .· (Hz) (Hz) (Hz). 
1 100 7 .5 4 98 102 
2 104 7 .5 4 102 106 
3 109 7 .5 4 107 111 
4, 113 7 .5 5 110 115 
5 119 7 .5 5 116 121 
6 124 7 .5 5 122 127 
7 130 7 .5 5 127 132 
8 135. 7 .5 5 132 1:?7 
9 141 7 .5 6 1~8 144 
10 l47 7 .s 5 145 . 150 
11 154 7 . 5. . 6 151 157 
12 160 7 .5 7 156 1~3 
13 168 7 .5 7 H~4 171 
14 175 7 .s 6 172 178 
15 183 7 .5 8 180 188 
16 191 7 .5 8 187 195 
17 200 7 .47 8 196 204 
18 208 7 .5 9 203 212 
19 218 6 .5 9 213 222 
20 227 6 .5 9 223 232 
21 2~8 6 .5 10 232 242 
22 247 6 .47 . 10 243 253 
23 259 6 .5 10 254 264 
24 270 6 .5 12 265 277 
25 283 6 .5 12 276 288 
26 294 6 .5 12 288 300 
27 308 6 .5 12 302 314 
28 321 6 .5 13 314 327. 
29 336 6 .5 14 329 34.3 
30 350 6 .s 14 343 357 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
K F(K) Inductance Model Resona1;or. BW LHPP· UHPP ' ' ' ' i (Hz) No. HVC- c I K. (µ.fd) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
31 367 6 .5 15 359 374 
32 3~1 6 .5 16 373 389 
33 400 6 • 5 16 392 408 . 
34 416 6 .5 17 407 424 
35 436 6 .5 17 428 445 
36 454 6 .5 19 445 463 
37 476 6 .5 19 467 486 
38 495 5 .2 20 485 505 
39 519 5 .2 20 508 528 
40 540 5 .2 22 529 551 
41 566 5 .2 22 554 576 
42 588 5 .2 24 576 600 
43 617 5 .2 26 604 630 
44 642 5 .2 26 629 655 
45 673 5 .2 26 659 .• 685 
46 700 5 .2 27 687 715 
47 734 5 .1 29 719 748 
48 763 5 .2 30 748 778 
49 ~00 5 .22 32 784 816 
50 832 5 .33 33 815 848 
51 872 5 .22 33 857 890 
52 ~07 5 .27 36 889 925 
53 951 5 .22 37 932 969 
54 990 5 .27 40 970 1010 
55 1038 5 .1 41 1019 1060 
56 1079 5 .27 43 1057 1100 
57 1q1 5 .1 46 1108 1154 
58 1177 4 .22 47 1153 1200 
59 1234 4 .1 4.8 1211 1259 
qO 1283 4 .1 51 1257 1308 
61 1345 4 .068 50 1322 1372 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
K F(K) Inductance Model Resonator BW LHPP UHPP (Hz) No. HVC- c I K (µfd) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
62 1400 4 .1 S6 1372 1428 
63 1467 4 .1 60 1437 1497 
64 lS26 4 .1 61 149S 1SS6 
6S 1600 4 .082 62 1S72 1634 
66 1664 4 .1 67 1631 1698 
67 174S 4 .082 68 1712 1780 
68 181S 4 .1 72 1779 181S 
69 1903 4 .082 7S 1866 1941 
70 1979 4 .043 79 1939 2018 
71 207S 4 .068 8S 2033 2118 
72 21S8 4 .047 86 211S 2201 
73 2263 4 .068 91 2217 2308 
74 23S3 4 .1 94 2306 2400 
7S 2468 4 .OS 98 2420 2S18 
76 2S66 4 .OS 103 2Sl4 2617 
77 2691 4 .OS6 lOS 2637 2742 
78 2799 3 .1 112 2743 28SS 
79 2934 3 .OS6 110 2880 2990 
80 30S2 3 .039 124 2990 3114 
81 3200 3 .OS 123 3149 3272 
82 3328 3 .033 133 3261 3394 
83 3490 3 .OS 14S 3420 3S6S 
84 3~30 3 .OS 141 3S60 3701 
8S 3806 3 .039 1S2 3738 3890 
86 39S8 3 .036 1S8 3879 4037 
87 41SO 3 .033 169 4073 4242 
88 4316 3 .022 172 4230 4402 
89 4526 3 .033 17S 4S45 4620 
90 4707 3 .022 188 4613 4801 
91 493S 3 .033 197 4847 S044 
92 Sl32 3 .036 210 S027 5237 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
K F(K) Inductance Model Resonator BW LHPP UHP~-(Hz) No. HVC- c I K (µfd) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
93 5382 3 .033 216 5280 5496 
94 5597 3 .027 2.19 5490 5709 
95 5869 3 .02 222 5763 5985 
96 6104 3 .022 252 5986 6238 
97 6400 3 .015 256 6280 6536 
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with the frequency of the -6 db point set equal to the bandwidth of the 
bandpass filter. Figure 2 .. 8 shows one of the bandpass filter Vector 
boards each of which contains three filters, and one of the Vector 
boards on which are mounted three fullwave rectifiers and low-pass 
filters. The complete system of 97 bandpass filters is mounted on a 
common chassis, with the output from each filter available to the con-
nector on the rear of the chassis as shown in Figure 2.9. This connect-
or and cable provide an input to the Fullwave Rectifier arid Low-Pass · 
Filter boards by means of a similar connector which is located at the 
right rear of the chassis shown in Figure 2.10. The connector at the· 
center of the chassis provides the 97 channel output to the multiplexer. 
A final gain calibration is provided at the output of each low-pass 
filter by means of a resistance divider network which limits the output 
voltage to +S volts, which is the maximum allowable multiplexer input. 
2.2.7 EECO 765 Multiplexer. The detailed multiplexer performance 
data is included in Appendix C. Each of the 97 input voltage levels is 
sampled and applied to the analog output for a length of time determined 
by the clock pulses which cause the multiplexer to step from one channel 
to the next. The order in which the input lines are sampled is pro-
grammable by means of a patch board on the front panel. The sync pulse 
as shown in Figure 2.2 is a zero-going pulse superimposed on a -10 volt 
level. This pulse is identified by the manufacturer as the."Scan 
Address End Ring". The pulsy remains on during the time the last pro-
grammed input channel is being sampled. 
The multiplexer input impedance specifications state that the 
channel being sampled has an impedance greater than 100 megohms in 
parallel with a capacitance determined from the equation, 
(A) 
(B) 
Figure 2.8. Bandpass Filter (A) and Fullwave Recti fier and 
Low-Pass Filter (B) Circuit Boards 
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C = [LS(N-1) + 10] pico-farads· (pfd) =: 1~4 pfd 
wbere, N = 97 input chanJ\els. 
During th,e early construction s~ages the out:i;mt of eacli 10"'1-pass 
filter was applied directly to the multiplexer input. The multiplexer 
output switched sharply to each new level. Ho~ever, when the. low-pass 
filter output :was applied to a resis.tance divic,le'J'. which change~ the 
output impedan.ce as seen by the multiplexer to about SK, ohms; a time 
constant of about 5 µsec was observed. This effect.is shown in Figure 
2.11. This-was corrected with the addition of a q1pacitor CK(l) in 
each voltage divider network, as shown. in. Figure. 2 .12. The· reduction 
in sw:itchirtg time which resultecj. can be observed in Figure 2.13. TQ.e· 
value of this outp~t c~paci tan~e which· shouid ht;iV~'~·1>e,en ab~4~ .1so pfd 
accorc,ling to the multiplexer specifications, was found to be about.0.1 
µfd. Therefore 0, l µfcl was used for the compens~tion capacitor, CK(l). 
2.2.8 Clock. A free running multivibrator.was used a~ a digital 
clock to control the rate at which the,-multiple~er stepped from one 
input channel to the next. The circuit show!\ in Figure 2.14 was built 
into a Burr-Brown cas~ng al)cl had a panel mount~d switch to provide a 
choice of an 11.1 KHz or a 50.3 KHz pulse ~ate. The 50.3 KHz rate was 
' ' 
use<;l throughout this research except.when the multiplexer was controlled 
by the IBM 1620 Computer as discl\ssed in.Chapter V. 
2.2.9 RM 564 Tektronics Storage Oscilloscope. The storage oscil..:. 
loscope is.a versatile visual disp~ay c,levice which may qe used to pro-
vide a variety of speech spectral plots. It can.be used in.a normal 
oscilloscope mode to reveal transient information or may,provide a. 
visual integration over several minutes. The vertical display has a 
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dynamic range of 100 db per centimeter with a. continuous. vernier con-: 
trol. Th~ h_orizontal display can use. (1) an extf:'rnally generated d~­
flection ·voltage as:was employed in the display described-in Chapter III 
of this thesis; (2) an internal· sweep generator .. which is triggere<;l by· 
an external sync.voltage f;l.S is used il1 the d~splay in this chapter; or 
(3) an internal sweep generator ~hich is triggered by an adjustable 
level from either of two vertical d,ef~ection amplifiers.. A number of 
other modes of flexibility are also available, the details of which may 
be fol,lnd in. Appendix C .. 
2.3 The.Mathematical Model. This section des~ribes the theory 
underlying the design for the TAT channels which are made up of (1) the 
tuned bandpa~s filters; (2) the full wave rectifiers; and (3) the _low-
, . : . 
pass £ilters. In the construction of the filter.bank system, United 
Transformer Company HVC. type inductors and SN72.709N·OA's.manufactured 
by T~xas Instruments, Inc., were used. Specifications of both are. 
found in Appendix C. A discussion of the OA frequency compensation, 
which was required in t~e spectr~l bf;lnd of ,speech, is found in.Appen<;lix 
B. 
2.3.1 Tuned.Banc;lpass.Filter Design; The.desire for a constant Q 
and amplitude ac:i;-oss the speech spe~t~ made it:necessary to select a 
circuit in which these parameters could be controlled, preferably inde-
pendently. Huelsman (29) has reported that an operational amplifier 
with con.trol elements as shown i:h Figure 2.15 has· a transfer character• 
istic given by 
(2.3.1) 
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where E = the input voltage, V =.the output ~oltage and YK = the admit-
tance .of the ~th branch~ The ch9ice of branch components as .indicated 
in Figure 2.16 results in a bandpas.s filter which has a transfer func-
tion, after simplification by Bolie (30) ,. of 
V -AT(jw) 
~ = Q + T. (jw) + T2Q (jw) 2 
where T = ARG/Q and F0 = center frequency= l/2irT. Although this cir.,. 
cuit was reported tq be capable of obtaining a Q of about 10, an attempt 
was made to extend Q to 25 in order to provide better glottal pulse 
tracking and better.formant frequency definition than·has previously 
been possible. A mathematical analysis of the transfer functiqn indi-
ca~ed that this·should have been possible but in practice the best Q 
which could be obtained was about 12. Th.is was undoubtedly.due to an 
inability to a<;lequately control component accu~acy •. It was th.erefq:i:-e 
decided that in spite of the disad~antages of iron core inductors it 
would be necessary to use them if a Q of the order of 25 were desired 
with a small number of circuit elements, although for other applications 
Q values as high as 5,000 have been realized using 4 operational ampli-
fiers in an RC, network designed by Tarmy and Ghausi (31) . 
The desire to maintain independent control of both gain anq band~ 
width over the speech. spectrum of 100 Hz,to 64.00·Hz with a minimum 
number of compone~ts.led to the use of both positi~e and negative fe~~­
back in the bandpass filter which is reported in this thesis. In the 
network shown in Figure 2.17 and in the following equation Z is the 
impedance of the ,parallel RLC tank circuit and k = R/ (R4· + R5) is the 
ratio of positive :feedback.. The current I is th,at flowing through the 
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Figure 2.17. Active Tuned Bandpass Filter 
parallel RLC impedance ·toward the OA output terminal. The current and 
voltage relations for the input resistance divider network can be 
written, 
E - .e' 
RI 
e' 
= - +I 
R2 
e' = e + IR3 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3,3) 
Substituting (2.3.3) into (2.3.2) and solving for the voltage at the 
inverting input of the OA yields: 
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e = (2.3.4) 
Since the operational amplifier causes the output voltage, V, to vary 
such that the inverting input voltage; e, be~omes approximately equal· 
to the non-inyerting input voltage,, kV, then.these two.input voltages 
can.be assumed to be equal; Using the relationship, I = (k-l)V/Z, the 
positive feedback voltage becomes .. 
kV = 
from which the voltage tr~nsfe:r characteristic V/E can be determine~ to 
be 
v 
r= (2.3.5) 
- k 
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It is convenient for notation to use the following substitutions 
in (2.3.5), noting th~t RP is the equivalent par~llel resistan.ce of R1 
and R2, Rs is a series res~stance, and th~t Q12r is the resonant imped-
ance of the para~lel LC combination 
R = p 
(2.3.6) R = R + R3 s p 
2 
z 
Ql r 
= [F F0J 1 + j Ql F0 - F 
In these equations, Q1 is the se~ectivity (Q1 = F0/BW) of the pa~allel 
LC circuit, r is the series resistance.of the inducto~ in ohms, Fis 
the frequency of concern,in Hertz, .and F0 is the resonant·frequency of 
the .LC circui 1;. Insertion of thes.e identities into (2 • 3. 5) y~elds, 
R 
- ..l?. 
·R 1 (2.3.7) 
A convenient form of this voltage transfer characteri~tic .is 
-A (2.3.8) 
1 + 
where A is th,e gain at resoi:iance and the other parameters are as .defined 
above~ Writing (2.3.7) in the.form of (2.3.8) yields, 
A = (l 
and 
1 
- k}R R 
s 1 
2 R Q1 r p . 
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(2.3.9) 
(2.3.10) 
Equation 2.3,10 may be solved for the ratio of the·.over~ll circuit Q 
divideQ. by.the RLC tank circuit Q1 , to give 
(2.3.11} 
2.3.1.1 Tune" BanQ.pas$ Filter Calibration. The first step in the 
.£ .. 
alignment proceQ.ure,of eacq tuned f~lter is to ground th~ non-invert~ng 
input to the. OA, apply a signal.at the intended resonant frequ,ency to 
th,e left end of R3 with R2 open and vary R3 until unity gain (with in-
version) is observed at the OA. O\.ltput. This insures th.a~ R3 = q1 2:t. 
The second step is to cnoos.e a va~ue of posi ti"\(e feedback, k, by se lee-
tion of R4 and R5 (greate~ positive feedback is requi~ed for low ~alues 
of Q1 in the parallel RLC tank circuit). 
The desired circuit gain of unity and the selected, circuit 
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parameters of R3 = Q12r and k = 1/2 can be used in aquation 2.3.9 to 
find that the relation R1 = 2R3 must be satisfied. The·remaining param-
eter, R2, can be found by connecting the·circuit as shown in Figure 2.17 
and varying R2 . until the de~ired Q valu_e of Q = 25 is observed. The 
approximate value of R2 can be found from Equation 2.3.11, but the dif-
ficulty in accurately measuring and controlling the various components 
makes the preferable technique that of measuring Q and A. The range of 
control of Q, however, can be found from Equation 2~3.ll, to be governed 
by the formula, 
For positive component values, the maximum allowable value of Q1 can be 
seen to be governed by 
g_ 3 
Q > 2 
1 
The desired active tuned-filter Q value of Q = 25 implies that· 
Q1 < 16. 8, but in. order to provid<;l some measure of cqntrol wi t.h R2, a 
Q1 of the order of 10 was found to be about optimum. The Q1 of the 
parallel LC branch can be reduced by adding a parallel resistance of. 
the .order of lOJ<;. Alternately, the parallel reactance \,may.be varied 
in accord with the relation developed by Fristoe (32}, 
Q = 1 ~ x p 
in which r 5 is the equivalent series resistance, rp is.the equivalent 
parallel resistance, Xs is the series reac"trance and Xp is the.parallel 
reactance. The parallel reactance can be increased, and hence Q1 can 
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be reduceq, by decreasing the capacit~nce and increasing the.inductance; 
The change of reacta"Q.ce is the preferable method if additional induct-
ance is available in the coil, since with nea.r maxtmum. inductance the 
tuning slug is i.:;rell within the core gap and thus less,sµsceptible to 
mechanical vibrations. 
2.3.2 Fullwave Rectifier Design. The fullwave rectifier function 
l 
is to invert the positive half cyc~e of :th:e input waveform and to pass 
the negative half cycle, so that both half cycles have the same (nega-
tive) .amplitude after processing by the rectifier circuit. For the 
positive half .cycle of the input waveform, the positive input terminal 
of U2 is grounded, so U2 beh,aves as a simple sign reversing amplifier 
of 0.5 gain. For the negative h,alf cycle of .the input waveform, U2 
serves as a simple follower amplifier having its' output cqnnected to 
its' negative input terminal, and havlng its' positive input terminal 
excited by the R7-R8 voltage divider. 
2.3.3 Low-Pass Filter Design. The low-pass filter converts.the 
fullwave recti£ier output into a DC voltage having an amplitude propor-
tional to the AC input voltage to the fullwave rectifier. The circuit 
which was selected for this function was.based on the wo:r;-k of .Huelsman. 
(29) who found that an OA with control components as shown in Figure 
2.15 has a, transfer characteristic given in general form by.Equation 
2.3.1. The choice of branch components as indicated-in Figure ).18 
then results in a transf~r function which simplifies to 
V -A 
E. = (1 + jwT}2 
AR AR 
. A+I 
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Figure 2.18. Low-Pass Filter 
-1 
where A is the DC gain, w = 2TIB(K), T = ARKCK (in seconds)= [2TIB(K)] , 
and B(K) is the frequency (in Hz) at which the output voltage is half 
the input voltage. The voltage gain as a function of frequency is shown 
in Figure 6 of Appendix B for the .800 Hz channel. The cutoff fre-
quency (the -6 db gain point) of each low-pass filter was made equal to 
the bandwidth of the corresponding tuned bandpass filter in order to 
assure rapid response to the expected faster transients at the higher 
frequencies. Table II shows the component values selected for each 
channel as derived from the above equation. 
The gain of each low-pass filter was selected to make the combined 
gain of the fullwave rectifier and low-pass filter equal to unity. A 
gain of approximately 3 is required to compensate for the fullwave 
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TABLE II 
LOW-PASS FILTER DESIGN PARAMETERS 
K F (K) B(K) RKCK RK CK (Channel No.) (Hz) (Hz) (msec) (kilohms) (µfd) 
1 100 4.0 13.30 53.2 .25 
2 104 4.2 12.80 51. 2 .25 
3 109 4.4 12.20 48.8 .25 
4 113 4.5 11. 70 46.8 .25 
5 119 4.8 11. 20 . 44.8 .25 
6 124 5.0 10.70 42.8 . 25 
7 130 5.2 10.20 40.7 .25 
8 135 5.4 9.87 39.4 .25 
9 141 5.6 9.38 37.4 .25 
10 147 5.9 9.06 36.2 .25 
11 154 6.2 8.60 34.4 .25 
12 160 6.4 8 .. 30 33.2 .25 
13 168 6.7 7.89 31.5 .25 
14 175 7.0 7.60 30.4 .25 
15 183 7.3 7.23 28.9 .25 
16 191 7.6 7.00 28.0 .25 
17 200 8.0 6.63 26.5 .25 
18 208 8.3 6.40 25.6 .25 
19 218 8.7 6.08 24.3 .25 
20 227 9.1 5.88 23.5 .25 
21 238 9.5 5.58 22. 3. .25 
22 247 9.9 5.37 21.5 .25 
23. 259 10.3 5.11 20.4 .25 
24 270 10.8 4.93 19.7 .25 
25 283 11.3 4.69 18.7 .25 
26 294 11.8 4.51 18.0 .25 
27 308 12.3 4.30 17.2 .25 
28 321 12.8 4.15 16.6 .25 
29 336 13.4 3.94 15.7 .25 
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TABLa II (Continued) 
K F(K) B(K) RK<;:K ·· .. RK CK (Channel No.) (Hz) (Hz) (msec) (kil~hms) (µfd) ' 
30 3SO 14.0 3.80 lS.4 .2S •, 
31 367 14.7 3.62 14.S .2S 
32 381 lS.2 3.43 13.7 .2S 
33 400 16.0 3.32 13.3 .2S 
34 416 16.6 3.20 12.8 .2S 
3S 436 17.4 3.04 60;7 .OS 
36 45.4 18.l 2.94 S8.8 .OS 
37 476 19.0 2.79 SS.7 .OS 
38 49S 19.8 2.69 S3.9' .OS 
39 S19 20.7 2.S6 Sl.2 .os 
40 S39 21.S 2.SO so.a .OS 
41 S66 22.6 2.34 46.7 .OS 
42 S88 23.S 2.26 4S.3 .OS 
43 617 24.6 2.lS 43.0 .OS 
44 642 2S.7 2.08 41.6 .OS 
4S 673 26.9 1.97 39.4 .OS 
46 700 28.0 1.90 38.0 .OS 
47 734 29.3 1.81 36.2. .OS 
48 763 30.S 1.74 34.8 .OS 
49 800 32.0 1.66 33.2 .os 
so 832 33.3 1.60 32.0 .OS 
Sl 872 34.8 1.S2 30.4 .OS 
S2 907 36.3 1.46 29.2 .OS 
S3 9Sl 38.0 1.40 28.0 .OS 
S4 989 39.S 1.3S 27.0 . OS . 
SS 1038 41.S 1.28 2S.6 .os 
S6 1079, 43.2 1.24 24.8 .OS 
S7 1131 4S.4 1.17 23.4 .OS 
S8 1177 47.1 1.13 22.6 .OS 
S9 1234 49.4 1.07 21.4 .OS 
60 1283 Sl.4 1.03 20.6 .OS 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
K F(K) B(K) RKCK RK CK 
(Channel No.) (Hz) (Hz) (msec) (kilohms) (µfd) 
61 134S S3.8 .98 19.7 .OS 
62 1399 S6.0 .9S 19.0 .OS 
63 1467 S8.7 .90 18.1 .OS 
64 1S2S 61.0 .87 17.S .OS 
6S 1600 64.0 • 83 . 16.6 .OS 
66 1664 6S.8 .80 16.0 .OS 
67 174S 69.8 .76 76.0 .01 
68 181S 72. 7 .74 73.6 .01 
69 1903 76.7 .70 69.7 .01 
70 1979 79.1 .67 • . 67.4 .01 
71 207S 83.0 . 64 63.9 .01 
72 21S8 86.3 .62 61.6 .01 
73 2263 90.8 .S9 S8.6 .01 
74 23S3 94.1 .S7 S6.6 .01 
7S 2468 98.9 .S4 S3.7 .01 
76 2S66 102. 7 .S2 S2.0 .01 
77 2691 107.S .49 49.3 .01 
78 2799 112.0 .48 47.S .01 
79 2934 117 .3 .4S 4S.2 .01 
80 30S2 124.0 .43 43.0 .01 
81 3200 128.0 .41 41.4 .01 
82 3328 133.0 .40 40.0 .01 
83 3490 139.0 .38 38.0 .01 
84 3629 14S.O .37 37.0 .01 
8S 3806 1S2.2 .3S 34.9 .01 
86 39S8 1S8.2 .34 33.6 .01 
87 41SO 166.0 .32 32,0 .01 
88 4316 172 .s .31 31.0 .01 
89 4S26 181.0 .29 29.3 .01 
90 4707 188.2 .28 28.3 .01 
91 493S 197.0 .27 26.9 .01 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
K F(K) B(K) RKCK RK CK (Channel No.) (Hz} (Hz) (msec) (kilohms) (µfd) 
92 5132 205.2 .26 26.0 .01 
93 5382 215.0 .25 24.6 .01 
94 5597 223.8 .24 23.7 .01 
95 5869 234.8 .23 22.9 .01 
96 6104 244.1 .22 21.8 .01 
97 6400 256.0 .21 20.7 .01 
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rectifier gain of 0.5, and for the factor of 0.636 involved in convert-
ing AC to DC. A +10 volt sinusoidal input at the bandpass filter 
resonant frequency causes the low-pass filter output to be about +10 
volts DC. The resistance divider on the output of each low-pass filter 
(Figure 2.12) was used to set the multiplexer input voltage at 5 + 0.1 
volts with a +10 volt resonant sine wave input to the bandpass filter. 
2.4 Performance Verification. Prior to actual use in tests with 
speech signals, the complete system was tested for calibration, response 
speed, and linearity by use of a sine wave oscillator equipped with a 
frequency counter, and an accurate CRT equipped with a scope camera. 
2.4.1 The Microphone, Amplifiers and Recorder. The Shure 545S 
microphone provides a voltage output as shown in Figure 2.19 for a 
normal room volume speaking voice and the microphone held about 8 inches 
directly in front of the mouth. The sound which is recorded is the sus-
tained phoneme /ae/ as in ,!t, 
The Pre-Amplifier performance at 142 Hz and 6100 Hz is shown by 
the Lissajous curves in Figures 2, 20 and 2, 21. The smoothness at both 
frequencies shows that no significant distortion is present at either 
end of the speech spectrum. The oscillator was tuned through the 
intermediate frequencies with similar results, .The phase shift of about 
40 degrees at 142 Hz can be seen in Figure 2.20, although this is of 
only casual interest because it has no effect on the spectral filter 
response. At the high end of the spectrum the phase shift is observed 
to be less than 10 degrees, 
The Soft Limiter action is demonstrated by Figures 2.22 and 2.23, 
for which the input was intentionally increased to +S volts to 
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demonstrate the soft limiting action which begins at an.input of :_3,2 
vol ts an.d is completed by about :_4 vol ts. The softness of the limiting 
action is best shown by the Lissajous patterns in Figures 2.228 and 
2 .. 23'B, which illustrate the smooth curvature of the corners, 
Amplitude 
(milli'"'.vol ts) 
6 
4 
2 
0 
-2 
-4 
-6 
T~me -+ + 
Figure 2.19, Shure 545S Microphone Output 
for the Phoneme /ae/ as in 
At (GPR=l40 Hz) 
• I 
The Speech Amplifier input-output characteristic is shown for 142 
Hz and 6100 Hz in Figures 2.24 and 2,25. The push-pull power amplifier 
and transformer can be seen to cause no apparent distortion, and negli-
gible phase shift, over the frequency spectrum of interest in speech 
research. 
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Figure 2.20. Pre-Amplifier Lissajous Pattern 
With a 142 Hz Sine .Wave Input 
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Figure 2.21. Pre-Amplifier Lissajous Pattern 
With a 6100 Hz Sine Wave Input 
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52. 
The Wollensak Model 1980 Magnetic Tape Recorder output voltage 
level is set by a volume control on the recorder. By observing the 
output wave on a.CRT it was found that clipping began at different gain 
settings for different phoneme tapes, This clipping effect is sho~n in 
Figure 2.26A for the phoneme /ae/. The same sound is shown in Figure 
2.26B with a gain setting which removed the.clipping. 
2. 4. 2 Tuned Bandpass Filters.. The performance of a typical tuned 
bandpass filter is shown by a plot of the output voltage amplitude as a 
function of frequency for the 800 Hz filter and is included in Appendix 
B as Figure 6. _ Th·e verification. of this· characteristic fo1« each· 
tuned bandpass filter was conducted as a routine part of the construe-
tion phase. The -3 db points for each filter are recorded on Table I. 
During the construction of each of the tuned filters the voltage 
amplitude measurements were made with the Tektronix Type 564 Storage 
Osc_illoscope which provides 8 cm of vertical viewing distance and 10 cm 
in the horizontal dimension. Repeated measurements revealed that the 
error in voltage amplitude could be held to about 2%. The measurement 
of frequency provided by the General Radio Model 1151-A Frequency 
Counter was accurate to within +l Hz for one second of integration time. 
The expected error in bandwidth measurement due to statistical 
measurement variations can be developed from the magnitude of the 
voltage transfer function jV/EI which is 
-1 2 ~F F0] 2 1 + Q - - -· F0 F . 
1 + j 
Amplitude 
(volts) 
Amplitude 
(volts) 
Figure 2.26. 
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The slope of Jv/EJ at the half power points is given by 
1 v +3 2 
= + - I - I . Q • (2) o F - 2 E 
Evaluating the slope at the upper half power point F2 = F0[1 + ~~ 
yields 
= - (. 707) 3 . 
( 0 707) 
2B 
Thus for the 6400 Hz filter 
1 
+ - Q + 2 
.707 
- -B-
0 y 
0 ~ = - ·~07 = - ·~~~ = - ,00276 
l~.!_J 2Q 
The standard deviation of error in frequency measurement of F2 is then 
Af - b. I t I - 0 02 = 
Ll 2 - ,00276 - .00276 7.25 Hz 
The bandwidth measurement accuracy of the 6400 Hz tuned filter is thus 
SS 
B = F 2 - Fl = 2S6 + 7. 2S ./2 Hz 
A gaussian distribution of the bandwidth measurement errors for 
the 6400 Hz filter is plotted in Figure 2.27. It can be shown from 
this figure that 31.8% of the bandwidth measurements for this filter 
can be expected to be in error by ~ore than 10.24 Hz, and similarly, 
that 4.6% of the measurements can be 'expected to be in error by 20.48 Hz 
or more. 
The standard error of measurement (AB) decreases as the resonant 
frequency is reduced, in accord with formula, 
AB= (AF) .f2= [! ... J ·A Iv I· .f2= .0016 F0 2 [.701j , E 
Table III shows the range of bandwidth measurement error and several 
representative values. 
0 (6$) 
.. , [crr'm] 
10 AB 
. I 
Figure 2.27. Assumed Distribution of Bandwidth 
Measurement Error (at 6400 Hz) 
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TABLE III 
TYPICAL BANDWIDTH MEASUREMENT ERROR 
Resonant Bandwidth Standard Bandwidth Frequency (Hz) Measurement Error (Hz) (Hz) 
100 4 0.16 
200 8 0. 32 . 
400 16 0.64 
800 32 L28 
1600 64 2.56 
2468 98 3.94 
3200 123 5. 12 . 
4935 197 7.90 
6400 256 10.24 
This analysis has revealed the fact that measurement .error alone 
would restrict the control of tuned filter bandwidths to about 5%. 
This percentage was set as a performance standard during the tuned 
filter construction phase, and was used as a standard during periodic 
performance checks made prior to the taking of experimental data. 
2.4.3 Fullwave Rectifiers. Figures 2.28A, B, and C show the input 
and output waveforms of the fullwave rectifiers with a pure sine-wave 
input at the resonant frequency of the 100, 800 and 6400 Hz channels. 
It is seen that the desired objective of the fullwave rectification is 
attained. 
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A 
Time (5 msec/div) 
,· 
: . ~' 
Time (.5 msec/div) 
Ti~e (.OS msec/div) 
Figure 2, 28, Full wave Rectifier Input (Top) and Output (Bottom) 
When Driven With 100 Hz (A), 800 Hz (B) and 
6400 Hz (C) Sine Waves 
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2.4.4 Low-Pass Filters. The low-pass filter performance is 
graphically illustrated by Figure 7 fo Appendix B, which shows the DC 
output voltage level as a function of frequency. Again, the 800 Hz 
channel was used, for which the -6 db point is at a frequency of 32 Hz, 
corresponding to the 32 Hz bandwidth of the 800 Hz tuned bandpass 
filter. 
2.4.5 Spectral Resolution. The TAT System as shown in Figure 2.2 
provides a CRT display of speech energy content as a function of fre-
quency. The CRT horizontal axis is calibrated linearly with filter 
number, and thus exponentially with filter frequency, beginning with the 
100 Hz filter on the left and ending with the 6400 Hz filter on the 
right. The vertical axis provides a linear measure of each tuned ampli-
tude tracker channel output voltage. This level depends upon both the 
amplitude of that portion of the speech spectrum which is within the 
bandpass of the pertinent channel, and upon the bandwidth of the low-
pass filter, which determines the maximum rate at which the filters 
will respond. The frequency resolution of the system is illustrated, 
for pure sine wave inputs generated by a Hewlett Packard Model 3300A 
Function Generator, in Figures 2.29A, B, C, and D. Figure 2.29 A is 
the system response to a 130 Hz signal. Figure 2,29 is the same dis-
play for an 800 Hz input. Figure 2.29C shows the display smoothing 
which can be achieved by placing a simple lOK-360 pfd integrator.in 
series with the multiplexer output. Figure 2.29D shows a display with 
a 5132 Hz input, generated without the smoothing integrator. 
2.5 Construction. During the audio filter construction phase, 
technical assistance was provided by several Electrical Engineering 
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students. The work of J, A. Avallone, D. J, Hansen, M. J, Johnston, 
W. A. Martin, J, M. Meyer, L. J. Paleck, M. n, Pelly and C. D. Shepherd 
is greatly appreciated. 
CHAPTER III 
SPEECH SAMPLER DISPLAY 
3.1 Introduction. The pattern of energy content as a function of 
frequency, displayed as either an instantaneous sample or as an inte-
grated sum over some time interval, may be a desirable recognition dis-
play for those phonemes which are time invariant except for.small glot-
tal pulse fluctuations. Many phonemes, however, exhibit transient 
spectral-amplitude characteristics which require the additional dimen-
sion of time for identification. More importantly, connected speech 
involves the combination of phoneme groupings in which the characteris-
tics of each phoneme depend heavily upon both the vocal tract initial 
condition, which is a function of previous utterances, and upon the 
anticipatory muscular condition, which is a result of expected future 
utterances. Time is, therefore, an essential parameter of measurement 
in speech research. This chapter includes a description of a scheme 
for the display on a C~T, of spectral-amplitude speech characteristics 
over a time sample of 64 msec. The time sample can be started auto-
matically upon word initiation or can be started at the discretion of 
the operator by means of a panel mounted switch, The 64 msec time 
sample was purely an arbitrary choice which was hoped to be sufficient. 
to evaluate the technique of display. It was a convenient choice be-
cause it used the maximum 50,000 Hz sampling rate of the EECO 765 Multi-
plexer, it used all 97 channels of the filter bank, it could "be 
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implemented with a 6-bi t binary counter and the 32 tl·aces appeared to 
be an upper limit in resolution on the largest CRT display for which 
photographic instrumentation was available in the University Laboratory. 
Further experience with the display will probably suggest a more optimum 
trade-off. 
The implementation of this scheme, the Speech Sampler, is shown in 
block diagram form in Figure 3.1. It differs from the Tuned Amplitude 
Tracker System of Chapter II only in the manner of CRT control. In 
Chapter II the sweep generation was provided by the CRT internal 
circuitry with only a sync trigger and the analog vertical deflection 
voltage provided by the EECO 765 Multiplexer. The Speech Sampler pro-
vides analog voltages for complete electron beam control, 
The display is made up of 32 spectral-amplitude plots, each of 
which is identical to that which was described in Chapter II, except 
for size and position. A three dimensional effect is obtained by 
shortening the spectral and amplitude dimensions of each trace and 
positioning each 2 msec spectral-amplitude sample down and to the left 
of the previous sample. Figures 3.2A, B, and C illustrate the scheme 
and show a 64 msec time sample of the Speech Sampler response to a 
109 Hz, an 800 Hz and a 5132 Hz pure sine-wave as generated by a Hewlett 
Packard Model 3300A Function Generator. The signal is fed to the Speech 
Amplifier for this illustration. The value of the Speech Sampler in 
displaying transient effects is illustrated in Figures 3.3A, B, and C 
where the voiced stop-consonant-vowel transitions which are used are 
/b/ + /ae/ as in bad, /g/ + /ae/ as in ~b, and /d/ + /ae/ as in dad. 
A male voice and the microphone were used as the sound source, 
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3.2 Hardware Implementation. The remainder of this chapter will 
be devoted to a functional description of the circuitry which is .used 
to achieve the three dimensional Speech Sampler Display. The·heart of 
this display system is the multiplexer which, as depicted in figure 3.1, 
time-multiplexes all 97 DC voltage levels from the tuned amplitude 
trackers onto a single output line at a rate determined by the clock 
pulses which are permitted to pass through the Gate. The multiplexer 
also provides start and stop pulses which are used to control the sweep. 
3.2.1 Mode Selector Switch. Two modes of operation are possible 
with this display. The first is a continuously running sample as was 
used in Figure 3.2. In this case the Gate in Figure 3.1 is by-passed 
and the sweep position is determined entirely by the state of the six 
stage counter. The multiplexer analog output is displayed for the 
first 32 sweeps which represent 64 msec of speech. This is followed by 
a 64 msec period during which the sixth counter stage provides a blank-
ing pulse which removes the electron beam from the CRT display area. 
This sequence is repeated as long as the Mode Selector Switch, Sl, is 
in the "CONTINUOUS" position. The logic,diagram for this switch is 
shown in Figure 3.4. In the "CONTINUOUS" position the first level, 
Sl(A), of the four level three position switch provides a gate by-pass, 
for the clqck pulse, to the multiplexer. The third level of the switch 
provides an input voltage level to the Sweep Generator. 
The· second mode of operation which can.be seiected by means of Sl 
is a single 64 msec sample of speech after which the CRT display remains 
blank. This display is obtained by first placing Sl in the."RESET" 
position and then placing it in the "SAMPLE" position. In th,e "RESET" 
position, Sl(A) stops the multiplexer stepping by interrupting the clock 
FROM CU>CK o 02~ (CLOCK INTERRUPT DURING RESET> 0 CLOCK INPUT TO SAMPLING SWITCH 
FROM GATE o o5 
.!!!& 
FRoM 3K RESISTOR IN 02'° (FIRES RESET PULSE GENERATOR) 0 TO 2N706A BASE IN RESET PULSE GENERATOR 
RESET PULSE GENERATOR o ' --os 
FROM SWEEP GENERATOR 
CONTROL (INPUT) 
SI (BJ 
0 I ,..--oz~ . (INPUT INTERRUPT> o TO SWEEP GENERATOR INPUT 
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2 RESET (PRIOR TO 32 SWEEP SAMPLE) 
3 SAMPLE ( 32 SWEEPS) 
Figure 3.4. SI, Mode Selector Switch Diagram 
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trigger line, Sl(C) grounds the input to the Sweep Generator, and Sl(D) 
provides a sweep stop.voltage to the Sweep Generator control. When the 
switch is moved to the third position ("SAMPLE") Sl(A) permits those 
clock pulses which are passed by the Gate, to go to the multiplexer. 
Switch level Sl(B) triggers the Reset Pulse Gener~tor, Sl(C) applies 
the input voltage to the Sweep Generator, and Sl(D) removes the sweep 
stop voltage from the Sweep Generator Control. The purpose of each of. 
these signals is discussed with the circuits in which they are used. 
3.2;2 Speech Tracker. The circuit which is used to provide a 
voltage level during the presence of speech, in order to synchronize 
the start of the 64 msec sample, is the Speech Tracker which is shown 
in Figure 3.5. It is very similar to the fullwave rectifier and low-
pass filter which is used in the 6400 Hz TAT channel. It has the same 
256 Hz corner frequency in order to be compatible with the response 
time of the fastest channel. A blocking capacitor is used in series 
with the input to provide DC isolation. The input to the Speech Tracker 
is the amplified speech, from the amplifier, which is also applied to 
the input of each of the 97 TAT channels. The output DC voltage level 
is used in the Speech Detector. 
3.2.3 Speech Detector. The circuit shown in Figure 3.6 accepts 
the output voltage from the Speech Tracker and, when it exceeds +6 
volts, generates a -10 volt pulse of 80 msec duration. This pulse 
opens the Gate at the start of speech if the mode selector switch is in 
the "SAMPLE" position. The means by which this pulse is created may be 
examined by reference to Figure 3.6. The left two transistors Tl and 
T2, make up a Schmitt trigger in which T2 is normally conducting. When 
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Figure 3.5. Speech Tracker 
the input voltage reaches +6 volts the trigger fires (Tl turns "ON" and 
T2 turns "OFF") creating a positive going voltage on the collector of 
T2. This becomes a positive spike when passed by means of the 50 pfd 
capacitor and 22K resistor to T3 and T4 which make up a monostable 
multivibrator. The spike switches the multivibrator which generates 
the 80 msec pulse, the width of which is determined by the.I µfd capaci-
tor and the 270K resistor. The emitter follower, TS, provides isolation, 
When switch S2 is in the 11 IN11 position the Detector output is passed to 
the Gate. When S2 is in the 110UT 11 position the control line to the 
Gate is open. 
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3.2.4 Gate. The multiplexer steps from channel to channel any 
time it re~eives a clock pulse. Interruption of the pulse is therefore 
used to start and stop the display. This is accomplished by the circuit 
shown in Figure 3 .. 7. The clock pluse is a negative going 10 volts from 
a zero level, of about . 10 µsec duration. When Tl is ''OFF" the clock 
pulse passes through T4 on the right and to the multiplexer. When T2 
is "ON" the two lOK resistors form.a voltage.divider clampi~g the base 
' 
of T4 at near ground potential and preventing passage of the \~lock 
pulse. The IN695 diode, which has a 0.6 volt forward characteristic, 
holds the base-emitter junction of T4 in a reverse bias condition, it 
provides a current path to keep Tl "ON", and it prevents the application 
of a positive voltage on the input line from the Clock. 
Control voltages for the Gate are provided by the Speech Detector 
and the sixth stage of the Counter. A zero voltage (ground) on either 
of these lines will act as an inhibit voltage to prevent passage of the 
clock pulse to the multiplexer. The Speech Detector control line has 
zero volts, -10 volts, or an open circuit depending on the Speech Detec-
torcoutput level and :the position of:;S4. ~. Only the zerO''VOlt level wu1 
inhibit passage of the clock pulse. The control line from the Counter 
sixth stage has a zero volt level applied when the Counter is in the 
"l" state ang a -10 volt level when the Counter is in the "O" state. 
Thus the clock pulse passes through the Gate only when the sixth counter 
is in the "O" state and when either S2 is open ("OUT" position) or the 
Speech Detector output is -10 volts. 
3.2.5 Pulse Shaper. During the .sampling of the last input chan-
nel, the ~ultiplexer places a zero volt.pulse, from a -10 volt level, 
on a special output line which is called the ".Elnd F':ranre''. This pulse 
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is used to advance the counters and to reset the Sweep Generator in 
preparation for the next sweep. When stepping at a 50 KHz rate, this 
pulse is about 15 µsec in width. The Pulse Shaper inverts the pulse 
and provides a low impedance drive for stepping the "l" bit counter 
stage and turning off the Sweep Generator Control multivibrator. The 
circuit is shown in Figure 3.8. The Germanium diodes provide a turn-on 
bias for the Germanium output transistors. 
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3.2.6 Counter. The Counter consists of six bistable multivibra-
tors with the necessary triggering and readout circuitry. Each counter 
is identical to that shown in Figure 3.9 except that the control signal 
to the gate is taken from only the sixth counter. Each stage is trig-
gered by a negative going level change which is differentiated to a 
negative going spike by the 470 pfd input capacitor and the 13K resistor 
to ground. The negative spike passes through the input diodes and 
changes the state of the counter by applying a negative pulse to the 
base of the transistor.which is "OFF". 
During the "O" state Tl is "ON" and thus has a near ground poten-
tial on its' collector. This voltage is applied by means of an isola-
tion emitter follower, T3, to a summing resistor which is shown in 
Figure 3.10. When the counter stage is in the "l" state the collector 
of Tl is at -10 volts which is also passed to the summing resistor. 
The negative going level change which is used to trigger the next 
stage is taken from the collector of T2. This event occurs each time 
the counter stage switches ~rom the "l" .. to the "O" state. This col-
lector voltage level in the sixth counter is also applied through an 
isolation emitter follower, T4, to the OR circuit in the Gate. A "l" 
state in the sixth counter stage applies a ground potential to the Gate. 
This stops the sweep by blocking passage of the clock pulse. 
3.2.7 Counter Amplifier and Vertical Summer. Each counter which 
is in the "l" state applies a -10 volts on the left end of its' summing 
resistor which is shown.in Figure 3.10. The resistors are chosen to be 
inversely proportional to the weighting value of the counter stage to 
which they are connected. The result is that the 2N910 transistor acts 
as a current summing device and. a current to voltage converter. The 
+1svo-~~~~~~~.,.-~~~~~~~~~..-~~----.-~~~ 
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collector voltage is a series of negative going steps as the Counter 
counts the first 32 pulses on the "Scan Address End Ring" line from the 
nd 
multiplexer. The 32 pulse switches the sixth counter (the "32" 
counter) stage to the "l" state. In this condition the 600 ohm summing 
resistor draws a larger step increase in current than was drawn by the 
other summing resistors. This larger current step is converted to a 
larger negative voltage step which is used to remove the electron beam 
from the viewing area of the CRT. The 2N315 transistor acts as an iso-
lation emitter follower for driving the vertical and horizontal summing 
networks. The output terminal which is labeled "Steps Test Point" pro.,. 
vides an access terminal on the Control Panel, as shown in Figure 3.11, 
for viewing the voltage steps which are used to provide the sweep off-
set. The voltage waveform at this point is shown in Figure 3.12. The 
31 uniformly increasing negative voltage steps are followed by the 
nd larger 32 step and then several small steps which have no effect be-
cause the beam is off the .CRT face at this time. th The 64 "End Frame" 
pulse zeros the counters when Sl is in the "CONTINUOUS" position per-
mitting the sequence to repeat. If Sl is in the "SAMPLE" position the 
nd 
sweep stops after the 32 sweep because the clock pulse is interrupted 
by the gate action. 
The Vertical Summer which is also shown in Figure 3.10 is a "Tee" 
'• 
resistance divider network. A lOOK pot is used to attenuate the analog 
speech amplitude. This "Speech Amplitude Control" is located on the 
Control Panel in Figure 3.11. This method of summing would not be 
acceptable in most applications because the base voltage level from 
which the steps vary is dependent upon the position of the pot setting 
and thus a DC offset occurs each time the Speech Amplitude control is 
Amplitude 
(vol ts} 
Figure 3 .11 . S~eech Sampler Control Panel 
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varied. This disadvantage is acceptable here because the Tektronix 
RM 564 CRT has a vertical amplitude vernier control. If isolation were, 
desired it could be achieved with a summing OA circuit. 
3.2.8 Sweep Generator Control. The Burr-Brown Model 1663 Inte-
grator which is used as a sweep generator was found to drift badly any 
time the reset voltage was not applied, even though its' input was 
grounded. Repeated and careful calibrations failed to improve its' 
performance. The Sweep Generator Control was conceived to provide the 
required positive control of the Sweep Generator and to provide a hori-
zontal electron beam offset during counter reset. The circuit which 
provides this function is a bistable multivibrator with three control 
voltages and three output voltages as shown in Figure 3.13. The right 
side, T2, of the multi vibrator is "OFF" only during the sweep. In this 
condition the collector voltage of -10 volts is applied through a 
resistance divider to provide a -2.4 volt input to the Sweep Generator. 
When no sweep is desired this output is at ground potential. 
The left side, Tl, of the multivibrator is "ON" only during the 
sweep. In this condition the zero volt, level on the collector results 
in a ground potential being applied to the Sweep Generator Reset and to 
the Horizontal Summer Sweep Offset. When no sweep is desired Tl is 
"OFF", and the -10 volts on the collector is used as a signal, through 
a re~istance divider ~nd separate emitter followers, TS and T4, provide 
a -6 volt level to the Sweep Generator Reset and the Horizontal Summer. 
Three control ~oltages are used in the Sweep Generator Control and 
are applied through 1N4381 Germanium diodes at the bottom of Figure 
3.13. The Mode Control Swi_tch, when in the "RESET" position, supplies 
-15 volts from switch level Sl(D) to insure that the Sweep Generator is 
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reset in preparation for the sweep condition. Otherwise it is possible 
to interrupt the clock pulses such that the Sweep Generator would go 
into saturation, from which it takes typically 2 msec to recover, ac-
cording to the manufacturers' specification sheet (Appendix C). The 
remaining two control lines are used to start and stop the sweep in 
both the."CONTINUOUS" and "SAMPLE" positions of Sl. The start pulse is 
taken from the multiplexer output line which is called the "-A Scan 
Sync". This line provides a negative going 10 volt pulse, from a zero 
volt level, of 15 µsec duration, The time of occurrence can be set to 
correspond to the sampling time of any of the 100 multiplexer input 
lines, by·a thtunbwhee1· switch on the front ·of ·th·e ·multip-lexer·~·- For: 
this system the first two input channels are not used. The thumbwheel 
switch is set on channel number 2 in order to allow about 38 µsec for 
resetting the Counter after.SI is placed in the "SAMPLE" position. 
Channels 3 through 99 are used for input from the TAT channels. The 
lOOth input line is not used but this position on the multiplexer pro-
gram panel is used to provide the -"End ·Fr.ame'':: (stop) pulse· which~;is:used 
as an input to the Sweep Generator Control to stop the sweep and prevent 
saturation of the Sweep Generator integrator. 
3. 2. 9 Sweep Generator. The input wave forms and terminal con:-
nections for the Burr-Brown Model 1663 Integrator which generates the 
sweep, are shown in Figure 3.14, The input is determined by the posi-
tion of the Mode Control Switch, Sl(C), which grounds the input in the 
"RESET" position and passes the -2.4 volt level from the Sweep Generator 
Control in the "CONTINUOUS" and "SAMPLE" positions. The -6 volt reset 
pulse must be a maximum of 40 µsec in duration to reset the integrator 
when saturation is prevented, as discussed in the previous paragraph. 
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Figure 3.14. Sweep Generator 
3.2.10 Horizontal Summer. The ramp voltage from the Sweep Genera-
tor is combined with three other voltages in a summing amplifier and 
inverted as shown in Figure 3.15. The sweep voltage is amplified with 
a gain of 0~75 ·and'is used to move the ele~tron beam horizentally across· 
the CRT display. The steps from the Counter are amplified with a gain 
of O. 25 and are used t-o position each succ~ssi ve.: sweep· to the left of the 
previous sweep in a manner similar to the vertical movement.of the 
sweep. The horizontal starting point for the first sweep is set by.the 
+15 volt input and the amplifier gain of about 0.17. As described in 
paragraph 3.2.7, the sweep offset moves the electron beam off the CRT 
display any time a sweep is not in progress. 
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3.2.11 Pulse Reset Generator. In order to insure that all counters 
are in the "zero" state at the beginning of the first 64 msec speech 
sample, when the Mode Selector Switch is moved to the "SAMPLE" position 
a 27 µsec pulse of +12 volts is applied to the "RESET" input of each 
counter. This pulse is provided by the circuit shown in Figure·3.16. 
When Sl(B) is placed in the "SAMPLE" (3rd) position the voltage on the 
base of T2 drops to -15 volts because Tl turns "OFF" after a delay de-
termined by the discharge of the 10 µfd capacitor which eliminates the 
effect of any switch chatter. This delay has no effect on the display 
because the Gate is not opened until after the counters are reset. The 
transistors T2 and T3 make up a Schmitt trigger circuit in which a 
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positive going pulse is passed through the 50 pfd capacitor to trigger 
the monostable multivibrator. The pulse width of the output, which is 
taken from the isolation emitter follower, T6, is determined b:>;.the 
discharge of the 470 pfd capacitor through the lOOK resisto~. With a 
smaller RC product, this circuit was demonstrated to be capable of pro-
viding a 1 µsec pulse with less than o·. 25 µsec rise time. - It was later. 
found that with positive control of the multiplexer and Sweep Gene~ator, 
the reset pulse width was not critical as long as.it did not.exceed·the 
2 msec time fo~ the first sweep. 
3.2.12 ·summary o:f Speech Sampler Controls •. The position of the 
Mode Selector Switch (Sl) and the Detector Switch (S2) determine the 
display which is provided by driving the Vertical input t<:> the CRT with 
the Vertical Summer output and the Horizontal input to the CRT with the 
Horizontal Summer output. When Sl is in the .. "C::ONTINUOUS" position S2 
has no effect and the sequence of 64 mse'c of data display followed .by·, 
64 msec. of blank display is continually repeated. When Sl ·is placed ·in. 
the "SAMPLE" position the single sample of 64 msec of data.(32 sweeps) 
occurs immediately after.the ne;>\t clock pulse from the.Gate if S2 is 
"OFF" but occurs only after the Speech Tracker output reaches +6 volts 
when S2 is "ON". 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FORMANT THEORY OF SPEECH PERCEPTION 
4.1 Introduction. Research in speech synthesis and recognition 
over the past several decades has been heavily influenced by the desire 
to characterize all phonemes by a minimum number of parameters. Early 
speech spectrograms tended to show that phonemes could be categorized 
by grouping the harmonics in such a way that each phoneme could be 
represented by no more tha~ four parameters, called formants. The use 
of formants has continued even to current research in spite of the in-
ability of this system of classification to effectively specify phonemes 
with sufficient precision to permit high accuracy recognition with 
normal speech variations of a given speaker, or to permit the use of 
multiple speakers. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
formant classification system, to show some shortcomings of the method, 
and to illustrate the additional information which is provided by the 
high resolution filter bank described herein. 
4.2 Formant Definition. The speech properties of frequency and 
intensity as a function of time can be determined either in real-time 
by a parallel processing system or in non-real-time by recording the 
speech and later playing it through a tunable bandpass filter. Early 
spectrograms used the latter method, while more recent efforts.to build 
a usable recognition system employ the parallel processing method~ 
Either method reveals the fact that speech contains a fundamental 
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frequency and many harmonics of varying amplitude as a result of the 
shape and resonances of the vocal tract. 
The fact that the harmonic amplitudes tend to peak in certain fre-
quency bands led to the grouping of several harmonics by the construe-
tion of an envelope or curve enclosing the harmonic peaks. The name 
"formant" applies to this grouping, The "formant frequency" is defined 
by Fant (33) to be" ... the position on the frequency scale of the peak 
of the spectrum envelope drawn to enclose the peaks of the harmonics". 
The artistic license implied by the method of measurement is suggested 
by the further guidance supplied by the same reference that: 
When two formants come close or when the formant to 
be measured is very low in frequency only one side 
of the formant 'mountain' may be visible and the 
estimate has to be based solely on this information. 
In such cases it pays to go to the broad band spec-
trogram and determine the center of the formant band. 
Other formant characteristics which have been used are formant 
level (amplitude) and formant bandwidth, but Fant considers these to be 
redundant measurements because they are well correlated statistically 
with formant frequency which has a natural range of variation for non-
nasal voiced sounds uttered by an average male speaker as follows: 
Formant Number Range of Variation (Hz) 
Fl 150 to 850 
F2 500 to 2500 
F3 1700 to 3500 
F4 2500 to 4500 
4.3 Vowel Specification by Formants. The most extensive cata-
loging of data on vowel formants which was found in the literature 
search was conducted at Bell Telephone Labs almost 20 years ago and re-
ported by Peterson and Barney (34). In this research 20 words were 
spoken by 76 speakers and the frequency of each formant was computed by 
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estimating a weighted average of the principal frequency components of 
each formant. Theauthors pointed out that in cases where the frequency 
distribution, within a formant,. is asymmetrical the difference between 
the estimated formant frequency and that which would.be assigned by.the 
hUIIlan ear, may be appreciable. Further evidence of the non-uniqueness 
of formant representation of phonemes is provided by a plot of .the fre-
quency of the first formant, Fl, versus the second formant, F2, for the 
Peterson and Barney data, which is reproduced in Figure 4.1. The curves 
were drawn to include.about 90 percent of the data points for each 
phoneme and both male and female speakers were used. The authors sug-
gested that some overlap might.be removed by considering male and female 
data separately but Gerstman (35) used the same data and found that no 
significant differences in Fl or F2 were revealed when separate averages 
were plotted for male, female and child talkers. Gerstman concluded 
that, for !·single spei;i.ker, the first and second formants are sufficient 
for vowel cla$sification. Support for this· observation was .. provided by 
numerous others including Fairbanks and Grubb (36); Flanagan (9); 
Campanella and Phyfe (37}; Forgie and Forgie (38); and Pols, et!!_. 
(39), who found that their error rate in recognizing vowels was.reduced 
from 13 percent when only Fl and F2 were used, to 9 percent when F3 was 
added. 
Table IV shows.the average frequencie$ of Fl, F2 and F3 separated 
by men, women and children for the data which is plotte4 in Figure 4.1. 
It is useful for comparison with the spectr~l data which can be obtained 
from a high resolution spectrum analyzer. 
The greatest accur~cy of measurement necessary to specify formants 
was estimated by Flanagan.(40) to be +20 Hz for Fl, +SO Hz for F2 and 
~.!--~-.!o:-'--'---:!:<-~--.~;h--.~.;,.-~~.~ .... ;.-~.,~~~~--,.:., 
l'IU:QIJliilC'I' or f'1 IN CYCLH Pffl ••co.io 
Figure 4"1' Fl Versus F2 for 10 
Vowels Spoken by 
76 Speakers (34) 
+70 Hz for F3, Th~se numbers .were arrived at through psychoacoustic 
experiments and represent the smallest change which could be detected 
by a listener, The assumption is implied that human perception is 
based upon.formant trackin,g, 
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4.4 High Resolution Speetral Measurements, Research in recent 
years has produced considerable evidence that greater frequency resolu-
tion than was available, would be useful in improving vowel recognition 
techniques. In each case the recommendations have avoided a direct 
assault upon the formant theory and have sought. other parameters to 
supplement formant measurements, Martin (21), for example, used the· 
rate of change of energy.as a function of frequenctY to resolve 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE PITCH AND FORMANT FREQUENCIES FOR 76 SPEAKERS1 
Phoneme 
i I e: -'ae a d u u A 3 
Pitch (Hz) 
Men 136 135 130 126 124 129 137 141 130 133 
Women 235 232 223 210 212 216 232 231 221 218 
Children 272 269 260 251 256 263 276 274 261 261 
Formants (Hz) 
Men 270 390 530 660 730 590 440 300 640 490 
Fl Women 310 430 610 860 850 590 470 370 760 500 
Children 370 530 690 1010 1030 680 560 430 850 560 
Men 2290 1990 1840 1720 1090 8tO 1020 870 1190 1350 
F2 Women 2790 2480 2330 2050 1220 920 1160 950 1400 1640 
Children 3200 2730 2610 2320 1370 1060 1410 1170 1590 1820 
Men 3010 2550 2480 2410 2440 2410 2240 2240 2390 1690 
F3 Women 3310 3070 2990 2850 2810 2710 2680 2670 2780 1960 
Children 3730 3600 3570 3320 3170 3180 3310 3260 3360 2160 
1From Peterson and Barney (34). ID 0 
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"allophones": which he defines as."speake+ .. ; depend"ent" 'V~tr~·rcons of 
phonemes". In this work Martin used a bank of .19 filters each of which 
had a Q of less than 8, in order to preserve temporal charact:eristics, 
in .his study.of connected qigits, He used 155 speakers and collected 
data on 34,000 digits in his research claiming 88 to 94 percent recogni-
tion accuracy. 
Lecours and Sparkes .{14) used two filter banks-and compared the. 
advantages of each. One filter bank consisted of 32 active filters, 
each with a bandwidth of 100 Hz. The second used 16 filters, each 
having a bandwidth of 200 Hz. The conclusions were that narrow-band 
filters are superior for studying the "formant structure" of vowels but 
that the temporal transitions of the start and stop consonants require 
the response of wide bandwidth filters, They suggest the use of a few 
spectrum analyzers with different filtering characteristics. 
An effort to include both the.fine frequency resolution of a narrow 
band system at the low frequencies (below 3000 Hz) where most vowel in-
formation is contained, and rapid transient response at high frequencies 
led Hughes and Hemdal (12) to the use of a roughly constant Q filter 
bank which had 35 filters, each with a Q of about 10, Their recommenda-
tion, along with that of other recent work (Bobrow and Klatt, 13) en-
couraged the choice of the constant selectivity (Q = 25) system which 
was constructed as a part of this thesis. 
The frequency resolution which is possible with the TAT system is 
illustrated in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.2 shows the system 
display for the phoneme /i/ as in beet as voiced by a male speaker at 8 
different pitch :frequencies which are spaced O\fer one octave. The 
microphone input was used and, for these figures, the gain 
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characteristic of the driver amplifier was flat over the sp·eech spec-
trum. Thus amplitude comparisons can be made between the pitch and the 
harmonics which make up the first formant, all of which are found to 
the left of the center (F(SO) = 832 ·Hz) of each yhoto. Martin (21) re-
ported the energy content of speech to be flat within :!:_3 db up to about . 
800 Hz above which it decreases at about 6 db/octave. 
In Figure 4.2 it can.be seen that for a pitch of 100 Hz the ener-
gies of the 2nd and 4th harmonics are about equal to that of the funda-
mental but the 3rd harmonic energy is much lower. Use of formant theory 
would dictate the sketching of an imaginary envelope over these peaks 
(excluding the fundamental) and arriving at an Fl of about 300 Hz. In-
creasing the pitch to 110 Hz however results in an asymetric envelope 
of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics which is caused by an increase in the 
2nd and 3rd harmonic amplitudes and a decrease in the 4th harmonic. The 
spee~h analyst is thus forced into a decision on whether to use the 
envelope technique which would yield an Fl of about 270 Hz or to use the 
center of the frequencies present which would yield an Fl of about 
330 Hz. 
The dramatic shifts in energy peaks.as a result of small pitch 
changes are shown by further increasing the pitch to 123 Hz. The 2nd 
and 4th harmonics drop sharply while the 3rd remains about the same re-
sulting in an Fl of perhaps 320 Hz. Further increases in pitch show 
similar changes and shifts in Fl which would understandably account for 
the large areas of overlap and uncertainty in formant plots similar to 
that of Figure 4.1. The higher pitch frequencies force the voice into 
a near falsetto condition which _is. probably of limited interest in 
speech recognitfon but the effect on the.energy structure is dramatic 
as is shown at the 196 Hz pitch in Figure 4.2 where a vocal tract 
resonance at the 2nd harmonic suddenly appears. Figure 4.3 shows the 
same data for the phoneme /a/ as in g£_t but for this sound the strong 
2nd harmonic resonance does not occur at the pitch of 196 Hz. In 
Figure 4.4 the resonance shifts are shown for the phoneme /u/ ,as in 
boot. 
The shifts in resonances which are shown in these figures are 
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representative of the variations which ca~ be expected in normal speech 
either by a single speaker who is permitted to speak without controlling 
his pitch, or in comparing the same phonemes as spoken by several 
people. Flanagan (40) reported that a male voice reading factual mater-
ial varied in pitch usually no more than about one octave. The data 
which has been presented show that formant coding does a rather poor 
job of representing the information which is available from a high 
resolution filter bank·system for various pitch frequencies. It is 
suggested that,a better coding system may be necessary in order to 
normalize speech for pitch variations. 
CHAPTER V 
DOCUMENTATION OF PITCH EFFECTS ON PHONEME SPECTRA 
5 .1 l Introduction. The high resolution spectral analysis system 
which was described in Chapter II was used to prepare a data set of 
eleven phonemes, each voiced over a one octave range of pitch frequen-
cies. Verification of the amplitude normalized data set is made by 
comparisons with oscilloscope photographs of the system output. A des~ 
cription of the documentation technique and computer,interface equip-
ment is included. 
5.2 The Data Set. In order to provide a data base for the future 
development of pitch normalization techniques, the eleven phonemes 
which are shown in Table V were selected from the International Phonetic 
Alphabet of the English Language. The first 8 are classified as vowels, 
the /ar/ and /1/ are semi-vowels and /n/ is a nasal consonant. Those 
pairs of phonemes.which are difficult for the human listener to dis-
tinguish, were intentionally avoided because they would probably not be 
used in the selection· of a language for automatic recognition~ Three 
male and two female speakers with typical mid-western speech character~ 
istics were used. The male speakers voiced each phoneme at pitch fre-
quencies of 100, 110, 123, 130, 146, 164 a;nd 174. Hz. The female 
speakers voiceq each phoneme at 164, 174, 196, 220, 246, 261 and 294 Hz. 
These frequencies were selected from Grays' Ameri~an Institute of 
Physics Handbook (41) as the scale over one octave within the range of 
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the male and fema~e voices. 
TABLE V 
LIST OF SELECTED PHONEMES 
Phoneme Phoneme Phoneme Phoneme Number Number 
1. /ae/ as in bat 7. /a/ as in.bawl 
2. /el as in ate 8. /u/ as in boot. 
3. /E/ as in bet 9. /'Or/ as in burr 
4. /i/ as in beet 10. /1/ as in let 
5. /a./ as in g£_t 11. /n/ as in net 
6. /o/ as in g£_ 
5.3 Method of Data Collection. The high resolution spectral data 
was collected, normalized and punched on computer cards by the IBM 1620 
Digital Computer with the associated analog-to-digital conversion equip-
ment. The TAT System interface with the computer is shown in Figure 5.1 
and control of the data collection is provided by the Computer.Interface 
Switch, S3, which is·shown in Figure 5.2. The 97 TAT channel outputs 
plus the Speech Tracker output are time multiplexed on the analog output 
line and then converted by the Interface Terminal to a digital signal 
for input. upon co~and by the . IB,M 1620 Computer. A one second· time 
constant integrating capacitor was added to each multiplexer input line 
to reduce amplitude fluctuations while that channel output is being 
sampled by the computer. This could be used only when taking data on 
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sustained phonemes in an interval where speech transient characteristics 
~ere minimal. 
The data sampling technique and operation of the .. computer ._interface 
equipment.is outlined with reference to Figures 5.1 and 5.2 and the 
Phoneme Reading c;:omputer Program which is listed in Appendix E. In 
preparation for data taking the computer goes into a hold condition 
indicated by the "PAUSE" statemei:it. S3 is initially in position 1 and 
the multiplexer therefore steps at a 50 KHz rate·as determined by the 
clock pulse from SJ. A continuous spectral display, on the oscillo-
scope, is provided of the phoneme being voiced into the microphone. 
This is observed by the speaker who then adjusts his pitch to the 
desired frequency. When the pitch is correct and the desired phoneme. 
is being clearly voiced, the operator.moves S3 to position 2, which 
provides a -10 volt.signal to reset the.multiplexer to Channel 00. The 
operator then moves S3 to position 3.and starts the computer by pressing 
the remote "Start" button; S3 switches the multiplexer clock'input to 
accept the pulse from the Stepping Pulse Generator which is triggered 
by computer command on Control Line 1 (CL-1). The circuit is shown in 
Figure 5.3. CL-2 controls an indicator light which, when illuminated, 
signals.the fact that the computer is ready to accept data and when not 
illuminated indicates that the computer ha~ completed the sampling of 
all 98 inputs and is processing the .data. The anal9g signal from the 
multiplexer which yaries between~Ov and +5.5v is attenuated by·the 
voltage divider, sho~n in Figure 5.1, to be compatible with the +4.99v 
maximum permissible input to the.analog-to-digital converter. 
The d~ta set consists of eleven phonemes, each. of .which is voiced 
by each speaker at seven pitch frequenices. · A total of 385 phonetic 
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spectral records are tabulated in normalized form and plotted as con-
tinuous curves showing spectral energy distribution. Table VI shows 
the identification of speakers and the fact that the first three 
speakers were male and the last two were female. 
The Phoneme Reading Computer Program which is listed. in Appendix E 
normalizes each TAT channel output to a number between 99 and zero by 
the equation: 
TABLE VI 
LIST OF SPEAKERS 
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Speaker Number Initials Sex 
1. J ,r.f ,M. M 
2. J.W.M. M 
3. J.E.B. M 
4. T.H .• B• F 
5. c.c.s. F 
PHONEMJ;(K) = (PHN(K)/TM).99 
Where: PHONEME (K) is the normalized amplitude for TAT Channel K which 
is tabulated in Appendix D; 
PHN(K) is a number in computer storage which is 20 times the 
output voltage of TAT Channel K; 
TM is a number equal to 20 times the largest output voltage of 
the 97 TAT channels; and 
1 < K < 97. 
The data tabulation in Appendix D shows the normalized output with 
20 TAT channels per line starting with Channel 1 in the top left corner 
and continuing to Channel 97 at the bottom. Also shown at the top of 
each listing ~re TM (defined above) and ST which is a number equal to 
20 times the output voltage of the Speech Tracker circuit. ST is thus 
a measure of phoneme loudness. 
Figures 5.4 1 5.5 1 and 5.6 show comparisons of the CRT display with 
the computer sampled data which has been plotted with the aid of the 
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Calcomp 565 Plotter. The CRT' display ·is ·smoothed wi-th· a· 3~5 µ!),ec time·. 
constant integrating RC network in series with the vertical input. In 
Figure 5.4 the phone~e /ae/·is recorded and the computer generated plot 
can be seen to be an accura1;e representative of the spectral patte~n 
even though the computer sampled, the data at a.much.slo~er rate. Some 
. ,. 
differences are to be expecte4 because .. the CRT image coulci not be ph9ta-
graphed during the ~omputer sampling. The 50,000 Hz clock was used f9r 
the CRT display whereas during .the time the computer was sampling the·. 
data the channels were sampled at a rate of about 30 channels per 
second. The second anQ. fourth hannonics are slightly weaker.in the 
photograph than in the plot. 
In Figure 5.5, the phone~e /i/ is compared ~nd·the spectral displays 
are virtually identical. In Figure 5.6 the phoneme /u/ is different 
only in the second hannonic which is slightly lower in the.pho~ograph. 
This is partially due to the smoothing effect of the integrating circuit~ 
In addition to the tabulation of nonnalized channel output voltage, 
maximum channel output voltage·level and Speech Tra~ker output voltage 
level, Appendix P also cont~ins a computer generated plot of each of 
the phonemes. The plots are organized by speaker and phoneme so that 
by.scanning vertically down the page, the effect of increasing the 
voice pitch can be observed. It is clear that dramatic changes in 
spectral patterns take place as the pitch is varied. These cha:r:iges 
very likely·account for the poor results of previous research with 
multiple speakers. 
CHAPTER VI 
PHONEME TRANSITIONS 
6.1 Introduction. The spectral transitions which occur in natural 
speech have been studied in much less detail than have the properties of 
sustained phonemes. The sonagram or spectrogram recordings, which have 
been made by numerous research groups, used comparatively wide bandwidth 
filters (150 Hz) and time resolution was typically 20 msec (Halle, !!_ 
al. , 42) . Recently numerous authors have recognized the importance of 
these transitions in automatic speech recognition because phonemes in 
connected speech are heavily dependent upon the muscular tensions and 
vocal tract shape due to previous and anticipated phonemes .. Any 
recognition scheme must be able to distinguish phonemes either indi-
vidually or in connected groups. 
The three dimensional display system which was functionally des-
cribed in Chapter III was used to make several recordings by Speaker 3 
of spectral transitions which are discussed in this chapter .. The pur-
pose of this chapter is to demonstrate the capability of·this recording 
method for the study of phoneme transitions, 
6.2 The Sampling Technique. In the study of spectral transitions 
of phonemes it is necessary to first de~ermine the important parameters 
for discrimination and then to optimize the recording and display 
methods to minimize the irrelevant data and to emphasize the useful 
features. A pilot effort to identify these features could use the 
1 07 
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display system which was described in Chapter III. It provides a sample 
of each TAT channel output with a time resolution of 2 msec over a 
period of 64 msec. The sample is synchronized with the initiation of 
voicing by means of a Speech Detector which has a response time constant 
of 1.24 msec.which is the same as the time constant of the fastest TAT 
channel. The first trace starts about 1 msec. after initiation of 
voicing. The 64 msec duration was a limit imposed by the <;:RT resolution 
and available photogr:;iphic recording instrument:;ition. Thomas, ~ al. 
(43) reported that .the average duration of all phonemes is between, 70 
and 80 msec but that vowels are typically200 to 300 msec in length. 
He also found in human perception experiments that vowel recognition 
decreased significantly for durations less than about 125 msec. 
Further study may show that less resolution than 2 msec and a 
larger sample than 64 msec would be desirable. It may also reveal that 
only certain frequencies need be considered. 
6.3 Examples of .Phoneme Transitions. In order to illustrate the 
capabilities of this display, recordings were made of the transitions 
between all combinations of the vowels /ae/, /e/, /e/ and /i/ as pre-
ceded by the stop-consonants (sometimes called plosivesr /b/, /g/, /d/ 
and /t/. These combinations are illustrated in Table VII. 
The recording of each transition was. preceded by observing each of·· 
the phonemes individually and together by means of the oscilloscope 
display which was described in Chapter II~ The use of a Hewlett Packard 
Model 1300 XY Display which provided a real time 10 inch by 10 inch CRT 
image revealed (within the limi tat~on of the TAT channel response times) 
the channels in which the spectral changes could be observed over a 
longer time interval than is possible with the Speech Sampler Display. 
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The three dimensional display can then be used with a transparent over-
lay to determine the rate of spectr~l changes. 
TABLE VII 
Phoneme Transitions 
1. /b/+/ae/ as in bat 9. /d/+/ae/ as in dad 
2. /b/+/e/ as in bait 10. /d/+/e/ as in~ 
3. /b/+/c./ as in bet 11. /d/+/e/ as in debt 
4. /b/+/i/ as in beet 12. /d/+/i/ as in deep 
5. /g/+/ae/ as in B!_b 13. /t/+/ae/ as in tab 
6. /g/+/e/ as in~ 14. /t/+/e/ as in taste 
7. /g/+/€/ as in ~t 15. /t/+/€/ as in tent. 
8. /g/+/i/ as in geese 16. /t/+/i/ as in teeth 
Figure 6.1 shows the energy burst of the phoneme /b/ and the tran-
sition to the phonemes /ae/ as in bat, /e/ as in bait, /c./ as in bet 
and /i/ as in beet. The /b/ is a weak phoneme and therefore causes a 
slow build-up of voltage from even the highest frequency channels which 
respond fastest. The response time constant (T) of each bandpass filter 
is given by T = 25/TIF0, where F0 is the resonant frequency. It is seen 
in Figure 6.1 that the transition to the second phoneme takes place in 
about 26 msec. 
The transition of the tongue controlled /g/ into each of the vowel 
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phonemes takes place in about 45 msec as shown in Figure 6.2. The /g/ 
begins with a broad spectral burst in the 2,000 to 5,000 Hz band which 
is separated by several msec from the following phoneme except in the 
case of the /e/ sound, 
In Figure 6,3 the energy burst of the phoneme /d/ can be seen to 
be concentrated in the region of about 4,000 to 5,000 Hz. The second 
phoneme begins about 20 to 40 msec after initiation of voicing. The 
high frequency components appear about 20 msec earlier than the low 
frequency components, Only about half of this difference could be due 
to the response of the filters. 
The phoneme /ti is shown in Figure 6.4 to consist of a strong 
burst of energy in the 3400 to 4900 Hz band and, for the limited data 
which was taken, there was always a period of silence of about 15 msec 
between the /t/ and the sound which followed it. If this characteristic 
is confirmed by a more complete study, it may be useful as an identifi-
cation parameter. 
6.4 Other Uses of the Speech Sampler Display. The display can be 
started after some fixed interval from the start of voicing by any 
method which controls the delay.of the pulse from the Speech Detector. 
A simple and effective method was found to be the use of the 100 µfd 
holding capacitor on the Speech Tracker, as was used in Chapter V for 
reading the voltage by the computer. This delays the start of the sweep 
to about 200 msec from the initiation of voicing. The sampling interval 
and sampling duration remain 2 msec and 64 msec, respectively. Figure 
6.5 uses this delay and shows four phoneme transitions which were 
voiced at a much slower rate than nonnal, In each case all filter 
channels have had sufficient time to respond to the first phoneme and 
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are in varying degrees of transition into the second phoneme. The /g/ 
in the./g/+/i/ transition is seen to be stronger and held longer than 
in the /g/+/c./ transition.· 
Figure 6.6 shows three samples of the /b/+/ae/, as in bat, transi-
tion in which an energy shift is moving upwarc:l from about channel 58. 
This is converted by Table I to a frequency shift from about 1200 Hz to 
about 1500 Hz, during this time interval. In like manner, delayed 
samples of /b/+/e/, /c./ and /i/ are shown in Figure 6.7. Slow voicing 
of the /b/+/e/ as in bait results in a narrowing of the energy in the 
1100 to 1700 Hz region. In the case of /b/+/c./ an increasing peak is 
seen at about 2500 Hz. A decrease in energy at about 350 Hz occurs in 
the /b/+/i/ sound. 
Not only can the start of the display be delayed but also the dura-
tion of the display could be increased by changing the rate of clock 
pulses which step the multiplexer from channel to channel. If more 
accurate frequency discrimination is desired the programming panel of 
the multiplexer can be changed to display only those channels of 
interest. 
A confirmation of the speed of response of each of the high fre-
quency filters can be seen in most of .the voiced recordings in this 
chapter. A careful inspection of the high frequency responses reveals 
that they have a period of fluctuation of about 8 msec. The output of 
the high frequency group goes to zero about every fourth trace; This 
corresponds to the rate of pitch excitation and is caused by the.decay 
of the filters between glottal pulse excitations. The harmonics to 
which these channels respond are createc:l by resonances of the vocal 
tract which are excited by bursts of air released by the opening and 
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closing of the glottis at the pitch rate. At a pitch of 125 Hz the 
glottis releases a burst of .. air into the vocal tract . every 8 ms~c. A 
Laplace transform analysis of the TAT channels shows that the one-time-
constant decay times of channel numbers 55 and above are less than the 
8 msec spacing between the glottal pulse excitations. 
CHAPTER VII 
PHONEME RECOGNITION 
7.1 Introduction. The variation of phoneme spectral characteris-
tics with pitch changes, which can be seen by scanning the data in 
Appendix D, underlines the importance of finding the key features for 
identification. Visual inspection of the plots, however, provides more 
discouragement than ideas for simple detection of unique characteris-
tics. This chapter is devoted to the application of a machine-learning 
algorithm to the problem of automatically identifying phonemes pre-
sented in the form of multi-element vectors of the type produced by the 
system described herein. 
7.2 A Recognition Algorithm. The development of .a machine recog-
nition scheme which can consider a large number of descriptive elements 
and provide the most likely identification of an unknown input is based 
upon a paper titled "Experiments in Machine Learning" by V. W. Bo lie 
( 44). Numerous simplifications .were made to tailor the machine learning 
process to speech inputs and to limit the reference vector (phoneme) 
adaptation process to a training period after which the reference vec-
tors were not changed. Furthermore, the reference vectors for each 
phoneme contained only 40 elements in order to reduce computational 
time and reduce the memory.required of the IBM 1620 Computer. A 
listing of the progrillll is contained in Appendix E. 
A 40 element reference vector which is an av'erage of three input 
1 ') (l 
~peech samples, for each.of three phonemes, was calculated by the 
formula, 
R(I,J) = A(liJ) + A(2,J) + A(3,J) 3 
where: I is the phoneme number;. 
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A(M,J) is the normalized amplitude of phoneme sample M, element 
J and; 
1 ~ J ~ 40, representing TAT channel numbers 48 through 87. 
The selection of only channels 48 through 87, covering the spectral band 
from 763 to 4150 Hz, was made in an attempt to avoid the radi~al energy 
shifts which occur at lower frequencies as the pitch is changed. It 
was hoped that.for some phonemes, a pitch independent recognition 
parameter might be discovered. 
Also calculated during the learning phase is a 40 element tolerance 
vector for each reference phoneme. The tolerance vector is a measure 
of the amplitude variation of each of the.filter bank channels for the 
pitch values which were selected for machine training. It is calculated 
by the relation, 
T(I ,J) = AMAXl (J) - AMIN (J) 2 
where: AMAXl (J) is the largest ampli tuqe of element J. among the. 3 
training vectors chosen to represent phoneme I and; 
AMIN (J) is smallest amplitude of element J among th.e same 
training vectors. 
At the conclusion of the learning phase the machine has in storage 
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a reference vector and a tolerance vector for each phoneme which was. 
chosen for identification. . An unkno~ phoneme (stimulus vect~r) is 
then .read into the machine and a di~~repancy yect;or is ~alculated by 
use.of each of the reference and tolerance.vectors, acco~d.ing to 
1 
D(I) = 40 
40 
L J=l [ S(J) - R(I,J}J:2 1 + T(I,J) 
where: S(J) is element .J of the stimulus factor. 
The discrepancy vector is used to Cii!-lculate a single element out-
put for each of the reference phonemes; the size of which indicates the 
degree of closeness of .fit between the unknown and. the.stored. reference 
vector. The output vector is a number between O and 99 calculate.cl by, 
W(I) 99 = """l _+__,,,D'""'(""'I ).,... 
The purpose.of the tolerance vector as used here is to weight each 
element of the discrepancy. vectqr according to the repe~tabili ty of the 
voltage from the corresponding filter bank char.mel for the different 
pitches used in the calculati9n of the reference vector. 
The calculation of e~ch of these vectors is somewhat different 
from.the methods used by Bolie (44). In calculation of the-discrepancy 
vector numerous combinations were tried to find the one which best 
identifies the correct phonell!-e. For example it was discovered that ju,st 
reversing the ~equence of (1) summing the terms and th.en squaring, or 
(2) squaring each 'term and then summing, resulted in the ·.improvement of 
the ,ratio of correct W to incorrect W by from 20 to 60 percent and 
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increased the number of correct recognitions by 11 percent. In a like 
manner the squaring operation increased the W ratio by 25 percent. 
In the calculation of the output vector it was found that division, 
with the addition of a constant to prevent division by zero, resulted 
in a significant savings in computer time over the use of an exponential 
function. 
The time required for these algorithms was surprisingly short. For 
example the learning proces~ using three phonemes at three pitches each, 
was only about 5 minutes. An unknown sound which was already normalized 
could be read in from IBM cards and recognized in less than one minute. 
7,3 Identification Accuracy. The phonemes /ae/ as in b~t, /e/ as 
in ~te and /i/ as in beet were used to test the recognition algorithm. 
The data which is tabulate.cl and plotted in Appendix D for speakers 1, 
2 and 3 at pitches of 110, 130 and 164 Hz, was read into the computer 
and used for calculation of the reference and tolerance vectors. The· 
success of the algorithm in correct identification of the phoneme /ae( 
at all of the recorded pitch frequencies for the .three male speakers is 
shown in Tables VIII, IX and X •. The response number is the output vec~ 
tor, rounded off to the nearest whole number, and varies from 99, for a 
perfect fit between • the stimul.us vector and the reference vector, to 0 
which represents a very poor fit.. In .each case the missed identifica-
tions are, labeied with an asterisk, 
In compiling the .results which are shown .in Table VIII the refer-
ence. and tolerance vectors were calculated frqm the data of speaker 1., 
The use of the phoneme /ae/ as a stimulus vector resulted in perfect 
identificati.on of all of the speaker 1 data, even at pitches different 
from those for w~ich the machine was trained. It can be seen that the 
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TABLE VIII 
RESPONSES OF THE SPEAKER-I-TRAINED MACHINE TO THE PHONEME /ae/ 
Stimulus Response 
Miss 
Speaker Pitch (Hz) /ae/ /e/. /i/ 
100 68 5 5 
llO 66 5 1 
123 33 2 1 
1 130 66 2 2 
146 72 5 4 
164 69 3 4 
174 15 3 3 
100 11 3 2 
110 19 6 4 
123 4 5 2 * 
2 130 12 3 2 
146 13 18 8 * 
164 32 34 17 * 
174 41 38 19 
100 47 30 11 
llO 41 48 31 * 
123 48 43 32 
3 130 41 43 47 * 
146 42 45 25 * 
164 27 
I 
15 9 
1'74 14 8 2 
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TABLE IX 
RE.SPONSES OF THE SPEAKER-2-TRAINED MACHINE TO THE PHONEME /ae/ 
Stimulus Response 
Miss 
Speaker· Pitch (Hz) /ae/ /e(. /i/ 
100 26 3 1 
110 5 93 75 *· 
123 6 58 37 * 
1 130 17 1 42 * 
146 32 3 97 * 
164 18 6 2 
174 33 2 2 
100 30 41 56 * 
110 71 4 77 * 
123 15 4 54 * 
2 130 75 3 41 
146 61 2 2 
164 64 43 3 
174 34 28 6 
100 17 9 5 
110 21 2 2 
123 23 40 18 * 
3 130 21 29 18 * 
146 18 12 14 
164 14 12 7 
174 7 2 3 
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TABLE X 
RESPONSES OF THE SPEAKER-3-TRAINED MACHINE TO THE PHONEME /ae/ 
Stimulus Response 
Miss 
Spe~ker Pitch (Hz} /ae/ /el /ii 
100 3 11 6 * 
110 3 72 1 * 
123 1 2 1 * 
1 130 1 4 2 * 
146 2 9 4 * 
164 11 8 5 
174 2 7 2 * 
100 61 5 2 
110 1 8 2 * 
123 58 4 1 
2 130 96 4 1 
146 2 16 6 * 
164 3 33 18 * 
174 7 32 17 * 
100 28 7 9 
110 84 24 29 
•123 54 26 44 
3 130 77 30 44 
146 58 20 20 
164 67 11 6 
174 8 1 3 
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machine failed in 3 out of 7 pitches when each of the other speaker 
data sets were used as the stimulus v~ctors. The confidence that a 
corr~ct choice was made is also seen to be significantly lower even for 
the correct identificat~ons ,of the speaker 2 and 3 data as indicated by 
the much lower ratio of respons~ number for /ae/ to that of the other 
sounds. 
Table IX shows the ,results when the same stimulus vectors are used 
but the machine was,trained using speaker 2 .data. In this case it had 
difficulty in distinguishing between the phonemes /ae/ and /i/ at the 
lower pitch frequencies when voiced by speaker 2 and confused /ae/ with 
both /e/ and /i/ for the sp~aker 1 stimulus vectors. The speaker 3 
input data resulted in correct identifications in 5 of 7 attempts but a 
low conf~dence is . in.dicated by the small numbers. 
The use of speaker 3 as a reference r~sulted in perfect.identifi-
cation of stimulus vectors of that speaker and the reflection of good 
confidence in. the decisions as revealed, by .Table X. However 1 the 
algorithm failed in 10 of the 14 attempts to identify the data of other 
speakers and showed good confidence i~ only 3 of the decisions~ 
The·results of tests with this algorithm and the use of only data 
between 763 all;d 4150 Hz are typical of the .multiple spe~ker results of 
other researchers, although the success with single speakers and mul-
tiple pitches was encouraging. Before extension of the spectral band 
to the.lower frequencies or modification of·the recognition algorithm, 
it might prove instructive to tabulate the results of training the 
machine with many phoneme combinations and the use of several male and 
female voices. 
On the basis of this preliminary information it appears that 
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additional research will need to be focused on the problem of trans-
forming each stimulus vector into a form ~hich is invariant to speaker 
differences. The coding tec~niqu~s for such a transformation are yet 
to be discovered. · The high resolution spectral filter bank system 
which was built as a part of this thesis should provide an adequate 
data base for such additional research. 
7.4 Computer Operation. The assistance in computer programming 
and equipment operation, in taking the. data for this chapter, provicled 
by Electrical Engineering students J. W. Mabray and.R. B. Johnson is 
gratefully ackn9wledged. 
CHAPTER VI II 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary. This thesis is devoted to high resolution studies 
of speech sounds, including the development of the necessary hardware. 
The included audio filter bank has 97 channels each of which has a Q of 
25 thus providing more than a doubling of selectivity of the best pre-
vious system. The 100-6400 Hz breadth of the spectrum co~ered is 
believed to contain all of the speech information which is significant 
in recognition for pitches above 100 Hz. 
The formant theory of speech perception which has been the basis 
for most previous speech research, for both identification and synthe-
sis, is examined with the aid of the high resolution spectral data. 
The loss of detail in .the smoothing process of calculating formants is 
illustrated and offered as a possible reason.for the failure of speech 
recognition systems to accommodate different speakers and pitch varia-
tions. 
A method has been developed whereby the output of all spectral 
filters, when responding to sustained phonemes, can be read into the 
IBM 1620 Computer. This was used to compile a data set of 11 phonemes, 
spoken by 3 males and 2 females, each at pitch frequencies varying over 
one octave. The· data is tabulated in normalized form for use by oth.ers 
in future speech recognition research, Plots .of all 385 phoneme 
samples, which were made with the µse of the Calcomp 565 plotter, are 
] 29 
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also include~ for visual inspection .. 
Phoneme transi,tions in . connected speech aI,'.e examil}ed by means of 
the three dimensional oscilloscope display system ~hich .was designed 
and built as a part of the research, Photographs are included which 
show the capability of .the system to accurately measure energy shifts 
as a function of time. The differences in several stop-consonant.:.vowel, 
transitions are also illustrated, Methods for varring the display 
starting time, duration, of .the sample, sampling r;;i.te and spectrai band 
to be displayed, are outlined. 
A machine-learning algorithm was modified and applied to the prob-. 
lem of automatically identifying selected phonemes presented, in.the 
form of multi-element vectors of the type produced by the high resolu-
tion filter.bank. A prel~minary test of the algorithm using spectral 
data restricted to the 763-4150 Hz frequency range resulted in near-
perfect recognition of phonemes spoken.by the person whose data had 
been used to train the machine. Rather poor recognition scores for. 
other speakers ~ere obtained. 
8.2 Significant Conclusions. The failure of the.formant theory 
of speech perception to provide orthogonal descriptions for speech of 
different speakers has only ::r;ecently been recognized .. Martin (21)., for 
example, added to his form~nt data, the rate of change of energy with 
frequency in his attempts to develop a digit.recognition scheme. Mundie 
and Moore (24) are using temporal shifts. This thesis has provided a 
bas:i,c re~earch tool which preserves ,the detailed spectral characteris-
tics of speech. Data has been collec,ted which argues for a more des-
cript:i,ve measure of phoneme spectral detail than has previously been 
thought necessary; The data·set which. is provided in Appendix D could 
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be used for a,preliminary effort. The three dimensional display further 
provides a means for study of phonemes in connected speech which may 
vary cons~qerably from the same phonemes spoken in isolation. The 
recognition algorithm is shown to be very effective in recognition over 
a wide range of pitch frequencies for a single speaker. Significant 
improvements in automatic speech recognition should be possible through 
additional research using a number of both male and female speakE:)rs~ 
particularly if a transformation can be'deve~opea which will make the 
filter bank outputs,invariant with respect to pitch aI).d speaker 
differences. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY ,QF ABBR,EVIATIONS 
This ~ppendix incluc;les ~,listing in Table XI of the abbrevia-
tions which have been .used in this thesis. In addi tiQn '· . re.sistance is. 
in ohms and cap~ci ta.nee~ is in micro-farads in all of ,the figure,g unless 
otherwise inqicated. 
Abbreviation 
SEF· 
SEFA 
TAT 
E 
v 
y 
z 
A 
R 
c 
Q 
Ql 
F 
Fa 
F(K) 
T 
k 
t p 
' 
r. 
s 
x p 
x 
s 
OJ\ 
LHPP 
UHPP· 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY,OF·ABBREVIATIONS 
Definit_i.on 
Single.EquivaleIJ,t Formant Frequency 
Single Equivalent Formant Amplitude 
Tune4 Amplitude Tra~ke~ 
Input.voltage 
Output.voltage 
Admittance of zt:h branch 
Gain 
Resistance 
Capacitance· 
.•.. ' 
Bandpass filter selectivity. 
Feedback parallel LC selectivity 
Frequency 
Resonant frequency 
Resonant frequency of channel K 
l/27TFO 
Feedback ratio 
l37 
Equivalent.resistance in p~rallel with idea,l·L an4 C 
Equivalent resistanct;l in s.eries with ideal L and C 
Parallel LC re~ctance 
Equivalent series reactance of a parallel u: 
SN72 709N Operational Amplifier 
Lower half power point frequency 
Upper half po~er point frequency 
Abbreviation 
msec 
nsec 
µsec 
pfd 
µf d 
CRT 
LPF 
ON 
OFF 
GPR 
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TABLE XI (Contim1ed) 
Definition 
milli-secon4s 
nano-seconds 
micro-seconds 
pico-farads 
micro-farads (all ca.paci tances · are in µfd unless 
otherwise noted) · 
Cathode ray tube.oscilloscope, 
Low-Pass Filter. 
Transistor is conducting 
Transistor is not cqnducting 
Glottal Pulse Rate 
APPENDIX B 
ACTIVE NETWORK REALIZATION OF A 97-CHANNE.L AUDIO· FILTER. BANK· 
The manuscript which comprises this appendix is a brief description 
of the audio filter bank which was constructed as a part of this thesis. 
It has recently been accepted for publ'ication in the Journal of the . 
Audio Engineering Society. It includ,es the results of perfonnance 
measurements for the bandpass and, low-pass filters which do not appear 
elsewhere in the thesis. In addition, an explanation of the SN72 709N 
OA frequency compensation which was d,eveloped by Dr. H .. T. Fristoe, is 
provided. 
1 'ZO 
ACTIVE-NETWORK REALIZATION OF A 
97-CHANNEL AUDIO FILTER BANK 
by 
Victor W. Bolie1, Harold T. Fristoe2, and James E. Baker3 · 
Introduction 
Problems related to speech bandwidth reduction and automatic 
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speech recognition have been investigated in various laboratories for 
more than twenty years with increasing vigor but with decreasing hope 
for simple solutions. A good summary of the state of the art as of 
1965 was given in the two papers by Lindgren (1,2). The basic problem, 
of course, is essentially one of efficient coding. It is well-known, 
for example, that English text can be transmitted at a rate of 120 
words per minute by means of a fifty-bit-per~second synchronous binary 
teletype code. Hence, the utilization factor of an ordinary telephone 
line can be increased by about two orders of magnitude if something 
better than the present "vocoder'.' technique can be devised as a real-
time coding sche~e. The same coding scheme would naturally facilitate 
real-time automatic speech recognition for verbal control of computers 
and other machines. However, investigations of speech signals thus 
far have not yet even resolved the relative merits of an aritificial 
cochlea vs an audio filter bank as a preprocessor. 
1 Professor and Holder of the Albrecht Naeter Chair, College of, 
Engineering, Oklahoma State Universi,ty 
2Professor of Electrical Engineering, Oklahoma State University 
3ooctoral Candidate in Electrical Engineering, Oklahoma State 
University 
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Flanaga~ (3) made one of the first comprehensive attempts to elec-
tronically simulate the functions of the ·.basilar membrane; .his moqel 
accurately reproduced the impulse responses of the.su.ccessive adjacent 
segments·of.the membrane, but did not simulate the biological property 
of stripping off more. and more of the .high frequency components of the. 
acoustic signal as it travels around the cochlear spiral toward the 
helicotrema. A more realistic ·.but somewhat crude simul_ation of the 
basilar membrane functi9ns was achieved by.Glaesser, Caldwell, and 
Ste~art. ( 4). Bo lie (5) made. refineme!).ts in the design of the Glaesser-
Caldwell-Stewart model of the basilar membrane, by .use of a digital 
computer to search through all the various network parameters. Cald-
well (6) stu,died the responses of .. the analog ear. to sustained speech 
sounds by extracting a 19-poirtt sample of .each cochlear.pattern; cross-
correlation techniques were then applied in order to develop a confu-
sion matrix for eight voiced vowels and eight whispered vowels; the 
procedure was not successful in separating the various speech sounds. 
Guttman and Flanagan, (7} simulate4 the equations .of the basilar mem- . 
brane on a.digital computer and produced three-dimensional plots of 
the transient propagation of high-pass-filtered pulse trains in order 
to study pitch cues; the results tended to agree with the well-known 
beat .. frequency phenomenon. Mundie and Moore (8) use.cl, the Glaesser-
Caldwell-Stewart model of the· cochlea to generate three-dimensional 
terrain maps (vibration amplitude v~ basilar-membrane distance and 
. - .. 
time) for various speech phonemes. Campanella and Phyfe (9) useq a 
non-propagating 40-section (Flanagan) model of the cochlea and a high-
frequency pre-emphasis (6 <,lb-per-octave rise to 4,000 Hz) of speech 
sounds to examin.e the.effects of high-order (up to sixth) spatial 
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differencing in processing the resulting cocQlear patterns; the results 
indicated that "high order differencing networks appear unnecessary and 
even detrimental." Cannon (10) used autocorrelation techniques to-
gether with a 24-section analog basilar membrane with .6 db-per-octave 
pre-emphasis in the 0-4 kHz region to im.plement a~toiµatic recognition 
of seven vowel sounds, and found that "very high recognition scores 
were, obtained" when only half a glottal-pulse period and only. fi;mr. 
membrane sections (3000, 1470, 660, 311 Hz) were used. 
The audio filter bank has historically been the predominant 
means used to isolate speech characteristics for classification. The 
\ 
filter design characteristics (including the number of filters, their. 
center frequencies, and their bandwidths} have been heavily .influenced 
by the low selectivity (Q = ,2) of the cochlea, the formant theory of 
speech perception, and a desire to minimize the number of filters to 
limit data reduction requirements, According to Lindgren ( 1) , one of 
the first spectral processes was developed at Bell Telephone Labora-
tories to recognize the spoken digits "zero" through "nine". The 
first model, which was reported in 1952, used an 800 Hz low-pass filter 
with an axis-crossing counter to locate the first formant, and a 1000 
Hz high-pass filter with an axis-crossing counter to locate the second 
formant; By 1958 the.system was modified to handle 16 different 
linguistic elements, Recogi:iition accuracy·of the order of 95 percent 
was achieved with a single speaker;, but this fell to the 50 percent 
range when the decision criteria were not adjusted for the particular 
speaker. Hyde (ll) found that the use of a wideband filter and an 
axis-,crossing counter.provides an accurate·frequency measure for simple 
waveforms but when two or more components have comparable amplitudes 
serious errors can arise. However, Gilmour.(12) used this technique 
by selecting a 700 Hz low-pass filter to isolate. the. first formant, 
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a 700 to 2100 Hz bandpass filter for the second fo;rmant1 and a 2100 Hz 
high-pass filter.for the third form.ant; a.single-speaker·recognition 
score of.90 percent for seven word.sand the.ten digits was achieved. 
Efforts based on this w,ideband filter approach appear to have in 
common the.failure to identify stops·and fricatives, and the inability 
to eliminate ·speaker dif~erences. 
In further attempts to identify the,important characteristics of 
speech for classification and recogn,i ti on, recent research efforts 
have turned to narrow-band discrete filters. A comprehensive investi-
gation of speech characteristics was conducted by Hughes and Hemdal 
(13), who made .use of a bank of 35 bandpass filters having center 
frequencies ranging from 286 Hz to 9500 Hz. The bandwidths varied 
from 46 Hz for t11-e 286 Hz fi 1 ter to 963 Hz for the 9500 Hz fi 1 ter, w,i th 
all filters having a selectivity (Q) of 10 or.less. No pre-emphasis 
was used. Each tuned filter consisted of ·a cascade of two series LC 
resonators the output of which was applied through a.cathode follower 
to a rectifying-and-smoothing network. By .means of a stepping switch, 
the spectral output.was then digitized and stored in an IBM 7090 com-
puter for development of phoneme.recognition criteria. Nine distinc-
tive features were us~d, to identify 34 phonemes• Th.ree .distinctive 
features were found to reasona'Qly se.parate the vowels with some, overlap 
which could be removed, with the ad4itional dimension of·time. The 
investigators noted that a single speaker was used for.all of the re-
s.earch because "a useful ·methoc;I. of .normq.lization has not been deter .. 
mined", an.d concluded that.a set.of filters with good precision below 
14.4 
500 Hz was needed for accurate first-formant tracking and for measure..:. 
ment of the low-frequency stress cues.. Bobrow and n~tt (14) developed 
a speech recognition system for a limited vocabulary of spactecraft-re-
. . ' ' ' ' ' 
lated words spoken.by.several speakers. A 19-channel spectrum analyzer 
\"as .. designed to proces~ male voices whiCh varied. in glottal pulse rate 
from 80 to 150 Hz. Bandwic:lths (BW) were selected to ill:sure that be-
tween two and four harmonics were present in .. every filter. A 360 Hz 
BW was used for center frequencies varying from 260 Hz to 2780 Hz, a 
600 Hz BW at 3260 Hz, a 840 Hz BW at 3980 Hz, and a 1080 Hz BW at 4940 
and 6020 Hz, Data were collected in the .form of a 19 x 200 matrix 
by taking 2 .0-second word samples at a 100 Hz sampling rate. High-
frequency pre-emphasis of 6 db-per ... octave was used. Each element of 
the data matrix was. a number ranging from 0 t<? 63, in logarithmic 
units, covering a 45 db range of intensity. By use of ,word-pattern. 
matchin~ rather·than phoneme mat<i:hing, and with the.restriction of a 
small vocabulary, a classification accuracy of 90 percent.was attained, 
However, it was concluded that a finer frequency resolution is required 
between 300 and 1200 Hz to detect sudden move~ents in energy concen-
trations. 
Many other reports (15-55) confirm the apparent fact that a much 
m.ore sophistica,tec;l leve+ of understanding of speech and hearing func-
tions must be attained before major breakthroughs in automatic speech 
recogn~tion can be brought about, From this viewpoint, it may be 
inf er:r;eci that an audio filter bank having advanced capabi 1i ty in both 
the frequency and time domains would be highly desirable for future 
studies. The purpose of this paper is to report the structure and 
performance of a bank of 97 tuned amplitude trackers which cover the 
100-to-6400 Hz frequency range with uniform-Q resolution and maximum 
response speed. 
The Composite System 
The·basic scheme of the phoneme analyzer system is shown in 
Figure.l. The input is .a speech phoneme and the.output is a visual 
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display of its amplitude spectrum. The microphone (Shure.Model 545S) 
has a cardiod dir~ctional pattern and a transfer characteristic which 
in the frequ~ncy.range of SO to 15,000 Hz is flat within,!_ 3 db. A 
sensitivity level of. -151 db relative to a zerq-db level of 011e volt 
per microbar permits this.microphone to deliver into a·lOO-kilohm load 
a peak-to-peak signal voltage of about 4 millivolts, for speech of nor-
mal amplitude from lips posi t~oned ten inches away. The speech 
aJ11.plifier is conventionally designeq to have a flat passband charac- · 
teristic in.the 0-20 kHz frequency range, a voltage gain of 66 db, a 
1.0 megohm input impedance, and a capability of producing an output 
signal of .!. 10 volts across a 200-ohm resistive load. 
As further sho~ in Figure 1, the output.signal from th~ speech 
an).plifier is used as ,the driving signal input to a parallel bank of 
97 tuned amplitude trackers. Every .tune4 amplitude tracke~ is a 
series combination of a.tuned audio filter, a full-wave rectifier, and 
a low-pass filter, each constructed by use of operat~onal amplifiers. 
The tuned audio filter in the ~th tracker has a.two-pole resonant gain 
of unity, a tuning sensitivity of ·Q = 25, a resistive input impedance 
in the range of 20 to 30 kilohms; and a resqnant frequency F(K) in .Hz 
given by the formula. 
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F(K} = (100) · z[(K - l)/l6] 
The full-wave rectifier has a conversion gain ·of O. 2;33, i.e., ~i th a 
sinusoidal input signal of 21.4-volt peak-to-peak amplitude the output 
signal is a full-wave-: rectified si:r:msoid ha'(ing a s ... vol t peak amPli\ 
tude and 3.18-volt average amplitude. The low-pass filter has a de 
. ' ' ' ---. 
gain of 3;0 and has a flat passband characteristic which extends up to 
a (6 db) cutoff frequency which is equal to the bandwidth [F(K)/Q] 
of the corresponding tuned audio fi her.. Thus, for the K th tuned 
amplitude tracker the overall conversion gain (de output voltage 
divided by the peak-to-peak input voltage) is 0 .45 at the resonant 
frequency F (K) , and at this frequency F (K) .a 20-vol t peak-to-peak 
sinusoid from the speech amplifier will produce a 9-volt.dc output 
signal .from the K.!!l tracker. Further, each of·the trackers will res-
pond proportionally and almost instantaneously to any amplitude 
fluctuations in its resonating input sinusoid, if the frequency of 
these input amplitude fluctuations is.not appreciably greater than 
the bandwidth [F (K}/Q] of tl:le particular tracker. Finally, it is. seen. 
that the "best'' frequencies (F 1) and F (97) of the two trackers oc-
q1pying the extreme _end positions ·in the tracker bank are respectively 
100 Hz and 6400 Hz, and that the best frequency of tracker CK + 16) is 
pr~cisely twice the best frequency of tracker (K). The choice of a 
uniform tuning-sensi"frivity factor of Q = 25 makes the characteristic·. 
resonance curves of neighboring trackers . overlap approximately . at 
their -3 db points. 
Referring still fu;rther to Figure 1, it is seen that the 97 
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output terminals of the t.racker .bank are connected to a corresponding 
linear array of input terminals of an analog multiplexer. This multi-
plexer (EECO '765-1 Multiplexer) has·a 10-kilohm.input impedance and 
a maximum input voltase of.:!:. 5 volts for each analog input channel, an 
analog output voltage of.:!:.. 5 volts across a minimum load resistance.of 
250 ohms, and a m~ximum channel-stepping rate of 50,000 channels per 
second. A simple 50 kHz multivibrator clock is used to advance the 
multiplexer channel address continuously through repetitive sweeps of 
all 97 channels. At the end of each sweep an "end frame" pulse appears 
at a separate sync-output terminal of the multiplexer, thereby.enabling 
the short..,term 100-to-6400 Hz spectrum of.the microphone signal·to 
be displayed continuously on the CRT oscilloscope. 
With Q = 25 for every.tuned filter, and \iith 
1 F(K + 1) + F(K) 
I F(K + 1) - F(K} -1 C th Ln .2 ·23 = 2 ° 32 = 
for every K in the range of 1 ..:_ K .::_ 96, it is evident that the 97 
outputs of the tracke~ banl.s. comprise, in .the frequency. domain, a. set 
of 97 essentially indepe~dent measures of the .audio signal. It is 
also evident that with Q = 25 the damped oscillatory response of each 
tuned filter.to a pulse .input decays to (100/e4) = 1.8 percent of its 
initial amplitude with the passage of 4Q/1T = 32 oscillatory cycles. 
- With the Kth tracker thus being capable of producing successive 
independent measures in the time domain at a rate of at least 
[1T·F(K)/4Q] samples per second, the total data rate capability of the 
complete tracker bank is found by.summation to be equal to at least 
(251T/Q) · (1516) = 4775 independent samples per second, Consequently, if 
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the output voltage of each tracker is sufficiently accurate to justify 
4-bit coding, the output cl.ata rate capability of the overall system 
shown in Figure 1 is about 20 kilobits per second .. 
Tuned Amplitude Tracker Design 
The circuit actually used for each of the tuned amplitude trackers 
is sh,own .. in Figure . 2. The tuned auc;lio fi 1 ter is comprised of· the 
operational amplifier Ul, the five resistances R1 through R5, and the 
tank circuit formed by the capacitance CK connected in parallel ~ith 
the inductance LK, which has an internal resistance rK. The full-wave 
rectifier is comprised of the operational amplifier U2, the four re-
sistances R6 through R9, and the -,two diodes Dl and D2. The low-pass. 
smoothing filter is comprised of the operat,ional amplifier U3, the 
three resistances RK and 0,75 RK' and the two c~pacitances CK and 
4CK. The sinusoidal input voltage EK is assumed to reside within · 
the range of -10 .::_EK.::_ +10 volts. The smoothed de voltage VK re-
sides .within the range of 0.::_VK.::_10 volts, 
The structure of the tuned audio filter is a form of Q-multiplier 
having a resonant frequency determined by the tuning of the rK-LK-CK 
tank circuit, a Q-enhancement e~tablished by.positive feedback through 
the R4-R5 voltage divider, and a resona~t gain established by the 
R1-R2-R3 tee network. The voltage transfer function G(w) of the Kth 
tuned audio fi)ter is 
- A 
G(w) = 
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in which wK is the resonant angular frequency, A is th.e resonant gain, 
and QK is the overall tuning sensitivity. For the case in which 
R4 = RS, and in which RP = R1 R/ (R1 + R2) , the resonant gain A is 
given by the formula 
2R 
A = 
p ~3 + R 
and the overall tuning sensitivity QK is given by the fonnula 
= 
1 
Q'" K 
in which QK is the .non-enhanced tuning sensitivity of the rK-LK-CK 
tank circuit, i.e., QK = wKLK/rK. If the positive input terminal of 
amplifier Ul is temporarily grounded, and.if the resistance R1 is tem-
porarily made equal to zero, the resultant filter can be tuned to the 
resonant angular frequency by (slug) adjustment of the inductance LK' 
after which the temporarily modified filter can be adjusted to have. 
a resonant gain of unity by making R3 = (Qi() 20 rK. The unmodified fil-
ter will then have a resonant gain of A = 2R3/R1, which requires that 
R1 = . 2R3 for unity gain at resonance, Thus, with the tank circuit 
tuned to wK, with R4 = RS = 33 kilohms, with R3 = CQi() 2·rK, and with 
R1 = 2R3, the voltage gain at resonance will be A= 1.0, and the selec-
tivity-multiplication ratio QK/QK is determined by the formula 
, R3 
+ -
. R 
2 
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The value of the resistance R2 was selected so as to make QK = 25 for 
all 1 < K < 97. The inductors (manufactured by the United Transformer 
Company) used in the tank cir9uits were as follows, 
Frequency Range Inductor Type Inductanc;:e Range 
100-200 Hz HVC-7 0.50-5.0 H 
200-476 Hz HVC-6 0,20-2.0 H 
476-1131 Hz HVC-5 0.07-0.70 H 
1131-2691 Hz HVC-4 0.03-0.30 H 
2691-6400 Hz HVC-3 0.01-0.11 H 
The capacitance values used in the , tank circuits ranged from 0. 01 to . 
0.50 microfarads, givi~g a value of about 10 kilohms for (QK) 2•rK. 
In cases where the tank sel~ctivity was too large (QK > 12) a 10-kilohm 
shunt resistance was used to desensitize the tank circuit, 
In the rectifying portion of the tracker circuit, the diodes Dl 
and 02, the resistance R6 = 22 kilohms, and the resistances R7 = R8 = 
R9 = 11 kilohms, were arranged so that the output voltage of the ampli-:-
fier U2 would be a negative-going full-wave rectified sinusoid of -5.0 
volts peak ampli t~de when the input vql tage from the amplifier Ul is a 
sine wave of 20-vol t peak-to-peak amplitude. The low-pass smoothing 
filter has two identical poles, and has its three resistances and two 
capacitances chosen so that its (6 db) cutoff frequency is equal to 
the bandwidth [F(K)/QK] of the associated tuned audio filter. The 
de voltage gain of the low-pass filter is 3.0, and the time constant 
RKCK is chosen so that RKCK = Q/[67r·F(K)] in order to achieve the 
desired bandwidth relationship. 
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Qperational Amplifier Implementation 
The operational amplifiers Ul, U2, and U3 used in the circuit of 
Figure 2 were of the ~N72-709N type, which are manufactured by Texas 
Instruments, Inc.. This . type. of operational amplifier has an input. 
current requirement of 0.2 microamp, a conunon-mode rejection ratio of. 
90 db, an input.resistance of 100 to 400 kilohms, an output.resistance 
of 150 ohms, and a power dissipation rating of 80 milliwatts when 
operated with a.!.. 15 volt power supply. However, special attention is 
required to prevent latch-up an_d to achieve adequate frequency compen-
sation. The electrical diagram of the SN72~709N integrated circuit 
is shown in Figure 3. The parenthesized terminal numbers correspond 
to the dual-in-line pin numbers, which are arranged to increase 
counterclockwise. from the-)ower left-hand corner (if the dual-in-line 
is viewed from the top with the indexing notch on the left). 
The condition known. as latch-up can occur when the common mode 
input.voltage limit is exceeded. This is especially bothersome with 
low gain (substantial feedback) conditions. If the signal or a tran-
sient overloads the input, the-inverting transistor saturates and 
effectively applies the signal to the base of the second transistor 
stage~ Without the inverting action of the first stage, feedback is 
positive and lat~h-up occurs, The diode.(D3) connected between pins 
.!2 and .!.Q_ will limit_ the output so that it will rise no higher than 
the common mode voltage limit at the base of transistor T9, thus 
holding the input transistor out of saturation so that l~tch-up will 
not occur. 
The type 709 ope:r;ati~nal amplifier is not frequency compensated 
internallr. It unfortunately has several break-points in its frequency 
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response characteristic. Its highest frequency break-point is at about· 
10 MHz- and a second break-point is.found in the neighborhood of 1.8 to 
2 MHz. This frequency characteristic produces an ultimate roll-off of 
12 db/octave and a 180-deg~ee phase shift through the uncompensated 
a.Jl'lplifier. Consequently, a. feedback loop connected around the amplifier 
may produce regenerative osc:j.llations, unless .adequate compensation is 
applied to the open-loop gain characteristic. For moderate closed-+oop. 
gain, the ,roll-off of the open-loop gain must begin at a low enough 
frequency.that the closed-loop gai~ reduce~ to less than unity before 
the amplifier produces ·180 degree internal phase shift. If an open-
loop roll-off characteristic approximating that of a single-section 
RC low-pass network is imposed on the amplifier, it will roll 'off at 
6 db/octave and approach a maximum phase shift of 90 degrees in the · 
frequency range of interest. Therefore, as closed-loop gain is de-
creased the open-loop roll-off frequency must decrei:i.se, This is accom-. 
plished by use of compensating lag networks, i.e., two external networks 
must be added to the basic 709 for cor+ect compensation. One network 
connects between pins l and _g_ and the other connects between pins 2_ 
and 10. 
Pins 3.and 12 are the "input frequency compensation" points. An 
Ri-Ci step-type of lag network is connected between these pins. It is 
generally desirable that this· network maintain a phase lag for about 
t~ree decades in frequency. The roll-off or corner frequency of this 
lag network must be chosen to be.low enough to meet the desired closed-
loop gain requirement. The internal amplifier impedance between pins 
3 and 12•is of the order of 1.0 to 2.0 megohms. The resistor in the 
lag loop should be about.0.001 times this value for the three-decade 
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step. Once the break-point frequency (fi) is established, in terms of 
the desired closed-loop.gain, the.compensating network capacitance is. 
determined by the formula -1 C. = [2'ITf .R.] . 
1 1 1 
The·"output,frequency 
compensation" network is connected between pins 2_ and .!.Q_; The internal 
amplifier impedance at these pins is of the order of R :,35 to 45· 
x 
kilohms. A capacitor c0 connected between these pins introduces a 
second lag in the amplifier response, The break-poi~t frequency 
fx = 1000 fi for this lag network is chosen so that it supplements the 
first correction network after about three decades in frequency. The 
capacitor connected between pins 2. and .!.Q. can then be evaluated from 
-1 the formula c0 =, [2'ITf R] , Thus, the values of the compensation x x 
elements actually used were Ri = 1500 ohms in every circuit, Ci = 0.01 
microfarad and c0 = 40 picofarads in the circuits operating at fre-
quencies below 3 kHz, and Ci = 0,001 microfarad and c0 = 10 picofarads 
in the·. circuits operating at frequencies above 3 kH,z. Use of the·. 
newer (and more expensive} operational amplifiers containing internal 
frequency compensation networks would, of course, simplify the system 
cqnstruction somewhat: 
Hardware Geometry 
Photographs of the. completed bank of 97 tuned aIJlpli tude trackers 
are shown in Figure 4, One chassis contains all of the 97 tuned audio 
filters, plus their common audio driving amplifier, A second chassis 
contains the 97 corresponding rectification-and-smoothing networks 
(plus a speech amplitude detector~ needed when threshold triggering 
of external circuits is desired), Each chassis is of conventional 
17" x 17" x 3" size to fit a 19-inch equipment rack. The two assem-
blies are interconnected by means of two pairs of 100-contact plugs 
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and sockets (Cinch-Jones type 37-MlOOL and 37-FlOOL) and a corresponding 
100-wire cable. The first chassis also includes receptacles for the 
audio signal input, the.!_ 15 volt power,inputs, and a ground wire. The 
second chassis inc1u4es the input receptacles for the ground wire and 
the .!_ 15 volt power inputs; and the output fittings for the 100-wire 
outputs to the sampling switch, and the output. of the speech ampli t~de 
detector, 
The individual components.are mounted on a standard 12-pin (Vector) 
3" x 4. 5" circuit boards. Photographs showing the d.etailed arrangement. 
of the components on the circuit boards are shown in Figure 5. In 
general, three tuned audio filters having neighboring resonant fre-
quencies are mounted on one circuit board, and their three corresponding 
, rectification-and-smoothing networks are mounted on another circuit 
board. For tuning purposes the three slug-adjustable inductors are 
mounted at the top of the "fifter board." On the "rectification .board" 
the three rectification-and-smoothing networks are horizontally arranged 
along the top, middle, and lower thirds of the board. Thus, a total of 
68 circuit boards were used to mount all of the components of the com-
plete (two-chassis) bank of 97 tuned ampli t~de. trackers. The tot a+ 
number of components used included 2720 resistors, 850 capacitors, 
. ' . '• 
400 diodes, 291 operational amplifiers, anq 97 inductors. The total 
current drain required of the (Hewlett-Packard 6523A) power supply was 
found to be .!.. 255 mA at ·.!_ 15 volt~ for the "filter chassis," and 
+ 470 mA at.!.. 15 "\(Olts for the "rectifier chassis," giving a total 
power dissipation of 22 watts for the complete tracker bank. 
Component Performance 
From the previously described design considerations, it can be 
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seen that some rather severe tolerance requirements are imposed, on the 
design of each tuned amplitude tracker, particularly with respect to 
resonant frequency and bandwidth. It was found that very careful ad-
justments were necessary to achieve the correct resistance values in 
each input tee network: 
As an example of the resultant performance of each tuned amplitude 
tracker, Figure 6 shows the measured output voltage of the 800-Hz tuned 
audio filter (K = 49) as a function of excitation frequency. Figure 7 
shows the output voltage of the corresponding smoothing filter as a 
function of its input ripple frequency. By use of the CRT Lissajous 
technique, the tuning error in the resonant frequency of each amplitude 
tracker was made to be less than + 2.0 Hz. The error in the resonant 
gain was.found to be less than~ 2.0 percent, and the error in the 
bandwidth was found to be less than~ 5.0 percent. 
The response of the 800-Hz tuned audio filter to a suddenly applied 
800-Hz sinusoidal input of 20-volt peak~to-peak amplitude is shown in 
Figure 8. The exponentially controlled build-up of the resonator out-
put voltage is clearly seen. A Laplace transform analysis of the reso~ 
nator shows that the envelope of the increasing peak-to-peak output 
amplitude should rise to 63 percent of its final value with the passage 
of n = Q/TI = 8 cycles of the input waveform, which corresponds to a 
time lapse of 10.0 millisec in the case of the 800 Hz resonator. 
Figures 9a and 9b show the response of the 800-Hz tuned amplitude 
tracker to an input 800 Hz sine wave which is 100-percent amplitude 
modulated by a 32-Hz sine wave. Th.e m.aximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 
the input signal is 20 volts. The 6.4 Hz spacing between the sidebands 
is twice the bandwidth of the 800 Hz filter. The attenuation and phase 
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shift of the sidebands caused by the filter selec~ivity is shown in 
the lower trace of Figure 9a. The upper trace in Figure 9b shows the 
output of the full-wave rectifier, with its zero-volt ground reference 
being the straight-line upper-limit level. The bottom horizontal trace 
in Figure 9b shows ;the zero-volt ground reference level for the smoothing 
filter output, The center trace in Figure 9b shows the output of the 
smoothing filter, which introduces some further attenuation and phase 
shift in the modulation.. Thus, it is seen that the smoothing filter 
performs its intended function of filtering out the rectification 
ripples while still retaining the capability of responding to fluctua-
tions in the input signal amplitude. 
System Performance 
When the complete phoneme analyzer system is assembled as pre-
viously described with reference to Figure 1, its performance can be 
tested with a variety of audio input signals. For the resul.ts reported 
here, the. sweep time of the CRT oscilloscbpe was first made approx-
mately equal to 2,0 msec, and then further adjusted so that the time 
for one complete sweep through all 97 channels of the multiplexer 
corresponded to a horizontal distance of 9.7 cm on the CRT face. 
Figure lOa shows a photograph of the CRT display when the audio 
input signal is a steady 800 Hz sine wave of 16-volt peak-to-peak ~­
plitude. As expec;:ted, the strongest re~ponse (4,1 volts output) is 
produced by the 800 Hz tracker, Since K = 49 for this tracke:r;-, its 
sampled output appears near the center of the CRT screen. The res-
ponses of the two neighboring tra.ckers (K = AB and K = 50) are each 
seen to be of aQout 1.7-volt output amplitude. This corresponds to 
an adjacent-channel rejection of 7.6 db, The responses of the next 
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pair of adjacent filters (K = 47 and K = 51) are seen to be abol,lt 
14.2 db below the 800 Hz filter response. The more distant neighbors. 
respond with even less amplitude, and practically no response occl,lrs 
for those trackers more removed, than the K, = 42 and K = 56 pair. 
For pure .tone inputs the general shape of the spectr~l profile was. 
found to be all)lost independent of the excitation frequency j the excep-
tion .being that when the excitation frequency is mid~way.between the 
resonant frequencies of two adjacent trackers the equal responses of 
the two adjacent.trackers are somewhat (about 3 db) less than the peak 
respon:se of a resonant tracker. This is illustrated in Figure lOb, 
which shows the spectral profile when the audio input signal is a 
steady 816 Hz sine wave of 16-volt peak-to-peak amplitude. Thus, as 
the amplituqe of the input sine wave is held constant and the excita-
tion frequencr is gradually increased from the lower extreme of 100 Hz 
to the upper extreme of 6400 Hz, the spectral profile illustrated by 
Figures lOa and lOb will m~ve rightward from the left edge to the 
right edge of the CRT face. 
Typical responses of the complete speech analyzer system for pro-
longed phoneme inputs are shown in Figures ll and 12. Figure.lla shows 
the speech waveform for. the sound [i], voiced by. a 30-year-old male 
pers~n having a natural glottal pulse rate of 141 Hz .. Figure llb shows 
the resultant spe~tr~l profile produced by the system. The .fundamental 
141 Hz frequencx component is correctly displayed by the K = 9 tracker" 
Prominent harmonic .peaks are seen at 283 Hz and 436 Hz, and .a distri-
bution of higher harmonics is found between 2263 Hz and 6400 Hz. 
Figure 12a shows the speech waveform for the sound [ae], voict;ld by the 
same 30-year-old male person.having a natural glottal pulse rate of 
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141 Hz. Figure 12b shows the resultant spectral profile produced·by 
the system. The fundamental 141 Hz frequency-c<;>mponent is again cor-
rectly.displayed by the K = 9 tracker. Prominent harmonic peaks are 
seen at.283 Hz and 423 Hz, and a wide distribution of higher ha,rmo~:j.cs 
extends from 519 Hz to 6400 H.z. 
Numerous other experiments usi~g various carefully recorded speech 
sounds as inputs have been conducted with the above described phoneme 
analyzer system. The preliminary results have alreac,ly shqwn that the 
harmonic structure of any prolonged phoneme changes rather drastically 
when the glottal pluse rate is changed. It appears possible th.at the 
historically a,ccepted "formant" method of representing speech spectra 
may-be open to question. 
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Fig~ 4a. Filter Chassis Layout 
Fig. 4b. Rectifier Chassis Layout 
Figure 4. Chassis Arrangement of Circuit Components 
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Fig. Sa. Bandpass Filter Circuit Bo.ard 
Fig. Sb. Rectifier Circuit Board 
Figu:re S. Component Layouts on Circuit Boards 
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Horizontal scale: 
Vertical scale: 
Resonator input: 
-1 Time, 3.9 msec cm 
-1 Resonator Output, 5.0 volt cm 
20 V p-p, 800 Hz, suddenly applied 
Figure 8. Transient Ring-Up of Tuned Audio Filter 
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Fig. 9a. Signal Input and Filter Output 
Horizontal scale: 10 rnsec crn-1 • 
Vertical scale: 10 and 5 volt crn-1 • 
Fig. 9b. Outputs of Rectifier art~ Smoothing Filter 
Ho~izontal sc.ale: 10 msec e11-1 • 
Vertical scale: 2 and l volt cm-1 . 
Figure 9. Response of 800-Hz Tracker to AM Input 
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Fig. lOa. Spectre Profile for 800 Hz Input 
Horizontal scale: 10 channels/cm. 
Vertical scale: 1.0 volt/cm. 
Audio input: Sine wave, 800 Hz, 16 V p-p. 
Fig. lOb. Spectre Profile for 816 Hz Input 
Horizontal scale: 10 channels/cm. 
Vertical scale: 1.0 volt/cm. 
Audio input: Sine wave, 816 Hz, 16 V p-p. 
Figure 10. System Display for 800 Hz and 816 Hz Inputs 
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Fig. lla. Speech Waveform for "ee" as in "beet" 
-1 Horizontal scale: 1.4 msec cm • 
Vertical scale: 1.0 volt cm-1 • 
Fig. llb.. S-pectral Profile for "ee" as in "beet" 
-1 Horizontal scale: 10 channels cm· • 
-1 Vertical scale: 1.0 volt cm • 
Figure 11. System Input and Output for First Phoneme 
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Fig. 12a. Speech Waveform for "aa" as in ''bat" 
-1 Horizontal scale: 1.4 msec cm • 
Vertical scale: 1.0 volt cm-1 • 
Fig. l2b. Spectral Profile for· ''aa" as in "bat" 
Horizontal scale: 10 channels cm-1 • 
Vertical scale: 1.0 volt cm-1 • 
Figure 12. System Input and Output for Second Phoneme 
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APPENDIX C 
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
This appendix contains the specifications for the commerical 
equipment.and major components used in.this research. These are as 
follows: 
1. Shure 545S Microphone; 
2. Operational Amplifier SN72 709N; 
3. United Transformer Company HVC Inductors; 
4. EECO 765 Multiplexer; 
5. RM 564 Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope; and 
6. Burr-Brown Sample and Hold/Switched Integrator Model 1663. 
17~ 
' 2U HARTREY AYE • EVANSTON, Ill. (GO:lOO U.S.A. i iif":I!' g a MIC!OPNONES AND flECTROHIC COMPO&UTS 1 
' " ., ·, . . AREA CODE su/su-0000 • CABU SllUREIUCRO . 
&19DEl.S 54.5 AND 5455 . UNIDYNE Ill 
·.UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAl'tlIC MICROPHONES 
The Model S4S Series Unidyne lII 
Microp~ones are slender dynamic mi· 
crophoncs built to provide wide range 
reproduction of music and voice, and 
have an exceptionally uniform and 
,trectivc unidirectional pickup pattern. 
The l\lodds 545-Cold ond 545S-Cold 
are idenlicul lo l\lodds 545 unJ 545S 
reapectlvely except .l\lodels 545-Gold 
and 545S·G~lcl have .&;old , flniah. 
· These microphones are particularly 
suitable for high quality theatre-stage 
sound systems, recording, cathedrals 
and churches, and other critical public 
address systems such as those used in 
political conventions and legislatures, 
hotels, stadiums, and public auditor· 
lums. 
The microphones feature: 
• Unusually effective cardioid pickup 
pattern. Eliminates feedback (an· 
noying loudspeaker "squeals"). In 
addition, they prevent echoing 
(boominess) that sometimes occurs 
in partially-tilled halls. These mi-
crophones can also be used closer 
to loudspeakers than umal, without 
creating feedback problems. 
• Response especially effective for an· 
nouncing, narration, vocal music. 
. and combo groups. 
• Cartridge shock mountecl for quiet 
operation. • 
• : A strong detachable cable especially 
selected for good· shielding from 
"hum" pickµp. . 
• Dependability and ruggedness under 
. all operatins conditions. 
The Model S4S Series Microehones 
.are dual impedance for connection in-
to a SO to 250 ohm line .or a high 
impedance input. · .·. 
The low impedance connection is 
recommended where long cable lengths . 
are required or uncter conditions of 
severe hum disturbance. The permis-
. sible cable length is practically un-
limited, since neither response nor 
level . is appreciably affected. For use 
with high impedance amplifiers, Shure 
Model A9SA Line Matching Trans-
former is available for coupling the 
low impedance line to *e amplifier 
input. The Shure Model A9SA trans· 
former permits coupling a S0-250 
ohm line to the high impedance input. 
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Furnished Aet•cssorlea 
Swivel Adapter · 
(for Model S4S) .................... A25B 
· :. 01ttional Accessories · 
· Linc Matching Tcansformer .•.... A95A 
'Vibration-Isolation Stand .•.•........ S39A 
Desk.Stand 
(for Model S4S) •.•••..•............ SllO 
. - (for Model S4SS) .......•.......... S36A 
Quick Disconnect Isolation Unit 
· (for Model S4S) .; ........••.......••. A4S 
. (for Model S4SS) ..••................ A47 
Windscreen Asscmbly .. , ............. A2WS 
GUAUANTEEr 
Each microphone is guaranteed to 
· be free from elcclrical and mechanical 
defects for a period of one year from 
date of shipment from factory, pro-
vided all mstructions are complied 
with fully. In case of damage, return 
the microphone to the factory for 
repairs. Our gunrantec is voided if the 
n11crophonc is subjected to accident 
or abuse. 
ltt>plart•mt•nl Co1111)0nN1ts 
Model R4S Dynamic Replacement 
CARTRIDGE 
Model CS6 Cable and Plug Assembly 
Modl!I 5.SA38 Replacement SWITCH 
(S4SS only) 
l1111111r1un1: Shure Microphone Cables 
arc• 11•lt•c11•d ahl'r exhaustive 1csts 10 in· 
aurc• supt·rior pt•rformancc in microphones 
ln·causc> of low capaci1ies, superior shield-
ing propt·rtit·s and unusually long lite 
u11d1•r l<'\'t•rc use. · 
Cables with plastic insulation should 
nol be subjected to excessive soldering· 
iron heat. C:arl'lully dean and tin the 
condut'tors nnd the connt'ctions to which 
thl' conductors arc to be soldered. The 
soldel"ing operation can then be done with 
a minimum of heat, thereby nvoiding any 
po1~ihility of damage. to the cable. 
INSTALLATION AND 
CONNECTIONS OF SWITCH 
A. To install the 55A38 Replacement 
Switch in the Shure Model S45S 
(5ee Fi1:1Lm: A) proceed as follows: 
I. Remove the two No. 2-56 screws 
holl.lin1:1 the numcplnte and cover 
10 the C4lOllcCtur assembly. 
. :?. lkmovc the nmncplute and take 
· the switch out of the switch 
cover on lhe connector nssem-
hly. 
3. un .. oldcr leads from old switch 
terniinals. 
4. Connect the leads to the new 
replacement switch. Observe lead 
color and terminal arrangement 
as in Figure A. · 
5. Re-assemble switch and name-
plate back into the connector 
assembly and fasten the No. 
2-S6 screws securely. 
1\JODEL 54.5 
Arcl1iteca•s Specificallona 
The microphone shall be the Shure 
Model S45 or equivalent. The micro-
phone shall be a moving coil type mi• 
crophonc with a frequency rnnge of 
SO to I S,000 Hz. This unit shall have 
a .. cardioid" polar characteristic. The· 
cancellation at the sides shall be ap· 
proximately 6 db and the cancellation 
at the rear shall be IS to 20 db. The 
microphone shall be a dual-impedance 
microphone with rated impedance of 
I SO ohms and 40,000 ohms. The 
microphone rating GM (sensitivity) al 
IOOO Hz shall be within ±3 db of the 
following levels. . 
Low impedancc ............ -149 db. 
High impedance .......... -:ISi db , 
The microphone shall be provided · 
with a swivel adapter adjustable 
through 90• from vcr1ical to horizon-
tal and a receptacle equivalent to the 
Amphenol 91-MC-tF capable of con-
necting lo a three-conductor shielded 
cable plug. The microphone swivel 
adapter will mounl on a stand having 
lVH "-27 thrcnd. The overall dimensions 
shall be s1:1i11" ( 147.(unm) in length 
~nd pr.;,," ( 3 l.4mm) in diameter. 
•2.Sfi 
MACHI NI 
'J a •rr-~~I n~M~ w•or~:~~~"if~I 
LEAO -......... ........ "" 
ILU£ 
LEAD 
IWITCiH COVER 
MODEL 5455 
UPLACEMEHT OF SWITCH 
FIGUllE A 
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MODEL 545S 
Archlteel'• SpecUicatlons 
· The microphone shall be Shure 
Model S4SS or equivalent. The micro-
phone: shall be a moving coil type mi-
crophone with a frequency range of 
SO to lS,000 Hz. This unit shall have 
a ... cardioid" polar characteristic. The 
cancellation at the sides shall be ap-
proximately 6 db and the cancellation 
at the rear shall be IS to 20 db. The 
microphone shall be a dual-Impedance 
microphone with rated impedance of 
ISO ohms and 40,000 ohms. The 
microphone rating GM (sensitivity) 
at 1000 Hz shall be within ± 3 db of 
the following levels. 
Low impedance .......... -149 db 
High.impedance .......... -151 db 
The microphone shall be provided 
with a swivel, a built in on-off switch 
and a receptacle equivalent to the 
Amphepol 9l-MC4F capable of con-
necting to a three-conductor shielded 
cable plug. The microphone shall 
mount on a stand having % H -27 
thread. The overall dimensions shall be 
4•%i" (122.2mm) in height, 51o/to" 
(147.6mm) in depth and P%,· 
(31.~mm) in width. 
MODEL ~455 
INTERNAL CONNECTIOllS 
FIGUHE D 
MODEL !14U 
OVERALL DIMENSIONS 
FIGUUE ll 
kffl!B 
10 IOO ti.Ol>O IQ.GOO ._ 
fREQUENCY' RESPONSE IN HERTZ 
FIGURE; C 
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SPECIFICATIONS. 
Type: Dynamic 
Frequency Response: so to lS,000 Hz (See Fiaurc C) . 
P~ar .-aucrn: · · Cardioid (Unidirectional) pattern-Effective rejection 
·. of sound at the rear of the microphone is .uniform at 
all frequencies, while front pickup characteristics· are 
uniform about the axis. (See Figure E) 
· Impedance: . Dual. Connect to cable shield ·and red conductor for 
. high impedance amplifier inpuls• Connect to black and 
white conductors for balanced line tow or medium im· 
pedance amplifier input. The· shield is connected to the 
. . metal parts of the microphone. (See Figure D). 
Output Level: 1,000 Hz response. 
· Model 545 Series Low Impedance . . . · 
Open Circuit Voltage ............................................ : .... , .. --78 db* (.125 mv) 
Power . Level .......................................................................... 57 db•• · 
EIA Microphone. Rating . . . . · 
Om (sensitivity) ....................................................... ~.....:.149 ·dbu• 
Model 545 Series High Impedance . 
Open Circuit Voltage .................................................... -SS db• ( 1.76 mv) 
EJA Microphone Rating 
... Om .. (sensitivity) ............................ ; ................ ~ ...... ; ... ...-ISI db••• 
. •o db = 1 volt· per microbar. · 
.. 0 db = 1 milliwatt with IO .q1icrobars 
... 0 db = EIA Standard SlH05, August 1949. . 
· Cable: . IS-foot (4.6 mm) three-conductor shielded with Am~ 
· phimol MC4M type microphone plug on the micro- . 
phone end. 
Case: Chrome-plated die-cast case and "Armo-Dur." · 
Dimensions: See Figure B 
Switch: Model 545 None , 
Model 545S Built in "ON-OFF" switch to control 
microphone circuit. ·The switch is an integral part of 
the receptacle assembly and is a slide-to-talk lockin1 
. type switch. . . 
Net Weight: Model 545 • 9 ounces (255 grams) . 
·Model 545S - 15 ounces (425 grams) 
Packaged Weight: Model 545 ~ 2 pounds, 3 ounces (992 grams) 
Model 545S • 2 po1,inds, 5 ounces (1049 grams) 
Copyfhlht lt47, Shwr1 lrothen, Inc. 
1IA441 (I i·H) 
f'IGURE E 
U.S. ht111ti 1,132,111 .nd Dlt0,1'4 
Printed I~ U.S.A. · 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NEW-PRODUCT BULLETIN 
This announcement provides preliminary en&ineerin& information on new Texas 
Instruments products. Definitive specifications 111 now bein& prepared for publication. 
8C&JCD GJCJIGV~•® 
SEMICONDUCTOR NETWORKSt 
TYPES SN52 709, SN52 709L, SN52 709N, 
SN72 709, SN72 709L, SN72 709N 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
SERIES 52172 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
featuring 
Common-Mode Input Range - ±10 V Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage Swing - 28 V 
description 
The SN52. 709 circuit Is a high-perfonnonce operational 
amplifier with high-impedance differential inputs and a 
low-Impedance output. Component matching, Inherent 
with silicon monolithic .circuit fabrication techniques, 
produces on amplifier with low drift and offset charocter-
lstlcs, Provisions are Incorporated within the circuit 
whereby external components may be used to compensote 
theompllflerfor st11ble operation under various feodbock 
or load conditlon1. These amplifiers are particularly 
attractive.for Cppl ications requiring transfer or generation 
of linear or non-linear functions, The SN52 709, SN52 
709L and SN52 709N are characterized for operation 
over the temperature range of -55°C to 125°C, The 
SN72 709, SN72 709L and SN72 709N are characterized 
for operation from 0°C to 7C!'C, 
Texas lnstrlMTlents Series 52/12 catalog I lnea of I inear 
Integrated circuits offer higher reliability, lower cost, 
smaller size, ond less weight than equivalent dhcrete 
component circuits. 
INV£U1NG 
INPUT 
NOnlNVlUING 
INPUT 
· TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS 
S N52 700 and S N72 700 SN52 700L and SN72 709L 
ltf'UT YI OUTPUT 
NC m,jA •cc. OUTPUT ~~: ®©©CD© 
•cc. 
INruf fllOUlNCY 
COWlN~AJION 
Component values shown are nominal. 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
S N52 700N and S N72 700N 
OulPUJ 
OUIPUI 
fllOlA.NCY 
COMl'lMATtON 
NC 
NC NC INPU1 '""f[Rl1"1':. M>N- Yee· NC 
FRlQ. It-PUT 1"1111JlftG 
COMP. I 11-PUI PIN @ IS IN ELECTRICAL CONTACT WITH THE CASE 
NC - No internal cOM•cflon 
1P•t•nt.d lly Texas ln•ln.sme"h •. 
5CI0319 
JULY 1961 
REPLACES 5C9420A DECEMBER 1966 
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TYPES SN72 709, SN72 709L, SN72 709N 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
absolute maximum ratings 
Supply Voltages (See Note I): · Vee+ • 
Vee-. 
Plffe,..,tlal Input Voltage , , , , • , 
Input Voltage (Either Input, See Note I) , 
Duration of Short-Circuit Output Current (TA= 25°C) 
Contlnuoua Total Power Dl11ipatlon: SN72 709L (See Note 4) • 
SN72 709 (See Note 5) 
SN72 709N. • • • 
Operating Free-Air Temperature Range (S.e Note• 4 and 5) 
Storage Temperature Range: SN72 709 and SN72 709L • • 
SN72 709N. • • • • • 
NOTES: I. These voltage valuo1 ore with re•pect to the zero reference level of the supply voltage. 
,· 
4. At free-air temperotu•• !TA) above 55°C derate power dissipation linearly at 5.6 mW/deg. 
5, At c- temperature (Tc) above I00°C derate power dl11ipation linearly ot 5 mW/de1. 
electrical characteristics Vee+· 15 V and Vee-• -15 V. (unless otherwise noted, TA• 25°CI · 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP 
Vot Differential-input R~" 10 kO, TA• 0°C to 70°C (Seo Note 6) 
offset volt0g1 KS" 1U I'll (See Nott 6) ~ 
•01 Dlfftrontial-lnput T • • o•c to 70°C 
offset current IUU 
l;n Input current TA= o•c 
U.J 
VoM Maximum peak-to-p,ok R1 "10 kQ 24 28 
output voltage KL'~kLl 2u 2o 
VCMI Common-mode ±8 .±10 
input voltage range 
Av Lorge-1ignal R1 .. 2 kO, Vnut = ±10 v, TA= o•c to70°C 12 000 
voltage gain KL"<! kll, Y0 ut - ±10 V 15,000 -4:>,uuu 
CMRR Common-mode R5 :< 10 kQ 65 90 
rejection ratio 
SVRR Supply voltage Rs s lOkO 25 
r•i•ction ratio 
'In Input resiste11ce 50 250 
<out Output resistaice 150 
PT Tatal pcwer diuipation 80 
NOTE 6: Vee+ m 1.5 V and Vee-• -Is V to Vee+= 9 V and Vee;-• -9 V. 
TRANS JENT RESPONSE TEST CIRCUIT FOR SN52 709, SN52 709L AND SN52 709N 
r 
NOTE: Pin numbars •hown are for SN52 709l. 
FIGURE I 
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7.:J 
750 
""" 
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200 
200 
+18V 
-18V 
:t5V 
.±10 v 
51 
250mW 
250mW 
• , 300mW 
• • O"C to 70"C 
• -65°C ta 150°C 
. -ss•c to 1so•c 
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UTC VARIDUCTORS 
VARIABLE INDUCTORS 
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Type 
YIC·l 
VIC-2 
VIC·3 
VIC-4 
VIC·5 
VIC·8 
VIC-7 
YIC-8 
VIC·9 
VIC-10 
VIC-11 
Mean DC 
Hys. MA' 
.0085 75 
.013 60 
.021 50 
.034 40 
.053 35 
.084 30 
.13 25 
. 21 21 
.34 18 
. 54 15 
. 85 12 
Type 
VIC·12 
VIC-13 
VIC-14 
VIC-15 
VIC-16 
VIC-17 
VIC-18 
VIC-19 
VIC-20 
VIC·21 
VIC-22 
Mean DC 
Hys. MA' 
1.3 10 
2.2 8 
3.4 7 
5.4 6 
8.5 5 
13. 4 
21. 3.5 
33. 3 
52. 2 
83. 1.5 
130. 1 
UTC type VIC variable Inductors offer 1 revolutionary IP· 
proach to the problem of tuned audio circuits. By tdjustln1 
1 aet screw In the sldt of the c11t, 1n Inductance value 
of +85%, -45% from m11n value Is obtainable. Stltln1 
Is positive. Effective Q for a wide frequency ran11 and 
mlatlon of lnductancl with applied AC volt.ct are shown 
on the Illustrated curves, for a typical VIC unit. 
The VIC Inductor Is housed In a ru111d die cast case 11•/n .. 
Iona, 1v ... wide 1nd lY" .. hl&h with mountln& centers on 
termln1I board side 1y1 . .. bJ 2¥32 .. , tipped for 4·40 screw . 
Wel1ht Is 5"" oz . 
•oc MA 1hown is maximum recommended • •• will effect some reducllon in Inductance and Q, 
UTC HERMETIC VA~IDUCTORS 
Variable inductors hermetically sealed to MIL·T-27 spec. 
UTC variable Inductors have served as the Ideal solu-
lion to many filter, oscillator, equalizer, and tuned am· 
plifier problems-for over a decade. Extended develop-
T~pe Min. Mean Max. De• ment has now made possible the new HVC series of 
o. Hys. Hys. Hys. Ma Inductors with improved characteristics. They are her· 
HVC-1 .002 .006 .02 100 metically sealed to MIL·T-27 specs ••• extremely com-
HVC-2 .005 .015 .05 60 pact • •. wider Inductance range • •• hl1her Q's ••• 
HVC-3 . 011 .040 .11 40 lower and higher frequencies ••• superior voltage and 
HVC-4 .03 .1 .3 30 temperature stability . 
IOO 
HVC-5 .07 .25 .7 20 Adjustment of set screw In top of case permits chang-
HVC-8 .2 .6 2 15 
HVC-7 .5 1.5 5 10 
Ing Inductance + 200%, -70% of nominal value 
HVC-8 1.1 4.0 . 11 
shown. Setting Is positive. Effective 11 for a wide Ire· 
HVC-9 3.0 10 30 
quency ran1e and variation of lnduct,nce with applied 
HVC-10 7.0 25 70 3.5 
AC voltage are shown on the Illustrated curves, for a 
HYC-11 20 60 200 2 
typical HVC unit. Case dimensions are 1~· long, "Yu" 
HVC-12 50 150 500 1.5 
wide, l'lu" high. The two terminals and two 4/40 
mounting studs are on opposite diagonals- •v,.· 
spacing. 
'DC MA 1hown h maximum recommended • , , will effect 1om• reduction Jn Inductance and Q . 
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EECO 765 
REPRINTED JANUARY, 1967 
.... ·. ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
""<' :· ..... -
,,;;;>. . . 
. ..f.; ;· . i:;ECO 765-1 With frame patch • EECO 765-2 Without frame patch 
~~;,,.';;'.. . . 
EECO 765 MULTIPLEXER 
MODI COtU.Ol 
rowH 
• 
10 FET channe l switches with 
adapter for channe l attenuators 
Up to 100 channels 
50,000 samples/ second 
mo 765·1 
SCAN AOOllU\ 
SClfCI 
• 
EU:CTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY °' '"'""" 
.•. 100 megohms minimum input impedance 
: . . FET switches - 100% duty cycle 
... Super-commutation 
... Display gate for selected channel 
ID 
EECO 765·2 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CONIPANV of California 
I 
i 
I 
;1 
, .. 
...... 
GENERAL ••• 
The EECO 765 Analog Multiplexer uses Field Effect 
Transistor channel switches and a Field Effect input 
transistor in the buffer amplifier. 
10 FET channel switches are mounted on each input 
circuit card. Multiplexers can therefore be supplied 
in any multiple of 10 channels. 
The FET switches have a very high off impedance 
• • . over 20,000 megohms and the input FET in the 
DATA INPUT 
10 lo 100 analog inputs 
- one or 2 wire 
CONTROL\ INPUTS 
STEP GATE------
SCAN ADDRESS STEP (ptedl---,.1 
SCAN ADDRESS STEP (non-sated) 
MASTER RESET--~-~ ... 
Remote Control of channel seleclion (option) 
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buffer amplifier has an input of over 100 megs so 
the lowest input impedance, with a full 100 chan-
nels, is over 100 megohms. 
Other features are: super-commutation, sequential 
or addressable channel selection, very low offset and 
cross-talk, and selectable SCAN SYNC output for 
synchronizing external data displays . 
DATA OUTPUT 
Single line low im~dance 
output for time multiplexed 
1-+-l---,. analog data 
CONTROL OUTPUTS 
START DIGITIZE command for ADC 
SCAN ADDRESS (2BCD digits) 
FRAME FIRST WORD level shill 
SCAN ADDRESS END RING level shift 
SCAN SYNC for gated display on ADC 
Channer Sequence Thumbwheel switch to select 
patch boards channel in manual mode or to 
select channel for scan sync 
in sequential mode 
SPECIFICATIONS 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
EECO 765-1- with frame patch 
EECO 765-2- without frame patch 
OPERATING MODES 
Sequential ...................... Steps sequentially through scan on external 
command. Triggers external Analog to Digital 
Converter after a delay from SCAN ADDRESS 
STEP Input command. · 
Manual... .............•...... Steps to channel seler.ted by thumbwheel 
switches when MANUAL SET button is operated. 
Will continue to trig~er external ADC after de-
lay from SCAN ADDRESS STEP Input command. 
Addressable _______________ Circuits can be provided for random selection 
of channels by remote addressing. Channel ad-
dress should preferably be in 2 BCD digit form. 
CHANNEL 
SELECTION _____ ·---··-·--· The patch boards on the EECO 765-1 provide a 
(EECO 7G5-l) quick method of chan_ging channel sequencing 
or of super-commutating any one or several 
selected channels. 
For super-commutation, It is only necessary to 
connect one position on the CHANNEL SELECT 
patch to two or more positions on the SCAN 
SEQUENCE patch. The selected channel will then 
be sampled more than once for each scan. Any 
number of channels. can be super-commutated. 
Changing the sequence of channels to be sam-
pled or the number to be sampled in each scan 
is done by patch connection between the SCAN 
SEQUENCE and CHANNEL SELECT patches. Chan-
nels can be patched in any arbitrary sequence. 
Patching the last SCAN SEQUENCE point to the 
FRAME END/SCAN jack and the last CHANNEL 
SELECT point to the FRAME END I CHAN jack 
causes the first channel switch to be closed 
when the next SCAN ADDRESS STEP command 
is received. 
INPUT CHANNELS .... From 10 to 100 single wire channels in multi-
ples of 10. 
Up to 50 two wire differential Inputs with sep-
arate shield grounds or up to 100 two wire dif-
ferential inputs with a common shield ground. 
Analog data ground may be disconnected from 
the chassis and power supply ground for ground-
ing to an external point (Voltage differential be-
tween analog data ground and chassis must not 
exceed ±.25vl 
SWITCHING RATE... .. Up to 50,000 switch closures per second. 
Switch settling time is approximately 10 µsec. 
for an accuracy of .01 % of FS when the source 
impedance Is 1 ,000 ohms or less. 
100% duty cycle - no switch closure time lim-
itation as the switch drive is not AC coupled. 
DATA INPUTS ........... Input lines to the EECO 765 should be on coax 
cable. RG 174/U or other sub-miniature cable 
is recommended. Pins are provided for ground-
ing the coax shields. 
The inputs run directly to connectors for the 
channel switch cards or to an input attenuator 
terminal boards. The attenuator terminal boards 
accept two RN 60 size resistors per channel for 
fixed attenuation of the input signals. 
level... ....................... Input for unily!jain is ±5 volt~ 
Input levels down to ±50 mv can be accepted. 
When the input is less than ±5 volts, the buffer 
amplifier gam is adjusted so that the output is 
±5 volts. Accuracy at less than ±5 volt input 
level depends on source impedance and number 
of channels. 
lnp1t l11p1llanc1 ........ 20,000 megohms and 3 pf per channel in "off" 
state. Greater than 100 megohms in parallel 
with (1.5 (N-1) +10) pf where N =number of 
channels (multiples of 10 up to 100). 
Source l111p1d1nc1 ..... Up to 10,000 ohms. 
onset Curr11t1 .......... 0ffset current - switch closed - 7 .0 IN-ll na 
maximum at so•c. 
DATA OUTPUTS 
Leakage current- switch open - 7 .0 na maxi-
mum at 5o•c. 
Over-voltage rating (no cross-talk) - Up to +9v 
and -15v. 
Maximum input without circuit damage - ±35v. 
· Level... ....................... Equal to input. Gain is nominally 1.000 with 
±.01 % gain linearity. 
l111pedaac1 ................. less than .I ohm. 
laadin1 ...................... Load value should not be less than 250 ohms or 
more than 5,000 pf. Maximum current is 60 ma 
into a short circuit. 
ACCURACY. ................ Voltage output is the sum of: !for o to 50°Cl 
- Input voltage X gain (nominally 1.000) 
plus - offset voltage -
:> ±1 mv +7 x 10-'{N-ll ( R source + 1500) mv 
plus -1£ cross-talk -
;:; .01 % of full scale or 
'·:a lfr-11 (N-ll f(1500 +R source)% of full scale 
whichever is greater 
Where f = frequency of interfering signal 
plus - DC cross-talk -
:i .01 % of full scale or 
;;;; 2.5 x IO·• (N-1) (R source +!500)% of full 
scale whichever is greater 
plus - noise -
- .2 mv typical wide band peak-to-peak ampli· 
tude 
Typical Eu•pl1... ......... JOO channels with I k ohm source il)lpedance at 
50°C worst case 
Valt111 1utput - 5 x .9999' = 4.9995 volts 
(for 5 nits inpuU Qffset voltage ;:;; ±.0027 volts (.027% of FSl 
AC cross talk ;;;; .01 % of FS up to 400 Hz 
f 
or :l .01 % x 400 of FS above 400 Hz 
DC cross-talk ;:;; .01 % of FS 
Channel to channel gain accuracy - approx. 
±.01% 
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CONTROL INPUTS ... .The external command pulse to advance the in· 
ternal counter one step and close the switch to 
the corresponding input channel may be sup· 
plied either lo a gated input or non-gated input. 
'Jf' Gate level... ............... Gate closed - -6 to -12 vdc 
(K Scan Address Step 
Through Gated 
Gate open - 0 to -0.5 vdc (or open circuit) 
Impedance - 8.2 k ohms 
Open/ close delay - 1 µsec maximum 
lnpuL ...................... Positive going pulse or level shift from a -6 
to -12 vdc level to 0 vdc steps the counter and 
closes the input channel switch. 
J\ Scan Address Step 
Throuah Non-Gated 
Rise time - 2 µsec maximum 
~uoation-.2 µsec minimum 
Impedance - 8.2· k ohms 
Maximum repetition rate - 50,000/ sec. 
Input... ....................... Negative going pulse or level shift from a 0 vdc 
level to a negative value of from -6 to -12 
vdc steps the counter and closes the input 
channel switch. 
Rise lime -2 µsec maximum 
Duration - 2 µsec minimum 
Impedance - 8.2 k ohms 
Maximum repetition rate - 50,000/ sec. 
~ Master Reset... .......... A negative going pulse or level shift from a D 
·· vdc level to a negative vaiue of from -6 to 
-12 vdc resets the counter to the 00 position. 
CJ Th' All channel switches are open in this position (except if 100 channels are used in which case 
channel 100 corresponds to 00 counter position). 
- Io v 214-,.s e C. Channel number one switch is closed and the 
counter is advanced to position 01 on receipt 
· of the next SCAN ADDRESS STEP command pulse. 
Rise time - 2 µsec maximum 
Duration - 2 µsec minimum 
Impedance - 8.2 k ohms 
A delay of 5 µsec is required from the end of 
the reset pulse to the next SCAN ADDRESS STEP 
command pulses. 
OUTPUT CONTROL SIGNALS 
Start Dialtize 
Si11nal... ....................... An output signal is provided IO µsec after the 
. . SCAN ADDRESS STEP. This delay is generally suf-
ficient for the switch to settle to less than 
.01 % of FS. This output signal is normally sup-
plied to the A·D Converter to initiate conversion. 
Two START DIGITIZE outputs are provided-
one a positive going pulse from the -6 lo -12 
v level to 0 vdc and a a_eg~l!Ve..-8Qln&. pulse 
from 0 level to -6 to -12 v level. _:~~ 
I l Duration - 2.5 µsec Rise time - 1 µsec maximum 
Loading-1.2 k ohm and 100 pf maximum 
;(, S fH ec The delay between receipt of the SCAN ADDRESS 
STEP command pulse and the START DIGITIZE 
output can be varied by altering the value of one 
capacitor. 
.IL. Scan Address ............. A 2 digit output in BCD form Is available to in-
;yr- dicate the channel being scanned. 
Sixteen output lines are used for this SCAN 
ADDRESS signal as both true and complements 
are brought out. 
"One" level - 0 to ±Q.5 vdc 
"Zero" level - -6 to -10 vdc 
Rise and fall time - .5 µsec 
Delay from ADVANCE COUNTER pulse - 2 µsec 
max. 
Loading - 1.2 k ohms +100 pf max. 
Frame First Wonl ....... A de level shift output Is produced when the 
first channel switch in each frame is closed. 
This level is maintained during the time the 
first channel switch is closed. 
Lovet... .................. Quiescent - 6v to -12 vdc 
First switch closed - Ov to ±0.5 vdc 
Delar .................... The interval between receipt of the SCAN AD· 
DRESS STEP command pulse to this SCAN AD· 
DRESS STEP level shift is approximately 7 µsec. 
loadin1 ................. 1.2 k ohms +100 pf maximum 
Scan Address 
End Rine,. . ............. A de level snift output is produced when the 
" ' This level is maintained during the time the 
o ~" last channel switch in each frame is closed. 
-1 o last channel switch is closed. 
level ...................... Quiescent - -'6v to - 12 vdc 
last switch closed - Ov to ±0.5 vdc 
Delay ...................... The interval between receipt of the SCAN AD· 
DRESS STEP command pulse to this FRAME FIRST 
WORD level shift is approximately ~c. 
loadinc .................. 1.2 k ohms + 100 pf maximum 
Scan Sync Output 
for Gated Display ..... A de level shift output is produced when the 
channel switch is ~losed corresponding to the 
channel number seliC(ed by the front · panel 
thumbwheel switches. 
This level shift is available to gate on the out-
put display on the ADC so as to display the 
digitized output of the selected channel. , 
Both a positive and a negative de level 'shift 
signal is available. 
Positive Level . 
Shift ........................... Quiescent-6v to - 12 vdc 
Selecte.d switch closed - Ov to ±0.5 vdc 
Negative level 
Shilt... ........................ Quiescent- Ov to ±0.5 vdc 
· Select~d switch 'closed - - 6v to - 12 vdc 
Delay ...................... The Interval between receipt of the SCAN AD· 
DRESS STEP command pulse to this SCAN SYNC 
level shift is approximately 4.5 µsec. 
l11dln1 .................. 1.2 k ohms + 100 pf maximu;--
INPUT POWER .......... 117 vac ±10% - 50 to 400 Hz - 25 watts 
PHYSICAL .................. 19" wide - 7" high-19¥2" deep including 
mating connectors. 
Weight - 35 pounds 
Chassis sides drilled for both Chassis Trak CTD 
120 tilt slides and Chassis Trak CTN 116 non· 
tilt slides. 
Finish.-FED-STD 595-26231, Grey 
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ENVIRONMENT... ....... Operating temperature range - o•c to +50°C 
CONNECTORS ........... Analog Input -
JI through JIO - wired to attenuator termi-
nal board or to furnished card connectors. 
Analog Output -
Jll - BNC UG 1094A/U 
Control input and output -
Jl2 Winchester 50 pin XAC 50SF2006 
Grounds 
Separate binding posts, isolated from the chas-
sis, are provided for analog and digital (power 
supply) grounds. 
Mating connectors supplied. 
. 
_.._ L!' ·....:......:._.:.~'--"--"--''--'-'' ' 
~$o"'f 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
When ordering specify-
- Model 765-1 with frame patch 
- Model 765-2 without frame patch 
- Num~er of input channels and type U.e., single wire, etc.) 
- If attenuating resistors are to be supplied 
- Full scale level of input · 
- If channel selection by remote address is ~equired 
Input leads to channel attenuator board and card connector. 
1-,r~-:_ ,: ~ :· ~- - 1~~ 
i i!.Jll.Z; •M .';;'..JI r;) 
EECO Analog to 
Digital Converters JiF-~~[: , • >* \, , • . • I; I l _..--... .. ____ l.lK.119.!!lf...ll!!lil!t~-C:Jll"lfl!fOI OI <A.f~ EECO 760A EECO 762 -~ .. . ~--·-- · ,.... . 
Up to 14 bits binary or 4 decimal digits and sign. Con-
version rates up to 60,000 / sec. 
' ·, 
Multi channel ADC. Combined analog multiplexer and 
analog to digital converter .. . Up to 14 bits binary or 
4 BCD and sign. 
Electronic Engineering Company 
oj Calijornia 
HOME OFFICE' 
1601 E. Chestnut Avenue, P.O. Box 58 
Santa Ana, California 92702 
Phone' (714) 547-5501 
WASHINGTON O.C. OFFICE' 
Parkway Buildln1. Suite 314, 5801 Annapolis Road 
Bladensber1, Maryland 20110 
Phone (301) 779-3636 
Printed in U S A.. 
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SECTION 1 
CHAIR.ACTIERDSTDCS 
General Description 
The Type RM564 Storage Oscilloscope is a special-purpose 
oscilloscope designed to store cathode-ray tube displays for 
viewing or photographing up to on hour after application of 
the input signal. In addition, the instrument con be operated 
as a conventional oscilloscope. The physical dimensions of 
the Type RM564 permit it to be mounted in a standard 19-
inch rack, using only 7 inches of vertical space. Since it is 
compatible with all Tektronix 2-Series and 3-Series plug-in 
units, the Type RM564 can be operated in a variety of modes 
including differential, multi-trace, wide-band, sampling and 
delayed sweep. 
The two separate storage screens of the cathode-ray tube 
provide convenience and versatility for comparison and 
analysis of waveforms. Display storage is also convenient 
for photography and detailed viewing of single-sweep dis-
plays and extremely low-frequency woveforms ( < 60 cps). 
You may use either the upper or lower storage screen in 
storage mode while the other screen is operated in non-
store, or you may operate both screens together in either 
storage or non-store mode. 
Cathode-Ray Storage Tub& (Paten~s Pending} 
Type-Tektronix-manufactured T5640-200 for the sland-
ord instrument; T5640-201 for the Type RM564 (Mod 08) 
Oscilloscope. The crt is warranted !)nder the Tektronix · 
instrument worranty given in the front of this manual. 
!Envelope-Rectangular, 4-inch x 5-inch ceramic and glass; 
flat gloss faceplote. 
Screen-8-cm X 10-cm viewing orea divided into 4-cm X 
· 10-cm upper and lower storoge screens. Each screen 
has its own operating-level and erase circuitry for stor-
age operotion. 
Accelerating Voltage-3.5 kv. 
Deflection-Electrostatic. 
Deflection-Plate Sensitivify-Hori:i:ontal: approximately 
18.5 voltsJcm. Vertical: approximately 19.5 volts/cm. 
Unblanking-Deflection-type, de-coupled; ±88 volts 
approximate cutoff. 
'Intensity Modulatio·n-lnternal: grid. External: cathode. 
Typic~illy a 3-volt external signol will produce visible 
· intensity modulation. 
Focus-Electrostatic. 
Storage Duration-At least one hour. 
Ill 
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fie. 1-1. Typical changes In writing spHd, brightness and con• 
tro!s for the 15640-200 und 15640-201 eris. 
!Erase Modes.....:.Manual: front-panel DISPLAY switches. 
Remote: rear-panel remote-erase jack. A 9-pin plug 
that males with the remote-erase jack may be ordered 
through your Tektronix Field Office. · Tektronix part · 
number for the plu9 is 134-049, 
!Erase -:-:mo-Approximately 250 msec. 
Writing Speed, Brightness and Contrast-See Table 1-1 
for minimum performance specifications and Fig. 1-1 for 
expected crt life characteristks. The hours of operation 
shown ore the hours the crt is used in the stora9e mode 
with repetitive writing, storing and erasin9. 
Writing Speed Increase (using trace enhancement)-
Approximotely 10: 1 for T5640-200 crt;. approximately 
5: 1 for 15640-201 crt. 
Characterl1tlct-Type RM564 
TABLE 1-1 
Storage Screen Specificcitions 
(Center 6 x 8 cm areal 
Characteristic I. Type T5640-200 Type T5640-201 
=M~in=i=m=u=m=t""n"'iti=a"'I W~r""it"'in=g=S=p"'ee=d=j 25 Cm/mSec 
l60 p.amp beam current) · · 
-100 Cm/mSec 
Minimum Initial BrightneH 6-faot-
Minimum Display-to-Back-
ground Contrast Ratio 
Gratfcule 
Type-External. 
Lamberts 
2:1 
2-Foot-
Lamberts 
2:1 
M-:rkingH vertical and 10 horizontal I-cm divisionsi 
2-mm marks along the vertical and horizontal center-
lines. 
lllumlncitlon-Varioble edge lighting adjusted with front-
ponel SCALE ILLUM control. 
Calibrator 
Waveform-Square-wave signal at power-line frequency. 
· Output Voltage-I millivolt to 100 volts peak-to-peak in 
6 calibrated decode stepsi within 3% of indicated volt-
age into high-impedance load. Output amplitude at 
1 V position is O. I volt into o 50-ohm load. 
Rlsetlme-5 p.sec or less, 
Instrument Power 
Une Voltage-105 to 125 volts (117 volts nominal), or 
. 210 to 250 volts (234 volts nominal), single-phase oc. 
Une frequency-50 to 60 cps. 
Power Consumption (with plug-in units)-Ma'ximum of 
250 watts. 
,;,se-3·amp slow-blowing type for 117-volt operation; 
1.6-amp slow-blowing type for 234-volt operation. 
Ventilation 
Type-Forced-air cooling. 
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Overheat Protection..:._ Thermal cutout interrupts instru-
ment power if temperature exceeds safe operating level 
(ambient air 122• F maximum); restores power aulo· 
motkally when temperature drops below reset level of 
culol'I (approximately 115 • F). 
Mechanical Characteristics 
Construction-Aluminum-alloy chassis and panels. Top 
and bottom panels separately removable. Photo-etched 
anodized front panel. 
Dimensions-Height: 7 inches. Width: 19 inches. Depth: 
201/2 inches, excluding right-angle power cord. Addi-
tional dimensional information may be found on the 
Dimension Drawing foldout sheet at the rear of this 
manual, 
Weight-31 pounds without plua-in units. 
Standard Accessories 
I-Polarized viewer, 016-039. 
1-3-wire power cord, 161-013. 
2-lnstruction manuals, 070°415, 
1-3- to 2-wire adc;ipter, 103-013. 
2-BNC to binding-post adapters, 103-033. 
I-Red test lead, 012-031. 
Optional Access~rles Available 
Slideo11t track mounting assembly (Mod 171), 351-050. 
Cradle mountina auembly, 040-344. 
Blank plug-in unit, 040-245. 
See current Tektronix catalog for 2-Series. and 3-Series 
plug-in units. 
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·auRR•BROWN BURR·BROWN MODEL 
BB SAMPLE AND HOLD/ 1663/16 SWITCHED INTEGRATOR 
FUNCTION MODULE 
SPECIFICATIONS - Perlonnonce at 25aC and with roted supply. T-.,, .. ,T 
Min. Typ. Max. Ulits 
SAMPLE & HOLD I I I 2.59" 
Inputs Single ondod; 1 or 2 signolsmaybesummed 1111. 
Input Impedance 2 kA 
rn" -+ Input Signal Level - Operating z 10 v - Abcolute Maximum z 15 v mu. Overload Recovery Time 2 ms 
Voltage Gain 
- 1 ratio 
Gain Ac:curoc:y at de ±0.1 % 1 '·"' Small Signal Froquency Response, ±3 dB 1.5 2 MHz 
_L_· Output Slnglo ended 
Output lmpodonco 0.1 A 
Roted .Output - Voltage z 10 v 
-1 1.063'' I-- Current z 20 mA 1111. Maximum frequency for Retod Output 40 kHz 
Output Voltage Drift In HOLD (for 10 ms) adj to ±1 mV Module Weight 20 az. maximum 
vs. Temperotu.., 
"' 
1 mV/0 c 
vs. Supply ± 3 mV/% e 10 ps ACQUISITION TIME In TRACK vs, Temperature zlOO µV!°C 
vs. Supply z 20 mV/% e 50 IS APERTURE TIME 
Aperture Time 50 100 ns e DUAL SUMMlllS INPUT 
Acquisition Ti mo (to O. ~% for lull-scale Input e 0.11 f.s. FUllCTIOll ACCURACY 
voltage stop) 10 15 µs 
SWITCHED INTEGRATOR THE MDQEL 1663/11 •••••••••••• Is a sample 
lnlogtalar Inputs Single enid; 11 ~r rgnolsmayrks::.mmed and hold or swilchod Integrator modulo designed Input Impedance - 1st input lorz I fN service. A high-gain current ampliflor 
·2nd Input 100 k .... Is used In conjunction with o high-gain wide 
Integrator IJ1f"ll Foodthri:iugh In RESET (far ;.IOV) ,. 2 mV bandwidth oporotionol ampliflor to ochlovo 
Initial Condition l~•ts Slnglo ended; 1or2 s'1Jnol1ma7besummed 
very rapid integrator mot rahss. Digital 
transistor logic is Included lo provide noise 
Voltage Gain • ht input I~ l/s immunity and uniform switching rate1. Tho 
- 2nd input 1o3 l/s switching time Is euentially lndopondont of 
Gain Accuracy ±0.25 % tho control signal rise time. 
Output Single ondod Epo•y oncapsulotod submod<Jlos employing sill• 
Output Impedance 0.1 .... COD semiconductors for operation over a wide 
Rated Output • Voltage ± 10 v temperature range ara Installed In this Burr-
- Currtint z 20 mA llrown 1600 S.tles unit. Tho unit may be 
Output Voltage Or;ft In COMPUTE (for 10 ms) adj to ±I mV accurately lialancod by moan• of throe se If· 
vs, Tomperaturti ±3.5 mV/°C contained zero controls. Circuit protection 
Vl 0 S<ippJy ±4.5 mV/% is Incorporated to prevent damage to tho Input 
Switching Time•• Compute 50 100 ns stall" duo lo Input ovorvoltage and to tho output 
·Reset (to within 0, !%of initial condition Inputs) 10 µi stage duo to short circuit. Operating power 
SWITCH CONTROL SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS 
is obtained from. oxt0rnal, reg<iloted power 
TRACK (RESET) j>'Oil - 6 •• v supPlie1. HOLD (COMPUTf) ........ 
- 2 0 v EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 
R1 .. nmo -~v JSfAlec 25 40. ns Noise Immunity . I v A Burndy EC4206P5 mating connector, along 
TEMPEllATURE RANGE 
with hardware for JOcurlng tho connector to 
tho occeuoty rack adaptor, Is furnished with 
Specification 0 + 60 oc tho unit. El<tornol contooctlons are made lo tho 
Operating - 40 + 85 oc connector pins as follows# 
Storage 
- 55 +100 oc 
Pin A c- Ground 
POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS . Pin a Common 
Retod S<ipply Voltage "' 15 Vdc Pin C Switch Control Signal 
Voltage Rongo z 12 
'" 10 Vdc Pin D Output 
Supply Drain - Quiescent ± 35 mA Pin E PositlV. Powwr, +15 Vdc 
- Rated Output ,. 60 mA Pin f Negative Power, -15 Vdc 
Supply Regulation 0.1 % Pin H Input J • Ullty Gain, Track or Reset 
Noise and Ripple I mV,rms Pin J Input 2·Uiity Gain, Track or Reset 
Pin K1 Input 3-lntogrotor Goin of 104 
Specifications subject to change without notice. PDS-168 7/67 Pin L Input 4· lntogrotar Gain of I 03 
APPENDIX D 
PHONEME DATA SET 
The data set of phonetic sounds which was compiled as a part of 
this thesis, is included in this appendix. Eleven phonemes were voiced 
by 3 males and 2 females, each over an octave of vocal pitch. Table 
XII includes a tabular listing of this data set. At the top of each 
sample the phoneme and speaker are identified according to Tables V and 
VI. The parameter identified as "TM" is a number equal to 20 times the 
maximum voltage applied to the 'Analog-to-Digital Converter during the 
sampling of the 97 filter bank channels. This parameter is used to 
normalize all of these inputs to whole numbers between 99 and 0. The 
channel from which TM was derived has a value of 99 in Table XII. 
The Speech Tracker output was also recorded at the top of each 
sample as the parameter "ST". The number which is recorded is 20 times 
the voltage read by the Analog-to-Digital Converter. 
All of the data samples of Table XII are plotted in Figures D.l 
through D.28 with the aid of the IBM 1620 Computer and associated 
Calcomp 565 Plotter. The effect of pitch changes can be observed by 
vertically scanning each figure. 
1 011 
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TABLE XII 
THE PHONEME DATA SET 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= l PITCH=lOO TM= 62.50 ST= 92.70 
28 5 l 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 3 18 7 0 0 
1 0 0 2 0 4 1 0 0 0 2 2 8 5 2 2 6 14 7 9 
16 47 52 26 50 99 35 15 10 8 6 5 4 4 4 3 4 3 2 5 
7 9 21 35 56 35 19 15 7 6 7 4 10 17 24 12 6 3 1 1 
0 0 3 2 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 4 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME:i: l P ITCH=llO TM:a 59.00 ST• 89.00 
3 11 29 11 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 . 2 0 1 10 1. 
0 1 l l 0 3 0 l 1 l 0 2 2 2 4 6 4 5 14 44 
14 17 57 99 57 30 29 36 9 9 9 5 5 4 5 9 5 8 12 33 
30 67 41 60 14 12 7 7 7 .5 6 9 20 37 21 11 4 2 4 2 
0 1 4 0 3 2 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 l l 2 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME a:: l PITCH=l23 TM= 72.60 ST= 96.00 
3 l 0 5 20 37 12 2 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 
8 19 3 l 0 0 0 l 0 2 7 3 0 2 l 0 .3 6 3 6 
10 23 75 32 23 33 9Q 49 14 12 8 '6 5 7 5 5. 6 6 11 11 
23 27 75 67 99 46 19 16 8 9 10 9 14 24 '11 10 8 6 9 11 
9 8 ll 14 13 6 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 '2 1 .l 3 
SPEAKER:r::l PHONSME .. 1 P ITCH:::l30 TM;: 83,00 ST=' 95.60 
0 0 0 l 5 16 33 9 7· 1 0 0 0 0 0 o· Q 1 2 2 
4 14 31 10 2 2 0 1 2 2 4 14 6 1 l 2· 1 5 16 7 
s 10 34 59 26 16 22· 52 24 13 7 11 4 2 4 2 1 4 4 8 
9 19 20 50 4Q 99 31 24 13 9 11 10 13 13 12 6 8 5 5 6 
8 12 9 3 8 7 4 1 1 0 2 2. 2 l. 3 0 l 
' sr;,. SPEAKER:;:! PHONEME;;: 1 PJTCH=l46 TM= 78.00 95.60 
2 0 0 1 l 0 2 5 25 45 13 6 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
2 l 1 5 9 30 8 4 3 2 3 ·2 2 3 12 4 5 6 9 18 
41 93 37 19 27 46 99 36 13 11 9 6 4 5 4 2 2 5 1 7 
7 10 22 25 56 31 39 20 9 7 9 7 4 5 5 4 2 4 3 5 
·2 l 3 3 3 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 ' l 2 l 0 . l 
SPEAKER1111l PHONEME= l P ITCH=l64 ™"" 55.50 ST= 87tl0 0 1 0 2 2 2· 0 2 3 3 10 26 79 21 13 6 1 4 1 0 
0 l 0 l 2 5 7 24 49 14 6 4 0 ' 3 6 9 22 62 29 13 
8 11 31 46 99 36 17 15 23 51 12 6 \', 3 7 4 l 2 5. 1 l 
3 i 2 p 12 21 12 20 7 6 6 3 2 2 8 5 3 3 3 2 
3 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 3 0 0 .·. 0. l 0 1 
SPEAKER~l PHONEME= l P ITCH=l 74 TM= 57.40 ST= 92.40 
3 l 0 z 0 0 0 0 l 2 ., 6 8 32 63 22 7 2 3 0 1 
2 1 0 2 0 l 2 7 24 48 16 8 4 6 4 7 14 26 99 52 
17 11 16 16 43 62 19 10 7 19 52 21 7 7 8 '~ 1 1 0 2 
4 5 6 22 16 28 46 24 8 5 6 ,3 7 6 8 26 11 7· l 3 
1 0 5 5 6 3 4 0 0 l 1 0 1 l 2 1 5 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=lOO TM= 70.90 ST= 92.60 
24 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 5 11 3 1 2 
0 .0 1 0 0 10 2 0 3 4 6 11 25 8 8 14 41 99 28 16 
8 14 10 4 6 6 2 0 1 3 2 2 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 
2 2 3 l l 3 7 10 17 11 7 5 9 10 16 11 5 3 2 3 
0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=llO TM=' 64.80 ST= 94.90 
4 18 41 17 6 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 l 2 2 7 24 3 
0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 l 1 3 6 12 46 16 10 . 9 28 71 
22 9 8 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 0 4 3 4 9 3 4 5 4 
3 8 5 8 6 7 10 19 45 64 99 45 22 25 37 33 14 15 15 12 
6 6 6 1 4 2 2 4 7 6 6 7 2 0 0 l ·a 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l23 TM= 64e90 ST= 95.20 
1 l 2 l 6 22 5 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
7 22 6 1 0 0 0 0 3 5 19 11 6 4 8 14 42 99 29 16 
9 13 44 16 7 4 5 0 1 3 2 ·2 5 6 2 3 2 0 2 2 
2 3 5 4 4 7 11 21 48 90 64 39 29 30 49 41 14 6 4 6 
3 10 20 9 7 5 3 1 3 4 ··1 3 2 2 1 3 2 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l30 TM= 95.20 ·ST= 97.80 
1 1 1 3 8 15 36 8 5 0 l 1 .1 1 2 O·. 0 0 l 0 
3 10 27 9 3 2 l 2 3 2 7 16 11 7 9 11 22 42 99 39 
16 11 19 34 15 7 5 8 3 2 2 2 0 2 4 2 3 8 2 7 
1 2 0 3 4· 7 14 31 57 38 14 9 6 10 13 11 3 4 ' 4 4 
3 2 1 . 1 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME:r::. 2 PITCH=l46 TM=75.50 ST= 96.60 
0 0 0 2 2 3 2 6 23 52 16 7 2 2 3 1 1 3 1 0 
0 1 0 5 8 33 10 7 6 5 8 9 15 28 99 58 25 14 10 13 
27 74 32 12 8 5 8 5 2 4 11 6. 2 4 .13 3 4 12 3 6-
6 3 7 4 5 4 13 21 59 36 52 20.15 22 28 14 6 '5' 4 4. 
5 3 5 2 7 3 4 3 .4 7 8 4 l ·1 l 0 1 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME== 2 PITCH=l64. TM= 95.60. ST= 96.70 
0 l 1 l 0 1 0 0 3 4 e 19 65 19 10 . 6 1 1 2 l 
0 2 2 2 l 6 e 20 51 18 10 9 10 12 18. 26 57 99 83 39 
18 14 19 16 30 14 6• 4 3 ·4 1 3 5 ll 7 4 ·4 9 3 4 
7 4 9 10 3 4 4 8 12 26 14 10 9 10 6 10 12 6 6 6 
1 14 30 ll'S 15 7 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 0 2 2 4 
SPEAKER=-1 PHONEME• 2 PITCH=l74. \ TM= 52.30 ST= 73.90 
2 l 0 4 0 l 0 1 2 5 11 20"65 ~9 38 16 4 5 1 2· 
2 2 l 4 0 3 4 l3 47 61 22 10 3 4 1 1 3 8 22 6 
3 1 1 4 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 l 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 3 0 0 2 2 0 2 3 1 3 3 l l l 0 0 1 
l 0 2 2 l 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 l 2 1 0 3 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 3 PITCH=lOO TM= 54.90 ST= 93e40 
7 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 14 2 1 3 0 
0 0 0 0 4 3 1 1 4 1 4 5 2 0 6 14 27 12 21 41 
99 38 33 36 36 15 10 9 6 5 2 2 2 0 3 3 2 3 6 5 
6 11 14 25 53 81 51 34 17 11 10 11 13 21 40 42 12 13 8 6 
2 4 4 l 3 3 2 4 5 6 3 5 0 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME• 3 P ITCH=llO TM:: 65.20 ST= 96e70 
9 24 47 18 8 3 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 l 2 l 1 7 12 l 
0 0 0 1 l l 0 6 2 0 0 l 0 2 ·6 5 6 10 24 54 
18 17 56 99 45 23 14 13 5 5 5 3 2 3 5 5 3 6 4 6 
9 15 24 43 85 61 33 27 14 10 11 8 12 23 43 34 12 7 6 6 
5 2 6 3 5 l 3 2 3 4 5 l 0 0 l 0 2 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l23 TM= 48.80 ST= 94.30 
0 2 0 5 14 46 19 5 2 0 1 1 0 l 2 1 0 3 2 2 
8 40 12 6 2 3 1 4 3 2 12 18 1 3 6 8 20 56 35 17 
14 25 99 88 32 18 22 28 6 5 12 6 0 3 4 1 2 5 2 2 
6 7 8 20 54 50 62 36 18 10 11 7 5 8 10 7 7 8 4 3 
3 5 15 13 8 l 3 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 3 1 4 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l30 TM= 71.60 ST= 95.40 
2 .0 2 9 17 31 69 36 22 7 4 2 3 2 3 2 ' . 3 2 2 3 
6 13 36 33 7 7 5 4 4 5 6 9 23 10 8 11 20 27 88 99 
28 19 46 65 90 39 20 14 20 13 5 5 4 4 12 11 5 6 5 11 
9 11 22 32 47 62 65 37 17 14 12 10 13· 21 23 19 12 12 10 9 
3 4 10 6 9 9 6 2 2 4 3 2 2 1. 0 1 3. 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=. 3 PITCH=l46 TM= 95.90 ST= 96.70 
0 0 1 1 3 5 4 5 28 64 17 10 6 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 
0 2 2 6 10 47 17 8 8 4 4 4 5 6 26 22 ·12 10 18 27 
50 .99 75 29 23 21 43 24 11 9 16 15 ' 7 6 23 10. 4 8 5 6 
7 5 11 7 15 17 45 40 18 8 6 6' 5 5 6 9 9 11.ll 7 
5 12 32 26 16 6 3 4 7 9 4 5 2 2 4 5 4 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 3 P ITCH=l64 · TM= 95.60 ST= 96.20 
1 0 l l 0 l 1 0 6 7 14 30 63 16 lo 5.· .. 2 1 2 2 
2 1 3 2 1 6 11 28 50 18 10 7 7 6 8 14 36 90 29 17 
12 18 53 72 99 47 23 13 10 11 4 . 5 6 9 .4 4. 2 2 3 10 
6 6 16 11 12 18 21 38 9 6 3 3 4 4 7 15 10 6" 8 5 
0 3 9 8 8 4 2 0 1 2 0 l l 0 1 3 2 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l74 '·TM='= 56.60 ST= 95.30 
0 l 0 2 1 l 0 2 1 0 3 7 29 48 17 6 1 4 l 0 
0 l 0 1 1 2 2 9 29 41 13 6 1 3 5 6 15 30 99 37 
12 7 8 8 28 26 7 5 2 4 9 2 0 l 5. 1 1 4 2 1 
4 4 4 19 18 32 54 33 23 9 12 5 4 3 4 5 2 4 2 1 
l 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 l 0 2 .0 0 0 l 0 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 4 PITCH=lOO TM= 31.60 ·ST= 94.·90 
99 21 7 7 5 2 0 1 2 0 4 5 2 3 15 24 31 15 6 0 
4 5 4 12 22 94 28 14 13 7 25 51 75 25 14 5 3 6 2 0 
3 4 3 4 7 l 0 0 1 0 3 2 2 2 6 l 0 1 0 0 
2 3 0 4 7 3 5 10 10 13 39 53 47 45 40 49 23 16 5 3 
2 3 3 3 5 2 3 5 0 0 1 2 0 2 3 2 3 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 4 PITCH= 110 TM= 55.50 ST= 96.00 
7 16 37 23 9 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 4 1 1 8 34 6 
4 2 2 1 3 6 12 41 37 8 5 4 2 2 11 2 0 1 0 0 
1 1 2 3 4 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 1 0 3 0 0 
1 2 0 4 6 5 7 11 10 11 22 37 70 72 8999 78 38 17 12 
6 6 7 3 7 3 3 4 3 4 5 6 1 2 2 2 3 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l23 TM= 45.20 ST= 95e20 
0 1 1 3 17 40 11 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 7 7 
20 58 14 3 2 5 4 7 19 31 99 54 15 5 4 4 3 7 4 0 
1 l 1 0 1 l 1 l 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 l 0 1 3 1 
1 3 0 0 1 2 2 7 7 8 12 19 40 65 37 36 56 83 48 32 
21 24 19 5 8 6 3 3 3 6 8 15 11 7 5 4 7 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l30 TM= 71.10 ST= 96el0 
1 0 0 2 3 6 14 16 7 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 ' '1 2 2 1 
5 6 17 17 3 2 3 5 10 11 25 38 92 32 14 6 6 4 6 4 
4 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 1 4 1 1 3, 0 2 
3 2 3 4 3 3 6 9 12 20 48 57 99 41 41 39 29 17 11 20 
21 16 11 5 6 2 4 4 2 6 5 5 3 5 2 l ' 1 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME"'. 4 PITCH=l46 TM= 51.00 ST= 95.40 
0 1 0 0 3 5 3 8 31 70 54 25 11 3 6 4 0 4 5 3 
4 8 7 16 20 91 76 32 24 13 10 12 11 15 44 99 29 13 7 5 
4 9 6 2 1 1 0 2 2 3 1 4 l 0 ' 1 0 0 1 l 0 
2 4 0 0 l 0 0 3 5 4 14 16 28 8 10 16 24 10' 7 6 
7 10 13 5 7 1 0 0 ·O 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 o· 
SPEAKER cl PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l64 TM= 48.60 ST=. 84.70 
2 2 l 5 1 2 0 l 3 6 14 26 99 83 34 15· 6 5 1 1 
2 0 2 4 1 5 9 17 66 56 20 7 4 3 2 2 5 8 19 4 
2 0 2 3 6 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 1. ·4 0 0 0 
1 0 0 2 1 1 5 2 l 2 3 3 10 18 7 5 10 5 2 4 
0 0 3 1 l 1 4 l 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 l 3 
SPEAKER cl PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l74 . TM= 84.20 ST= 90e90 
0 l 0 l 2 1 0 1 1 0 3 6 '~20 49 23 9 2 3 ' l 0 
1 l 0 3 2 7 9 18 48 99 41 18 7 5 4 3 3 5 11 4 
0 1 0 1 1 l 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 4 9 4 6 12 4 3 
3 4 5 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 5 P ITCH=lOO TM= 90.50 ST= 97e30 
34 7 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 3 4 16 6 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 l 2 2 1 2 2 2 5 4 4 
8 25 30 19 52 99 38 24 42 19 21 35 13 16 22 44 36 42 34 17 
7 5 2 3 3 2 2 4 2 l 3 2 2 4 5 5 2 4 3 2 
0 0 0 0 l 0 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 5 P ITCH=llO TM= 77.80 ST= 95e40 
1 4 15 10 l l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 4 15 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 7 3 4 4 8 25 
10 11 38 62 46 29 54 99 29 23 40 19 13 10 22 50 26 64 35 17 
7 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 6 5 9 13 9 5 2 2 4 4 
l 1 3 1 1 l 2 0 1 1 0 1 l 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 5 P ITCH=l23 TM= 95.50 ST= 96e60 
l 1 0 4 11 25 10 l l 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 3 
9 22 5 2 0 1 0 0 0 l 5 2 1 1 1 l 5 10 3 3 
4 10 36 16 14 21 56 30 13 16 25 13 26 39 20 27 33 43 99 45 
19 12 15 10 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 2 2 5 5 3 3 4 
4 5 6 2 2 l 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l30 TM= 57.90 ·sT= 96.10 
1 1 2 4 8 18 40 28 16 5 2 2 2 0 1 0 ·O 0 2 2 
4 10 29 18 3 3 1 1 3 3 5 11 16 5 4 5 8 11 51 29 
14 18 56 87 76 39 48 90 99 45 22 37 23 15 24 25 40 91 41 55 
20 14 11 8 4 5 3 4 3 4 6 5 5 4 6 . 8 3 2 3· 4 
0 2 3 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=. 5 PITCH=l46 TM= 54.90 ST= 94.80 
0 l l 2 0 2 0 1 18 46 9 4 2 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 5 8 39 10 4 4 2 1 3 3 6 25 22 8 6 9 16 
34 99 47 20 27 48 86 41 17 21 44 24 12 16 .26 16 23 52 22 42 
23 12 7 5 4 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 4 4 15 12 2 '2 2 2 
0 3 10 9 7 3 2 0 ' l l 0 1 0 0 1 l 2 
.. 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME:r: 5 PITCH=l64 TM= 49.70 ST= 96.50 
1 0 l 3 l 1 1 0 2 4 11 25 74 19 10 4 2 1 0 0 
0 0 1 2 1 6 11 28 68 23 10 5 4 4 5 9 23 59 31 13 
6 5 22 30 56 24 17 17 46 99 38 20 26 48 25 19 37 68 24 33 
38 15 8 7 2 3 3 4 2 3 2 1 2 1 . 0 2 3 3 4 6 
2 5 12 3 l 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
SPEAKERs:l PHONEME:;;: 5 PITCH=l74 TM= 51,30 ST= 86,30 
0 l 0 2 l 2 0 2 2 1 4 9 1k3.t'• 75 30 12 3 5 2 0 
0 0 0 1 1 3 4 11 36 67 23 10 3 4 5 7 15 27 99 49 
15 8 11 8 25 33 11 8 10 21 65 25 10 8 26 11 9 24 49 16 
22 27 6 4 1 0 2 3 2 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2· 2 
2 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPC:AKl:R = 1 PHONEME= 6 PI TCH=lOO TM= 90.90 ST= 95.80 
45 9 3 4 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .o l 2 2 8 4 1 0 
0 a 0 1 1 7 4 4 5 4 7 10 30 H) 16 21 49 99 70 33 
17 22 24 11 23 43 16 11 22 10 5 6 3 4 4 3 2 3 2 4 
2 2 2 5 2 l 2 4 l 2 3 l 0 0 l 0 1 2 6 4 
1 0 1 0 1 l l 0 0 0 l l 0 0 0 0 2 
.SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 6 PITCH=llO TM= 46e30 ST= 9le90 
4 17 29 9 2 l 0 0 l 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 10 23 3 
2 2 0 0 1 1 l 12 6 2 4 6 9 22 55 16 11 16 46 99 
26 13 14 14 8 6 16 18 7 15 21 11 30 15 7 2 0 l 0 0 
1 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 3 2 3 5 12 . 5 1 2 2 2 
4 6 6 2 3 1 l 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 6 PITCH=123 TM= 95.90 ST= 96.30 
l 1 l 4 12 27 10 0 2 1 1' 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 
9 27 6 3 0 2 1 2 5 9 30 17 9 8 13 20 52 99 39 23 
13 21 65 27 12 10 16 10 6 10 18 10 23 36 12 7 . 3 2 3 2 
2 2 4 4 5 4 2 4 6 8 3 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 1 l 
0 3 6 0 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l30 TM= 94.00 ·ST= 95.,60 
0 l 1 2 . 5 16 34 5 4 1 0 1 1 0 1 . l 0 0 2 r 
2 11 20 6 1 3 l 2 6 7 17 40 21 8 9 11 22 43 99 34 
13 10 15 19 7 ·5 5 11 6 4 11 21 5 3 7 2 0 1 l 1 
o· 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 6 PITCH=146 TM= 5.6.40 ST= 93.20 
0 1 l 1 1 4 l 3 23 55 11 6 3 l 2 2 1 l 2 0 
0 l l 4 10 47 13 6 7 3 3 5 8 13 61 33 14 9 12 17 
37 99 43 16 15,21 41 16 14 22 83 50 20·20 43 16 5 6 4 2 
1 1 0 0 2 2 3 4 6 3 5 5· 4 3 . 2 2 0 .l 2 1 
0 2 4 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 2· 0 . 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 6 P ITCH"'l64 TM= 59.10 ST= 93.80 
1 1 0 2 2 2 1 3 6 5 13 26 99 44 22 9• 4 6. 3 1 
2 l 0 2 2 4 8 20 64 25 13 7 5 6 10 13 36 84 73 29 
15 9 13 14 38 11 7 8 19 49 17 10 16 37 23 6 '4 ~ l 1 3 1 0 l 0 0 1 3 2 l 4 1 l 1 1 0 0 2 
2 0 l l 0 0 1 l 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAK.ER•l PHONEME• 6 PITCH=l74 TM= 56.10 ST= 97.30 
l 2 l 2 3 .1 0 0 3 0 6 11 ~·'31 74 56 21 5 6 4 0 
2 3 1 2 4 5 6 14 38 88 53 22 9 7 9 9 15 24 79 99 
26 14 13 a 10 15 7 7 8 16 69 47 12 a 20 17 3 4 3 0 
1 2 0 1 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 1 0 l 2 2 0 3 1 0 
0 0 0 0 l l l 3 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME• 1 PITCH•lOO TM• 94.60 ST• 96.50 
2S. 14 5 3 l 1 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 4 7 28 24 7 2 
l l 0 0 0 3 3 2 2 1 2 4 5 4 4 6 1024 29 19 
25 59 99 40 26 24 14 15 49 2.9 18 37 12 6 6 3 l 2 1 1 
2 4 1 2 1 0 l 6 4 3 5 4 2 l 2 l 0 0 l 0 
0 1 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 7 PI TCH=UO TM= 95.40 ST= 96.80 ·. 
5 12 24 10 ·3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 l 3 13 27 7 
3 1 0 2 ·o 0 1 7 2 2 2 2 2 4 6 3 5 7 16 40 
15 18 59 99 50 29 48 58 22 33 54 28 4.9 39 22 26 e 8· 3 6 
3 3 1 3 2 l 2 3 1 3 4 4 e 6 11 e 2 l 0 l 
l 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 l 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME• 7 PITCH=l23 TM= 95.10 ST= 96.60 
l 1 l' 5 17 43 21 3 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 3 
10 32 B 4 2 2 1 2 3 3 16 10 3 3 6 7. 20 49 16 13 
16 32 99 51 28 24 56 38 13 16 41 20 23 46 18 11 10 5 2 l 
2 1 0 1 2 1 l 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 
O' 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER•! PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l'.30 TM= 81.90 ST= 95.60 
l 0 0 4 7 20 44 14 10 4 1 0 1 0 0 1- '.1 1 3 4. 
!) 17 40 15 3 4 2 2 4 4 7 15 13 5 5 7 14 24 82 37 
16 19 61 99 57 29 24 41 26 15 23 46 18 is 35 17 18 24 7 5 
3 5 3 3 1 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 .4 2 2: 3 0 0 ' 1 1 
0 l 3 l 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER=l · PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l46 TM= 71.10 sT= e8.oo 
(,l 0 0 l 0 .2 2 3 16 41 24 10 4 2 l l 1 0 l l 
0 0 1 3 4 35 19 7 s 4 3 3 4 5 18 32 13 ' 8 13 20 
34 99 84 32 27 34 86 71 23 17 25 36'15 13 46 22 6 4 2 3 
2 1 2 l ., 0 l 1 . l 2 2 2 2· 4 2' l 3 1 'o. 1 1 
0 0 2 0 Q 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 .1 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER*l .PHONEME• 7 PI TCHi: 164 · TM= 39 •. 80 ST= 95e40 
1 1 3 3 0 .2 0 0 3 4 9 24 98 28 13 6.. .l 0 1 1 
0 1 2 1 0 4 4 14 58 .20 6 6 5 4 8 15 .. 33 8.7 65 28 
10 ll 27 28 80 35 17 15 38 99 37 23 27 so 37 18- lo 23 5 3 
8 i ~ 6 i ~ ~ 0 ~ f 0 1 a .~. i J 2 1 3 2 
SPEAKER•! PHONEME a 7 PITCH=l74 ... TM• 95e70 ST= 96.50 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 l l 0 l 3 ~13 ·31 12 4 1 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 l 3 10 18 7 4 2 4 6 7 15 25 91 45 
17 13 26 25 79 99 41 21 11 10 20 9 6 7 25 10 4 4 4 2 
2 l 0 1 0 0 1 2 l 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 
t:': ... , 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME= 8 PITCH=lOO TM= 51.70 ST• 67.90 
43 17 6 5 0 2 l 0 1 2 l 0 1 . 1 3 8 41 25 7 3 
1 0 1 1 0 14 18 6 8 10 17 27 99 56.17 10 ll 21 12 5 
.3 5 8 3 2 4 3 2 13 10 20 44 11 3 1 1 0 0 0 l 
1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 
0 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME= 8 PITCH=llO TM= 62el0 ST= 92e20 
6 14 32 14 4 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 6 19 47 12 
6 2 0 2 0 3 10 36 22 9 10 10 16 35 99 31 16 9 4 6 
3 2 3 6 2 1 2 3 0 5 8 6 21 16 4 2 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 l 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l23 TM= 82.20 ST= 96.10 
2 2 2 8 19 58 24 4 4 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 4 6 10 
21 69 26 14 4 6 6 8 17 27 74 99 29 16 10 9 18 42 20 9 
4 2 8 5 3 2 6 4 3 9 27 9 3 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER•! PHONEME• 8 PITCH=l30 TM= 79.70 ST= 95,90 
0 1 1 4 9 24 53 9 8 2 1 1 1 0 2 2· ' 1 2 6 6 
9 30 58 19 6 8 6 8 17 22 48 99 57 24 15 11 13 23 54 18 
6 4 7 6 3 3 3 5 3 3 8 13 9 16 33 13 3 2 2 1 
0 1 0 0 0 l 0 2 .2 1 1 l 1 0 0 2 0 l l l 
0 l 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER•! PHONEME• 8 PITCH=l46 · TM= 71,40 ST= 95e40 
1 l 0 4 l 2 2 3 14 45 28 11 5 4 3 1 l 2. 1 3 
4 5 6 17 20 89 54 24 16 10 11 9 14 23 64 99 33 14 6 6 
6 15 9 6 3 l 2 l 0 2 6 6' 2· 4 )4 3 2 l 0 0 
1 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 1 . o· 0 1 
0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 .o 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=! ·PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l64. TM= 70.10 ST= 96e40 
~ 2 0 1 l 3 1 2 9 10 fl 48 9g 2~ 1~ 9 2 4 5 g 4 2 4 4 12 23 59 99 34 9 12 8 20 54 1~ 
4 4 5 5 7 2 0 l 3 6 2 3 11 26 9 2 ·1 2 0 0 
l 1 0 0 l 0 0 l l 0 2 l l 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 
0 l 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l74 
}!1. 
TM= 82.80 ST= 92,70 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1' 7 21 8 3 1 0 1 2 
1 0 1 2 0 6 9 15 45 99 45 19 9 5 2 3 4 4 20 14 
3 1 2 1 2 8 2 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 8 6 1 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 9 PITCH=lOO TM= as.ao ST= 96.20 
63 19 10 7 5 3 l 0 2 l l l 3 3 12 19 50 22 9 3 
1 l l 1 2 14 7 3 5 4 5 9 27 12 14 19 43 99 65 32 
19 37 41 14 14 21 8 5 5 4 2 3 3 3 6 11 8 19 19 27 
13 12 6 5 5 5 4 5 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 l l l 
0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME= 9 P ITCH=llO TM= 90.80 ST= 96.40 
8 20 44 19 8 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 l l 2 3 5 13 37 10 
3 2 1 1 0 2 2 7 5 2 2 4 6 11 32 13 12 15 38 99 
34 17 22 29 16 9 7 9 4 4 5 4 7 6 15 35 20 50 29 22 
7 7 4 2 2 3 4 5 4 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKERul PHONEME= 9 P ITCH=l23 TM= 89.70 ST= 95,80 
1 0 l 7 17 52 34 6 6 3 1 0 1 l 1 1 l 2 4 6 
11 37 18 8 1 3 3 3 6 7 16 26 10 9 12 18 43 99 71 33 
18 24 89 60 22 14 16 14 6 6 8 5 7 9 11 17 37 22 67 43 
11 8 6 5 5 4 6 5 5 4 4 5 9 5 2 2 1 l 3 3 
0 0 2 0 0, 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l30 TM= 90.00 ST= 95e70 
0 O.' 0 2 3 10 21 19 10 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 l 1 1 2 
2 7 20 21 3 4 3 3 4 5 7 11 28 11 8 11 21 31 99 97 
29 18 24 28 32" 14 9 9 15 8 4 7 8 7 26 21 17 50 21 18 
11 8 11 6 4 5 4 4 3 4 4 3 7 3 1 1 0 0 1 l 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=-1 PHONEME:::. 9 PITCH=l46 TM= 94.10 ST= 96.10 
0 0 0 2 2 5 5 6 27 73 28 13 8 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 
2 3 4 10 12 63 26 12 12 11 13 14 24 34 98 99 40 17 14 17 
26 84 44 16 10 9 12 6 3 4 4 3· 5 4 12 7 9 29 14 25 
33 13 10 7 13 10 13 11 9 4 4 5· 6 3 1 3 1 . 0 2 2 
0 1 2 0 1 2 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 9 P ITCH=164 TM= 94.90 ST= 96e20 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 4 6 14 56 19 9 5 2 1 2 2 
1 l 2 2 1 5 7 14 47 20 11 9 11 11 16 23 51 99 97 45 
21 15 21 17 44 18 8 4 5 11 4 3 4 3 4 3 6 18 6 10 
20 8 5 6 l 2 l 2 l l l 2 2 2 l 2 0 0 0 l 
0 l 2 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l 
·SPEAKER=! PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l74 . TM= 74.70 ST= 77.10 
l l 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4~'17 33 10 2 1 2 0 1 
2 1 0 2 0 2 5 12 41 55 22 9 5 5 5 7 17 29 99 37 
15 7 8 6 15 12 4 3 1 3 5 l l l 5 l 3 10 13 8 
31 24 7 10 3 1 3 3 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 
2 0.. l l l 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 l 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l· PHONEME=lO P ITCH=lOO TM= 41.10 ST= 78150 
13 2 2 3 0 3 0 0 l l 0 l 2 l 4 15 3 ·O 0 0 
0 0 2 1 . 2 10 1 6 2 1 0 8 5 3 6 13 44 31 19 29 
70 9.9 50 30 78 37 18 25 11 12 20 16 51 28 48 45 21 17 11 5 
1 2 1 0 2 3 3 5 6 4 9 10 8 2 4 8 3 2 4 2 
0 0 2 0 1 2 l l 2 1 0 1 0 0 l 1 l 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=lO P ITCH=llO TM= 68.40 ST= 83120 
7 22 33 11 4 l 0 0 l 0 l l 0 0 2 l 3 14 28 4 
2 2 0 0 l 2 3 15 6 1 3 4 6 13 26 10 12 17 50 99 
28 17 29 49 19 9 10 9 4 6 10 10 36 22 30 45 10 7 2 2 
1 1 0 l 2 0 l 2· 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 l 0 1 l 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKERi=l PHONEME=lO P ITCH=l23 TM= 54.20 ST= 73180 
l 2 0 6 19 54 19 4 3 0 l l 0 1 3 1 0 2 2 1 
9 35 8 4 3 3 l 5 9 14 53 49 13 9 13 16 42 99 42 17 
10 12 39 19 10 5 6 5 3 4 19 10 13 31 18 14 1 23 7 4 0 
2 2 l l 3 0 0 2 2 1 6 6 5 3 6 3 0 0 l 0 
0 .l 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 l 0 3 0 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME=lO PITCH=l30 TM= 64e70 . ST= 76130 
3 0 0 5 6 15 36 11 4 2 3 o. 0 2 0 o. 0 1 0 1 
4 9 25 8 1 l 1 3 4 7 20 39 29 13 8 7 17 28 99 41 
16 9 17 30 13 4 5 10 6 .6 13 29 9 9 3l 10 .. 4 5 l 3 
3 l 0 l 0 0 l 3 2 2 7 3 3 4 5 0 0 2 ' 1 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 l l 0 0 2 0 0 0 l 0 l 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=lO PITCH=146 TM= 95.80 ST= 95e90 
0 0 0 2 l 3 4 4 21 56 25 12 7 3 3 2 1 2 2 . 2 
2 3 4 8 10 56 29 13 13 11 14. 15 26 36 98 .99 48 21 15 12 
10 25 15 6 5 4 6 2 2 3 4 4· 5 6 21 10 8 28 11 5 
2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 2 2 l" 2 o· 0 1 1 '0. 0 1 . 
0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 o· .0 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER•l PHONEME=lO · PITCH=l64 . TM= 95e30 ST= 93150 
l 0 0 2 .-. l 1 1 2 5 7 15 31 74 22 13 7 3 ·4 3 3 
4 4 4 8 6 17 32 71 99 45 27 15 10 8 7 Ef 21 45 15 7. 
4 3 5 7 7 2 2 l l 5 l 0 1 2 1 0 ·3 3 1 6 
3 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 l l 0 0 l ~o 0 0 
0 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME= IO P1TCH=l74 . TM~ 67.40 ST= 9.6.30 
1 3 0 l l 1 0 0 3 l 3 . 8 ~18 .49 2 9 11 1 3 3 1 
1 4 l 1 l 5 4 13 36 84 49 22 9 6 7 9 15 2.5 84 99 
27 17 14 6 6 6 2 3 5 8 32 20 7 6 30 26 6 13 48 14 
3 5 l l 1 1 0 3 !5 2 4 4 4 1 6 3 0 l 2 l 
.o 1 1 0 0 1· 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 ' 1 Q 
.. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=ll PITCH=lOO TM= 33.30 ST= 84.40 
91 16 6 9 3 2 1 1 1 2 5 2 4 9 26 49 64 32 11 6 
6 5 4 15 19 99 32 13 8 5 7 10 13 6 2 2 10 22 1 1 
4 7 4 5 8 3 2 1 0 3 2 0 2 4 2 2 3 1 0 3 
11 17 34 29 10 6 5 4 2 2 4 1 8 5 7 15 13 7 2 3 
0 0 3 2 0 1 5 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 4 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=ll PITCH= 110 TM= 33.20 ST= 56.80 
14 30 71 38 11 3 1 1 0 2 4 1 1 5 5 4 12 34 99 39 
14 5 2 5 1 4 8 31 26 7 4 2 2 5 16 3 2 2 0 10 
3 0 2 6 2 1 3 3 0 3 2 0 2 3 2 3 5 10 7 28 
8 4 5 12 4 2 6 4 2 3 6 4 8 7 10 22 36 15 5 5 
0 0 3 l 0 1 4 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=ll P ITCH=l23 TM= 67.30 ST= 78.90 
l 2 3 9 25 67 31 5 6 2 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 5 10 14 
30 99 33 16 5 7 2 2 5 6 23 18 4 1 1 3 3 11 2 0 
0 l 7 2 1 2 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 5 23 5 
3 l 1 0 l 1 2 3 4 3 7 7 7 4 9 19 30 19 6 4 
1 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME=l'l PITCH=l30 TM= 65.30 ST= 87.20 
2 2 1 8 17 31 76 38 24 7 4 4 2 3 5 4 3 8 10 11 
18 40 99 65 20 14 9 8 7 4 7 13 16 5 3 1 2 4 16 5 
2 1 2 5 3 0 l 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 5 19 5 14 
5 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME=ll PITCH=l46 TM= 50.10 ST• 86.80 
1 2 0 3 5 6 7 9 39 99 53 26 13 6 8 3 1 3 2 0 
1 3 2 11 16 84 39 18 11 4 3 3 0 3 14 15 3 4 1 0 
1 8 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 l· 1 0 1 3 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 1 4 1 2 'l 1 0 1 ' 2 1 1 
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 l 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=! PHONEME=ll P ITCH::l64 TM= 82.30 ST= 84.00 
1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 6 7 14 28 99 34 18 9 3 4 1 1 
1 1 0 2 0 2 4 13 43 15 6 3 1 1 0 1 2 8 3 1 
1 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 0 2 1 0 0 l 0 1 1 0 0 l 0 0 l 
0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=l PHONEME=ll P ITCH=l 74 TM= 45.50 ST= 75.80 
J~·. 
0 1 1 2 1 5 1 0 6 4 7 16 .- 4 4 9 9 9 4 3 8 11 10 9 2 
0 1 1 0 1 5 5 10 34 82 48 18 6 1 3 4 3 4 18 21 
2 1 1 0 2 6 1 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 6 1 
0 4 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 2 3 2 0 1 2 0 8 5 4 
0 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=lOO TM= 57.80 ST= 89.70 
66 12 7 4 2 l 0 0 l l 1 l 2 1 4 10 31 12 3 1 
0 0 1 0 0 4 l 0 1 1 1 5 14 4 2 3 2 3 3 5 
9 33 33 20 58 94 33 19 29 13 6 7 6 9 6 6 3 3 3 5 
6 10 11 16 24 37 64 99 47 24 17 13 15 22 46 38 13 9 7 7 
6 14 18 6 7 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 2 1 2 2 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 P ITCH=llO TM= 67.10 ST= 85.90 
13 34 64 22 9 4 2 1 l 2 1 0 0 1 1 3 7 21 42 10 
4 1 1 0 0 1 2 10 5 2 1 1 2 4 9 3 3 2 6 11 
8 14 55 99 44 24 39 47 13 14 17 7 9 5 4 5 2 1 2 4 
4 7 10 16 25 32 42 59 24 15 12 11 12 19 35 41 14 7 4 5 
2 8 19 7 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME== 1 PITCH==l23 TM= 58.80 ST= 85.30 
1 2 1 8 23 69 55 11 9 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 3 3 
10 39 23 8 2 2 1 2 3 3 12 26 3 2 3 2 5 13 10 7 
10 19 82 76 29 19 38 59 15 10 15 8 4 5 5 2 4 3 3 3 
4 5 6 15 23 32 58 61 99 37 23 14 9 7 11 19 34 41 13 9 
4 4 9 10 17 6 3 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 PITCH= 130 TM= 60.30 ST= 92.50 
0 1 2 7 17 43 87 15 12 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 ·3 
6 25 38 11 .2 4 1 1 3 2 7 24 6 2 2 3· .4 7 15 7 
7 14 59 99 36 23 36 78 29 16 11 14 6 5 10 4 3 3 3 3 
4 9 7 16 17 34 46 63 61 26 16 10 7 5 9 16 9 4 4 3 
1 2 5 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 P ITCH=l46 TM= 87.00 ST= 97.00 
1 2 1 3 6 8 9. 12 52 99 2,7 18' 10 5 6 3 1 2 3 1 
2 3 4 11 17 53 16 8 7 3 4 4 4 7 32 13 7 6 9 14 
33 81 34 15 20 32 67 25 10 7 9 5 4 4 6 2 2 4 2 2 
2 4 7 7 14 15 32 35 64 25 14 9 .. 5 3 5 7 11 10 4 3 
1 1 4 3 4 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
I 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 P ITCH=l64 TM= 67.20 ST= 89.20 
1 0 0 3 1 1 2 1 5 6 14 29 99 30 17 8 4 3 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 2 4 10 28 7 3 0 0 1 2 3. 9 25 10 4 
2 1 12 17 42 15 7 3 3 11 2 0 1 4 1 1 2 1 0 2 
1 0 3 6 7 16 21 54 23 13 7 3 3 3 2 5 9 13 4 5 
1 1 4 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 1 P ITCH=l74 TM= 62.80 ST= 86.50 
2 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 5 4 10 15 A4 99 42 17 6 7 4 1 
3 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 11 28 11 4'0 ., 1 1 0 3 7 29 15 
6 5 13 15 50 84 27 13 4 6 7 3 2 3 6 1 0 1 0 1 
3 4 2 11 7 8 24 17 26 11 9 5 4 4 2 5 6 10 0 2 
1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 .0 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SP'EAKE'R-=Z :~'NEM-E= 2 PITCH=lOO TM= 32.00 ST= 74.50 
99 25 13 11 5 8 1 0 2 1 0 1 4 4 21 40 74 34 13 3 
0 1 2 0 2 28 11 2 5 2 1 8 23 5 4 8 16452013 
21 78 52 16 14 14 6 2 7 4 1 1 2 0 2 3 3 1 5 2 
0 1 4 4 15 29 17 14 10 5 4 4 6 2 12 16 5 4 8 5 
2 5 5 0 1 2 1 1 4 2 0 2 0 0 2 3 3 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 2 PITCH= 110 TM= 95.20 ST= 95.40 
28 57 99 48 26 11 7 2 5 3 3 3 5 4 9 10 17 39 93 28 
15 7 4 3 l, 3 6 17 11 4 3 3 4 7 23 7 6 6 18 52 
18 10 24 42 23 10 6 5 2 3 2 1 3 2 2 6 2 6 3 4 
2 2 2 3 5 8 16 35 25 15 11 6 5 5 10 15 15 8 4 4 
2 2 6 4 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l23 TM= 74.50 ST= 92.10 
3 4 4 14 39 99 36 10 10 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 3 5 7 
17 55 15 7 2 3 2 3 6 9 33 26 6 5 7 11 29 69 21 10 
7 13 41 17 8 4 '5 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 
2 2 2 2 3 3 5 10 20 33 26 14 7 7 9 15 15 7 5 4 
3 7 15 11 8 3 2 1 l 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 . 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 2 PITCH..,130 TM= 95.30 ST= 95.40 
2 2 3 8 17 39 86 16 14 5 3 3 3 2 2 1. 1 1 4 4 
8 24 48 16 4 4 3 2 5 6 12 27 17 8 7 10 20 35 99 38 
14 10 25 40 15 7 4 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 
1 2 2 3 2 3 6 9 27 19 18 9 6 3 3 7 10 13 ,'7 6 
2 3 8 4 3 1 l 0 0 1 0 l l 1 0 1 l 
SPEAKERz2 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l46 TM= 70.90 ST= 95.20 
0 1 l 3 4 7 7· 9 46 83 21 13 8 4 4 3 l l 2 2 
1 4 5 14 23 66 20 10 9 6 7 9 16 28 99 42 18 7 4 3 
3 6 4 2 2 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 ' l 1 1 l 0 0 0 1 
0 1 l 2 l 2 3 3 6 10 20 34 22 14 10 12 16 17 7 7 
2 5 14 4 3 2 l 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 l 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=l64 TM= 91.20 ST= 96.40 
1 0 0 2 2 3 4 3 9 11 25 55 68 23 16 9. 4 4 3 2 
2 2 2 4 3 10 21 51 60 22 12 7 7 7 10 17 47 99 30 16 
7 4 6 4 3 2 2 1 3 5 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 
1 0 3 2 2 2 4 5 6 11 24 26 13 6 4 9 7 7 4 4 
1 1 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l74 . TM= 51.80 ST= 86.BO 
0 1 1 2 1 3 l 0 4 5 9 20 171 99 41 19 6 5 4 2 
1 1 2 2 0 4 4 10 39 58 18 9 5 4 5 7 14 24 93 32 
11 6 8 5 16 14 3 0 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 . 2 
2 1 2 3 1 2 4 6 14 25 62 30 31 18 21 41 32 35 12 11 
6 9 21 11 7 2 3 0 1 2 1 l 1 1 1 . O· 3 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
PHONEME:, P licH=io·o ·· 
... 
SPEAKER=2 · 3 TM= 25.60 ST= 63.50 
92 16 7 5 3 5 1 1 5 2 1 1 3 2 22 44 83 36 15 3 
1 1 1 0 3 40 11 5 8 4 6 20 42 10 8 14 35 99 34 20 
23 80 50 15 14 13 4 3 6 6 2 2 3 0 2 3 1 3 4 4 
3 5 3 4 7 13 28 55 92 43 27 19 15 11 20 39 46 28 15 12 
6 10 19 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 1 0 l 3 4 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 3 PITCH= 110 TM= 79.20 ST= 95e60 
7 18 40 16 5 2 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 4 13 27 6 
2 0 0 l 0 2 4 16 8 3 3 3 5 11 33 12 12 15 36 99 
31 15 18 21 10 5 5 4 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 2 
1 1 2 4 5 7 16 34 29 17 9 4 4 3 5 8 9 4 2 2 
1 l 4 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME~ 3 PITCH=123 TM= 38.90 ST= 85e60 
4 2 1 11 36 88 31 7 7 2 4 l 0 1 2 0 l 3 4 6 
19 60 12 5 l 2 2 4 7 9 41 31 7 5 9 13 43 99 33 14 
10 14 55 25 9 3 4 4 2 3 3 1 0 l 2 l l 3 2 1 
3 2 l 4 7 7 16 30 45 71 41 22 14 15 16 24 38 40 19 13 
7 11 26 36 32 16 8 5 2 2 1 2 0 2 4 4 4 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 3 P ITCH=l30 TM= 79.40 ST= 87.40 
l 2 3 7 17 36 86 23 18 6 2 3 3 1 3 3. 2 2 4 4 
7 21 59 23 6 7 4 4 7 7 16 33 32 11 8 9 i7 30 99 37 
12 7 13 16 7 .4 3 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 l 2 1 2 3 
l 1 1 1 3 5 11 19 44 32 17 9 6 3 7 13 23 21 12 8 
4 6 16 18 13 5 3 1 2 1 0 l 0 0 0 1 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 3 PITC:H=146 TM= 51.20 ·ST= 8le90 
1 2 l 1 3 5 4 8 43 99 25 15 7 3 4 2 0 l 2 0 
1 3 2 7 13 62 19 8 7 2 4 6 8 14 56 45 15 6 6 7 
21 68 30 11 8 6 12 5 2 2 2 2. 1 l 3 1 0 3 1 0 
1 2 1 2 4 4 8 12 25 25 60 31·15 11 10 13 16 22.12 8 
3 5 11 10 8 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 3 P ITCH=l64. TM= 51.50 ST= 66.90 
1 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 5 6 14 33 93 26 14 7 1 1 1 1 
0 1 2 1 0 4 6 17 42 12 4 4 5 5 0 15 37 99 42 18 
6 5 12 15 26 8 3 1 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 l' 1 
0 0 1 1 2 4 6 13 21 43 19 11 7 4 6 9 15 30 13 9 
3 4 10 12 23 15 6 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME::: 3 PITCH=l74 TM= 87.90 ST= 94.40 
0 0 l l 0 1 0 0 2 2 3 7 28 44 14 6 1 1 l l 
0 l 1 1 0 3 3 7 26 36 12 6 ,,.., 4 4 5 9 17 29 99 47 
15 9 11 6 10 13 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 l 1 1 0 0 0 l 
0 1 l 2 1 2 4 5 12 12 34 15 10 4 3 6 7 9 4 3 
0 l 4 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
.... 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEM'E= 4 PITCH=lOO TM= 47.1() ST= 82.80 
70 13 7 6. 3 4 l 0 1 l 0 l 4 6 20 36 56 25 10 4 
2 3 4 9 12 72 29 13 14 13 24 45 99 34 14 10 7 10 3 1 
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 
0 1 0 o· l 2 3 5 11 19 38 18 9 5 9 15 6 4 5 6 
6 6 4 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=llO TM= 47.60 ST= 90.50 
12 30 61 21 7 3 1 0 2 2 2 1 3 3 7 9 18 48 92 25 
12 7 5 6 3 17 35 99 55 21 10 7 4 3 4 4 1 l 1 1 
0 1 2 3 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 
0 1 1 0 1 2 3 4 7 9 22 38 17 8 11 17 23 35 29 22 
23 39 24 6 7 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 l 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l23 TM= 69.10 ST= 77.90 
2 1 3 11 28 76 37 7 7 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 6 10 15 
33 99 34 17 6 7 6 7 13 22 67 52 15 7 3 3 3 3 1 1 
1 0 2 2 0 0 l 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 l 
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 4 8 19 20 16 9 8 14 22 11 7 7 
6 11 22 4 4 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l30 TM= 68.20 .ST= 87e10 
1 0 1 6 12 40 57 10 8 4 2 1 l 1 1 2 2 4 6 10 
17 47 63 22 6 7 6 7 14 20 47 99 38 17 8 5 ·5 3 4 2 
2 1 3 3 0 0 1 0 ·O 2 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 
1 2 2 ,3 1 2 3 4 10 16' 30 37 18 11 11 21 37 41 +9 14 
14 28 33 8 8 ·4 3 .1 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l46 TM= 83.90 ST= 95.40 
0 1- 0 2 3 4 4· 6 24 61 34 17 8 4 5 3 2 4 4 3 
4 6 7 17 23 99 55 26 18 9 7 5 2 2 5 5 2 2 1 0 
1 2 1 1 l 0 0 l 0 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 2 6 9·16 18 9 7 9 14 15 12 
9 15 18 4 4 0 1 l 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l64 TM= 79.80 ST= 92e70 
0 l 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 3 9 19 64 36 19 9 2 3 3 1 
1 2 2 3 3 10 16 32 99 63 27 15 7 4 4 3 1 2 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 6 12 22 16 14 7 9 13 17 12 10 
8 15 28 8 7 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l 74 TM= 75.70 ST= 92.10 
1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 4 5 10 16 :,-so 95 41 18 6 7 4 2 
3 2 1 4 2 6 10 19 59 99 39 18 8 6 3 2 2 3 9 3 
2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 2 3 4 5 13 18 34 22 16 31 20 13 7 7 
5 8 19 9 6 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 ·o 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=2 PHON'EME= 5 1'1it:H='1't:l'O · '!lf"'ldt>; '5~ • '2'0 . .. · ·.~.,._ .. ·ll@1!J • '6 0 
61 13 6 8 4 2 0 1 0 1 3 3 3 7 20 35 49( 24 8 3 
3 2 1 4 3 20 6 3 1 2 3 5 10 5 4 4 9 19 8 11 
24 69 47 32 90 99 40 39 49 20 35 32 38 66 37 63 20 10 4 4 
2 1 1 2 0 2 4 4 2 4 3 1 1 1 0 4 4 4 2 4 
1 0 3 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 5 PITCH= 110 TM= 82.80 ST= 94. 70 
8 18 36 16 6 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 6 15 37 9 
4 0 0 1 1 1 3 10 5 2 2 1 2 5 13 5 6 6 13 39 
15 17 58 99 52 27 32 39 11 14 29 18 42 55 20 19 7 5 2 4 
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 3 5 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 
1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 5 PITCH:c:123 TM= 90.60 ST= 95.60 
1 2 3 9 25 53 20 3 5 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 5 
13 40 10 5 0 3 1 0 1 3 8 6 3 2 2 5 10 23 9 10 
12 30 99 45 23 22 47 28 9 8 13 10 21 38 24 43 51 17 9 5 
1 2 3 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 4 3 4 3 10 14 7 3 3 2 
0 2 6 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l30 TM= 95.70 ST= 96.00 
1 1 0 4 11 28 56 11 9 2 2 1 0 0 1 0. 0 1 2 2 
6 16 27 7 2 1 1 2 2 2 6 13 4 2 • 3 3 8 19 32 13 
12 18 65 99 38 20 20 38 12 8 10 14 10 16 28 17 35 33 8 5 
3 2 1 4 2 3 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 5 2 2 .o 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER='2 . PHONEME= 5 P ITCH=l46 TM= 91.30 ST= 96e80 
2 1 0 3 5 6 9 11 43 99 31 18 9 5 5 2 1 3 2 1 
3 2 1 7 10 45 16 8 6 3 4 3 1 2 8 7 6 7 10 16 
32 93 53 21 23 34 94 50 17 14 33 27 .12 12 2 7 14 21 59 22 11 
6 4 6 4 4 2 4 5 5 3 7 3· 2 3 ' 4 6 13 13 5 4 
3 5 13 6 4 0 2 2 2 2 3 2 0 0 1 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l64 TM= 50.30 ST= 94.40 
0 2 0 0 1 3 0 2 10 10 19 49 99 28 18 10, 2 4 5 1 
0 2 l 0 0 6 8 28 49 13 5 4 2 1 4 9 24 65 24 10 
5 7 22 32 51 19 10 11 35 53 11 9 14 27 20 23 52 76 22 13 
4 4 4 2 2 4 2 5 5 4 3 3 3 0 3 8 10 13 9 8 
8 21 44 17 13 4 2 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l74 TM= 65.60 ST= 96.60 
1 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 4 4 10 15 /53 99 46 20 .8 6 4 1 
2 0 1 2 l 2 4 7 22 47 18 6 3 4 4 6 12 20 70 36 
12 8 21 20 66 98 33 17 14 23 50 20 13 16 52 26 17 35 46 16 
5 3 2 4 l 2 5 4 5 4 6 2 3 2 1 6 14 15 5 7 
4 11 16 4 2 l 2 1 l 3 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEA1<.'ER=2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=lOO TM= 61.10 ST= 79.20 
44 7 l 3 2 l 0 2 l 0 l 0 0 2 11 19 43 21 7 l 
0 l 0 l 2 15 5 4 4 3 8 18 37 15 13 17 44 99 31 16 
17 49 21 9 15 10 4 7 13 7 25 24 13 18 7 2 0 0 l 0 
l 2 l 0 l 0 0 2 ·2 l 2 3 2 0 4 3 0 l 2 2 
0 2 l 0 0 0 0 0 l l 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 6 P ITCH=llO TM= 83.10 ST= 96.80 
12 21 46 38 15 6 4 l 2 l 1 0 1 2 4 4 8 19 51 15 
7 2 2 3 1 4 9 26 23 9 9 9 17 33 99 40 19 11 13 36 
14 6 8 12 7 3 4 8 3 10 26 11 11 14 4 l 0 2 0 2 
2 3 0 2 l 0 1 2 2 1 3 l l 1 4 2 0 l 2 1 
l 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l 0 
SPEAKER:;:2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l23 TM= 40.20 ST= 73.60 
3 2 0 11 31 97 57 12 10 2 3 2 0 1 4 1 1 6 7 7 
21 76 31 13 4 5 3 8 12 16 57 78 17 11 13 16 41 99 55 22 
10 8 20 15 8 6 16 24 5 7 28 14 8 24 14 3 2 4 1 0 
l l 0 1 2 0 2 5 3 l 3 2 l 5 13 7 3 7 10 9 
2 1 1 0 2 l l 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 
~' '· ' SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l30 TM=.63.2Q .ST= 96.00. 
2 3 2 8 18 43 99 23 18 6 3 4 2 1 2 2 0 3 7 8 
13 40 67 22 6 7 4 6 12 16 38 84 42 18 10 9 13 30 58 20 
7 7 17 24 7 6. 1 20 8 10 31 37 9 4 .5 2 0 1 2 2 
l 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 4 7 0 l ,3 4 
4 2 2 0 0 l 0 0 l l 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l46 TM= 91.00 ST= 95.80 
1 1 2 4 5 7 10'12 57 64 18 12 8 4 4 3 1 2 3 3 
3 5 7 17 29 56 20 11 10 8 10 12 21 37 99 41 20 9 7 8 
14 22 10 5 4 7 8 3 4 12 26 11 . 6 7 5 ·3 1 1 0 2 
0 1 1 1 0 1 l l l 1 0 1 . 2 Q . 2 11 3 l 2 2 
0 0 2 0 l l l 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l64 TM= 53.60 ST~ 82el0 
0 0 1 0 1 3 2 1 8 7 15 37 99 25 16 8 2 3 4 l 
1 3 2 1 2 10 15 43 75 22 10 9 5 4 6 13'. 3.3 88 31 14 
6 6 7 7 11 4 2 3 14 30 5 5 12 24 8 2 0 0 1 0 
l 2 l 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 l. 1 ·. 3 2· 0 ~ 2 2 
3 7 3 1 2 l l 2 0 0 0 l 0 0 2 l l 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 6 PITCH= 174 TM= 69.90 S.T= 94e10 
0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 6 7 11 19 '62 99 38 19 7 6 5 3 
3 2 3 2 l 5 8 15 52 79 28 13 8 . 4 3 5 9 17 65. 26 
7 5 8 5 16 19 5 2 3 8 13 6 6 8 22 8 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 l 6 2 1 3 2 
0 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 Q, ·o 0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
.. SPEAKER=2. · ·· PHONEME='· 7 PITCH= 1-00 TM= 36e40 ST= 94e30 
78 16 6 7 3 1 0 1 0 1 4 2 2 7 17 28 94 47 14 5 
4 3 1 5 2 18 9 4 1 2 6 10 29 13 5 5 12 26. 13 17 
34 99 80 38 74 99 35 26 47 21 16 17 34 72 38 45 21 12 4 5 
2 0 1 4 1 2 5 5 3 5 4 1 2 2 0 5 7 5 2 6 
2 1 3 1 .o 1 3 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 
SPEAKERz2 PHONEME= 7 P ITCH=llO TM= 78.20 ST= 96.20 
23 51 99 39 20 9 4 2 5 2 2 3 3 3 8 9 14 38 84 24 
13 7 3 2 2 3 4 17 9 2 3 4 5 11 23 8 7 10 29 56 
18 19 58 98 45 24 24 22 9 12 20 13 31 27 43 83 24 21 8 7 
3 4 2 5 6 5 5 8 5 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=123 TM= 68.60 ST= 97e50 
3 3 5 13 34 94 62 12 14 4 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 5 5 
12 42 16 5 1 3 0 2 4 4 12 18 3 2 3 6 11 33 23 13 
13 26 99 75 28 17 22 23 9 10 30 19 21 43 32 23 43 17 6 3 
3 4 4 5 7 5 7 6 7 4 6 6 4 2 7 13 7 4 4 5 
7 6 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 l 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l30 TM= 46e80 ST= as.so 
3 1 0 6 12 29, 75 19 11 4 3 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 
5 16 45 18 4 2 1 2 0 2 5 11 9 5 4 5 10 18 68 25 
12 13 59 99 50 22 21 32 16 12 20 41 24 33 94 41 32 41 9 8 
3 2 1 4 1 ' 3 5 6 4 5 5 2 ? 2 2 14 27 12 .6 10 
8 11 13 5 2 1 3 0 l 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 7 PilCH=l46 TM= 72.60 ST= 96el0 
2 1 0 3 5 6 8 11 40 99 50 25 13 7 6 2 1 3 2 1 
2 2 2 7 8 50 21 10 5 3 4 4 3 8 24 27 10 7 7 14 
28 87 50 21 17 20 55 31 8 8 20 21 .12 16 54 26 10 15 6 3 
3 1 4 5 7 5 9 8 8 5 9 4· 5 3 ' 3 8 16 10 3 6 
6 9 8 3 2 2 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER•2 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l64 TM= 86.90 ST= 96.10 
1 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 10 10 22 49 99 32 22 11 4 5 4 1 
2 2 0 2 2 5 7 21 40 12 6 4 1 2 4 6 16 41 18 8 
6 7 21 30 61 24 14 13 29 58 16 10 15 30 16 8 17 23 6 3 
3 l l l 2 1 2 5 2 4 4 4 3 3 2 3 9 24' 6 6 
6 12 10 3 2 0 1 1 0 l 1 1 0, 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l 74 TM= 77.10 ST= 97e00 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 5 8 lit· '.'45 90 38 17 6 4 4 2 
1 1 2 1 0 3 2 4 17 37 11 6 4 3 5 8 12 21 76 46 
13 10 19 16 54 99 31 14 10 11 29 15 12 15 57 33 10 15 26 8 
4 7 2 l l 1 2 3 5 2 3 3 2 1 3 7 11 20 6 4 
4 8 5 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ·o 1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKE~=£ PHONEME= 8 P ITCH=lOO TM= 85.50 ST= 89el0 
57 13 8 7 4 4 1 0 2 1 0 2 5 5 16 26 67 33 14 6 
4 4 4 7 10 51 35 16 15 12 21 31+ 99 39 16 10 7 7 4 2 
1 2 2 0 1 2 0 1 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
2 6 11 10 1 1 0 2 2 1 2 3 5 l l 0 0 0 1 0 
0 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 PITCH= 110 TM= 75.60 ST= 95.10 
19 40 83 37 19 7 6 2 3 1 2 1 3 4 10 11 20 43 99 29 
17 9 6 8 5 16 34 88 62 26 1 7 11 14 25 70 24 12 6 3 5 
2 1 3 5 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 
5 12 8 10 2 l 3 3 4 4 6 8 16 6 3 4 3 1 5 8 
1 1 4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=123 TM= 84.10 ST= 96.30 
2 2 4 10 29 62 23 4 6 3 1 2 3 2 4 4 3 6 12 18 
36 95 28 16 6 9 7 9 21 37 99 60 21 11 7 6 5 4 2 1 
0 1 3 1 1 2 1 0 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 
1 2 11 6 7 4 3 3 3 2 3 4 6 5 2 2 1 1 3 3 
4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 P ITCH=l30 TM= 93.60 ST= 96.40 
3 3 2 8 18 32 69 38 26 9 6 5 3 3 5 3 3 6 7 8 
14 29 71 45 14 10 8 10 15 18 37 60 99 37 19 10 9 6 7 4 
3 2 3 4 3 0 1 1 l 1 2 l 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 1 
3 6 7 6 2 1 l 4 l 2 3 2 3 7 2 1 1 l 0 2 
3 4 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a· 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l46 TM= 76.50 ST= 95.00 
0 l 0 2 3 4 5' 7 28 67 33 16 8 4 5 2 2 3 4 2 
5 6 6 17 23 99 49 24 16 8 8 5 4 8 28 25 8 4 0 1 
2 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 l 1 0 0 2. l 0 1 1 0 1 
3 5 21 10 7 3 4 2 2 l 3 2· 5 13 ·5 3 3 2 2 6 
10 8 5 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 P ITCH=l64 TM= 76.10 ST= 93.70 
0 1 0 2 3 4 2 4 11 12 25 58 90 29 20 11 4 7 5 2 
3 4 2 5 5 13 27 64 99 33 20 10 5 3 3 2 6 14 3 l 
2 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 
4 8 24 10 3 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l74 TM= 94.80 ST= 95.50 
0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 7 5 11 19 :53 99 45 21 7 8 6 2 
2 2 2 2 3 5 7 14 42 80 32 15 6 4 4 2 l 3 8 2 
l 1 0 1 3 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 l .. ( 0 0 
0 l 0 6 4 1 l 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 3 0 l \ l 1 
1 1 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~PE:A~ER=2 
18 12 6 
3 1 2 
8 6 7 
i3 9 4 
0 0 0 
7 
5 
5 
4 
0 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
( 
PHONEME= 9 
4 ·2. l 0 
7 33 15 7 
a 1 4 .3 
3 7 4 3 
0 0 l 0 
PITCH=lOO .. TM= 12.ao 
0 1 2 2 5 7 21. 36 
a a 17 20 sa 23 15 18 
3 . 3 5 3 2 5 2 3 
l 2 2 0 l l 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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ST= 92.90 
44 22 9 4 
49 99 30 15 
3 5 7 22 
l l 1 :'2 
l 
~PEAKER=2 
7 1 7 39 19 
5 3 1 .·· 2 
PHONEME= 9 
8 3 0 0 
2 . 5 8 29 
4 2 2 6 
PI TCH=l 10 
1 0 1 1 
TM= 76.60 ST= 92.30 
1 1 4 3 5 16 46 11 
3 2 2 4 
14 8 4 9 
1 0 1 0 
11 10 5 4 
0 0 0 0 
27 9 8 10 
l 2 5 2 
2 l 3 1 
0 1 l 1 
15 29 99 36 17 10 6 10 
1 3 4 4 5 13 17 22 
1 0 0 0 0 l 1 l 
0 1 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 
2 2 4 10 
17 59 24 10 
8 6 9 4 
12 8 4 .4 
0 2 2 0 
PHONEME= 9 
25 74 41 7 
3 6 4 5 
4 4 8 5 
6 8 13 11 
2 o ·o. o 
PITCH=l23 
8 3 1 2 
11 16 46 57 
3 3 4 3 
5 2 3 2 
0 .0 0 1 
TM= 77.90 
2 ·2 2 3 
16 9 11 16 
3 5 5 8 
2 1 2 1 
0 0 1 1 
sr=· 96.10 
2 3 6 8 
41 99 41 19 
13 15 54 26 
0 o· 1 O· 
0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l30 TM= 43.10 ST= 81.20 
3 2 0 8 
15 39 84 3.l 
6. 3 9 16 
20 26 ll 14 
2 .. l 4 l 
20 47 99 27 20 5 6 2 1 1 3 0 1 
. 9 1, 4 6. a 13 35 11 42 19 a 6 io 
5.: 2 4 7 0 2 3 2. 3 4 9 5 11 
7·12 l~ 29 9 5 4 l 2 l 0 1 2 
Cl o 2 o l ·3 1 o 2 ·o o o 2 
4 5 6 
21 46 15 
16 23 67 
2 , 2 5 
SPEAKER=2 
l 0 0 
3 3 4 
6 6 5 
9 19 37 
0 2 4 
SPEAKER•2 
l 0 0 
2 2 l 
6 4 7 
8 4 11 
0 0 l 
SPEAKER=2 
0 0 0 
3 2 2 
ll 6 8 
21 31 18 
0 l 4 
.. PHONEME= 9 . PITCH= 146 TM= 95 • 10 
3 · 4 6 7 · 9 3 ·a .7 s 2 o -12 6 4 3 3 
13 20 58 21 11 10 9 11 12 2i 36 99 45 
2 2 3 4 1 2 4 10 4 . 4 6 7 . 3 
1s a a 12 12 15 6 3 t · 3 2 · 2 3 
l 1 l l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
ST= 96.10 
2 3 2 3 
22 9 7 6· 
2 3 3 7 
1 '0. 0 1 
1 ... 
PHONE.ME= 9 
l 2 1 2 2 
3 1 5 10 23 
7 10 . 3 l l 
PITCH=l64. 
8 8 17 33 
TM= 95.00 ST= 96.30 
99 31 20 10 4 5 3 2· 
12 4. 5 4 8 
·o o o i o 
63 23 12 7 
2 8 2 l 
2 2 2 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 
l 
l 
0 
5 6 '9 
4 2 0 
l 1. 0 0 . 0 . 0 
PHONEME= 
2 1 2 2 
3 l 7 11 
4 6 9 3 
37 24 14 11 
2 l 1 1 
9 2 ~IT~H=~7!6 ~iM;492i8~9 
19 57 99 37 17 9 6 . 5 6 
l 2 5 17 7 4 3 12 7 
9 18 7 4 4 6 3 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 
22 58 29 13 
. 2 3 l 5 
l o o ·o 
1 
ST= 96.10 
8 8 5 4 
11 20 69 35 
2 2 5 7 
1 0 0 1 
1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO PITCH=lOO. TM= 42 • 80 . ST= 8.3 • 90 
99 20 12 9 7 6 3 l 6 2 1 3 7 8 35 64 74 38 20 6 
3 3 2 1 4 29 7 4 7 4 7 19 36 12 7 10 23 50 18 10 
8 25 17 6 9 8 l 6 10 7 4 7 10 17 12 23 9 27 ll 8 
2 4 l 0 1 0 0 2 3 l 3 3 3 0 3 3 0 1 3 0 
l 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 l 0 3 l 3 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO PITCH=llO TM= 54.80 ST= 84e70 
23 57 99 39 21 8 2 0 3 0 1 2 2 2 8 7 13 37 69 15 
8 5 1 2 3 7 13 45 20 5 5 7 10 26 48 16 9 10 26 53 
12 6 8 13 6 3 7 7 2 3 3 3 11 7 13 22 5 16 3 1 
0 2 0 1 1 1 1 4 2 0 1 2 0 2 6 14 12 11 3 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO P ITCH=l23 TM= 44.80 ST= 73.00 
3 1 4 15 41 99 37 7 7 1 3 0 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 5 
18 58 17 9 3 3 4 3 7 13 47 46 12 9 10 15 41 90 41 19 
8 4 18 11 5 5 15 11 3 9 27 10 13 31 12 4 4 2 0 2 
1 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 2 4 3 0 1 1 0 5 9 8 8 11 
3 0 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO P 1TCH=l30 TM= 82.70 ST= 95140 
2 2 2 8 14 29 67 21 13 5 3 3 2 3 ~ 0 0 2 1 3 
7 19 45 18 4 4 2 3 4 6 15 30 28 12' 8 8 17 28 99 40' 
14 9 14 19 8 4 ' 5 8 4 5 11 24 9 11 30 10 3 2 0 1 
1 l l 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 4 l 3 3 ·8 22 16 15 ,9 6 
2 1 5 2 3 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO P ITCH=l46 TM= 69.60 ST= 88140 
2 2 0 5 4 5 6' 9 36 99 35 19 10 7 5 2 1 2 1 1 
3 3 4 12 16 74 28 13 10 6 9 9 17 29 92 78 32 14 8 7 
10 31 15 7 4 4 11 5 1 3 8 5 .4 7 23 8 3 5 1 2 
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 3 2 0 2 1 ' 1 6 12 20 13 8 
1 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 
SPEAK,ER=2 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l64 TM= 52.70 ST= 83.40 
0 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 11 11 23 56 99 27 18 10 2 4 4 2 
l 3 1 l 1 8 13 42 69 21 10 8 3 3 4 10 27 79 22 10 
4 5 6 8 10 3 0 1 3 6 l 3 2 6 2 1 4 9 l 1 
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 
1 2 3 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=lO P ITCH=l 74 TM= 64.90 ST= 86.50 
l 1 1 2 3 2 0 0 5 2 8 16 ;44 99 52 22 6 7 5 0 
2 3 2 2 3 5 6 14 43 91 38 17 8 4 6 4 6 10 45 28 
7 5 5 2 6 7 1 0 1 1 12 5 2 1 10 4 0 1 6 0 
1 2 l 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 1 3 4 7 14 5 1 
1 3 7 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 ·o 0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=2 P'HONE:ME=ll P!TCH=lOO TM= S3.40 STc: 94.80 
57 14 8 6 5 3 1 1 4 2 4 6 11 12 36 53 99 48 25 10 
9 8 8 14 20 79 33 16 12 5 6 9 12 4 3 2 3 9 1 0 
0 3 0 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 
2 1 0 5 4 2 2 3 2 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=ll PITCH= 110 TM= 72.60 ST= 85.60 
15 30 57 32 14 6 2 0 3 2 1 3 6 6 14 17 29 70 99 30 
17 9 5 5 2 10 20 41 18 6 2 3 5 11 13 5 2 1 2 1 
0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 
3 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 4 2 2 3 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 
0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 l 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l23 TM= 73.50 ST= 75.00 
0 1 2 6 20 55 24 4 6 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 3 5 12 15 
31 99 30 13 5 6 2 3 5 4 12 11 1 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 
0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
4 3 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l30 TM= 75.00 ST= 91,90 
3 1 3 10 19 35 86 37 24 8 5 3 4 4 5 4 5 6 9 10 
18 37 99 61 19 14 10 7 6 4 4 6 11 3 1 1 ·2 1 1 1 
0 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 
0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 0 l 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER;:2 PHONEME=ll P ITCH=l46 TM= 50.10 ST= 61.70 
0 1 ' 2 4 3 7 5 7 38 92 24 15 8 4 3 4 l 1 1 2 
0 4 7 18 28 99 32 15 11 4 0 2 2 0 6 5 1 0 1 0 
0 1 2 0 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 0. 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 
0 1 7 0 1 2 3 2 5 2 2 l· 2 0 ' 1 2 2 3 6 2 
0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=ll P ITCH=l64 TM= 68,30 ST= 74.00 
0 0 1 1 2 3 2 1 9 7 13 27 99 59 29 15 5 5 5 1 
0 0 0 0 0 3 2 8 31 26 7 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 
0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 2 0 4 1 1 0 2 2 1 3 2 2 0 2 0 0 0. 1 0 
0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=2 PHONEME=ll P ITCH=l74 . TM= 55.40 ST= 63.60 
1 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 5 4 10 16 :;s1 99 39 15 5 6 4 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 28 44 16 6 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 0 
3 l 0 2 0 0 0 l 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 
2 1 0 6 1 0 1 2 0 1 6 3 2 3 1 0 0 1 0 3 
l 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 ·o 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
..:._ 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME• l PITCHslOO TM• 40.90 ST• 67.10 
11 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 4 1 4 9 49 62 12 9 4 . l 
3 1 0 3 15 3 l 3 3 4 19 28 4 4 4 9 25 11 14 37 
99 42 37 45 50 19 12 13 2 6 4 3 2 4 2 0 1 4 7 14 
17 21 11 13 3 2 3 4 1 4 9 11 7 5 1 0 l l 0 2 
l 0 7 6 4 l 4 0 0 l 1 0 1 2 2 0 5 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME• 1 P ITCH=llO TM= 56.30 ST= 96.00 
13 38 57 29 12 7 1 0 2 l 0 2 4 4 10 14 22 54 99 28 
15 8 5 4 2 9 14 33 18 6 4 6 10 23 23 14 15 21 '70 88 
30 17 45 51 20 11 13 8 5 4 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 4 5 4 
7 6 2 0 2 2 l 3 4 2 3 6 8 2 1 2 0 2 5 5 
5 18 19 3 4 1 0 l 2 2 1. 3 0 0 0 1 l 
SPEAKER:m3 PHONEME:m 1 PITCH=l23 TM= 44.30 ST= 63.60 
0 2 l 5 28 50 10 4 6 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 4 10 16 
35 61 18 6 1 4 0 3 7 13 37 19 5 2 5 9 27 54 17 11 
15 42 99 35 17 9 5 4 3 3 3 4 2 1 3 2 0 2 7 0 
3 3 2 l 4 r' l 2 4 5 4 5 4 4 1 4 1 0 0 2 0 
l 3 6 l 3 l 0 l 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME a 1 P ITCH=l30 TM= 73.30 ST= 84.50 
l 1 1 0 4 9 22 8 5 0 1 1 1 0 2 o. .0 0 1 0 
2 8 22 8 3 2 0 1 3 1 6 15 11 !') 7 8 17 32 99 37 
15 11 25 44 23 a 5 7 4 1 2 4 l 1 4 l l 3 l 0 
l l Q 1 2 0 0 l 2 0 4 5 4 2 3 l 0 l 2 2 
4 12 16 4 5 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 3 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME== 1 PITCH=l46 TMc 80.50 ST= 95e40 
0 1 0 0 l 3 1 4 21 54 18 10 4 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 
l 3 2 6 9 47 16 8 6 3 3 5 4 7 32 20 8 7 12 21. 
42 99 41 16 12 8 8 4 3 3 4 3. l 1 3 1 l 7 3 6 
5 8 18 5 3 l 1 2 3 2 6 6' 5 5 .. 2 l 0 2. 4 6 
10 20 18 4 6 l 0 0 l 0 l 2 l 0 2 l l 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME• l P ITCH=l64 . TM= 77.10 ST• 96e50 
1 2 0 0 1 l 0 1 6 5 15 34 63 18 12 5 l 2 2 0 
1 2 1 1 2 5 9 27 55 16 10 7 6 5 11 15 38 99 36 16 
9 9 24 33 46 17 7 5 11 18 4 3 3 4 5 4. 11 13 7 18 
14 7 10 5 5 3 1 3 3 4 3 3 2. 1 2 l l 3 3 4 
6 18 38 11 10 2 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 
SPEAKER:m3 PHONEME• 1 P ITCH=l 74 TM= 46.90 ST= 96e30 
l 0 1 2 l 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 ~14 43 21 7 4 2 0 1 
0 0 1 2 0 2 4 5 17 51 25 8 4 5 5 8 17 23 78 99 
l6 12 18 14 35 80 38 14 6 9 18 10 4 3 4 5 4 7 35 14 
l4 39 15 9 3 3 7 6 9 9 16 14 20 12 5 5. 4 4 5 11 
9 24 49 25 14 7 6 2 1 5 3 4 7 5 1 4 5 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=lOO TM= 38.20 ST= 69.70 
3,4 3 3 4 3 2 3 0 0 1 3 0 9 16 59 99 50 29 12 5 
4 0 2 8 13 30 12 7 10 15 37 82 43 18 6 12 41 24 5 5 
3 3 3 3 0 2 2 1 1 6 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 l 3 
2 1 3 3 4 11 33 33 17 14 17 22 23 7 2 2 1 0 3 6 
5 13 15 4 3 3 2 0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 3 2 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH= 110 TM= 69.80 ST= 92e70 
7 19 36 22 10 3 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 3 10 10 20 45 81 24 
13 7 2 4 3 7 12 33 21 9 11 14 26 52 99 39 20 12 12 19 
6 3 3 5 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 o· 0 1 1 0 
3 2 4 13 26 14 6 7 5 6 14 l6 7 2 1 0 1 2 1 3 
5 5 5 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH= 123 TM= 50.90 ST= 95.70 
4 2 5 17 52 79 24 7 7 3 2 0 2 3 3 3 5 8 15 26 
58 80 30 15 3 8 8 9 19 36 84 44 18 12 15 28 91 99 33 19 
10 9 15 6 4 3 4 0 1 4 1 1 3 1 1 2 0 0 l 3 
.2 9 17 22 11 10 5 6 7 8 16 26 15 5 4 6 3 3 6 8 
8 7 6 0 2 2 3 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 l 1 1 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l30 TM= 46.50 ST= 95.90 
2 0 2 8 19 51 81 13 10 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 ·4 5 8 13 
21 71 64 24 5 8 7 8 13 20 50 99 35 17 11 17 38 80 96 37 
15 9 19 16 6 4 6 6 2 5 5 3 4 1 l 1 1 0 1 2 
0 2 4 9 17 27 34 30 16 13 17 28 16 7 5 8 5 4 7 9 
9 30 42 17 18 9 6 3 6 3 l l 1 0 3 4 5 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l46 TM= 67.70 ST= 9le70 
l 3 l l 3 5 4 8 42 74 20 13 6 2 4 2 0 l 2 0 
2 4 4 10 19 57 16 8 8 3 7 9 16 28 99 43 19 9 5 2 
5 12 4 3 3 2 3 2 0 l 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 
1 1 0 6 20 9 10 8 6 3 7 8 ·4 2 2 1 2 3 . 6 11 
22 16 9 2 4 0 2 l .o 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l64 TM= 70.50 ST= 94.00 
l 0 0 2 l 2 2 l 5 6 15 34 72 21 14 6 .· 3 2 1 0 
1 0 l 3 2 7 15 35 58 18 10 5 5 6 9 14 41 99 31 16 
7 3 8 9 10 4 3 1 2 7 l 0 l 2 0 l 2 2 1 3 
2 2 6 11 30 51 17 28 11 16 17 27 16 12 6 5 4 5 .. 6 11 
14 28 20 6 4 2 2 0 1 3 l 0 l 1 0 2 4 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=l 74 TM= 62.00 ST= 96.60 
0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 3 3 6 10 34 83 48 20 8 6 4 2 
2 0 1 3 1 6 10 15 42 99 59 22 10 6 4 4 6 7 27 25 
5 1 3 3 4 11 4 l 0 3 4 0 l 1 l 2 2 2 4 3 
2 3 6 14 22 34 92 54 34 26 42 36 24 11 8 7 6 7 9 15 
22 37 27 11 9 3 4 2 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 2 4 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 PITCH= 100 TM= 39.50 ST= 70.50 
25 14 3 3 0 2 2 0 1 4 2 0 4 3 14 27 64 44 14 4 
4 2 4 2 1 21 16 4 6 5 8 21 49 24 11 17 43 99 39 17 
8 26 15 7 6 8 2 1 3 3 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 1 4 3 
7 11 22 6 2 3 2 4 6 3 7 10 5 0 1 2 0 2 4 4 
3 9 8 3 4 1 0 l 2 0 1 3 1 0 4 1 1 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=llO TM= 74.40 ST= 94.90 
10 20 42 36 15 5 l l 3 0 2 3 4 5 15 15 26 64 99 30 
20 11 4 5 3 5 7 21 13 4 5 7 11 28 52 19 13 15 35 69 
24 11 13 17 8 3 3 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 
6 7 2 3 1 0 1 2 1 2 5 7 7 3 1 0 0 1 0 3 
5 8 8 4 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l23 TM= 60.60 ST= 82.90 
1 3· 5 14 38 79 31 5 7 3 0 2 3 1 3 5 3 6 12 16 
34 99 30 13 5 7 5 5 12 16 53 36 12 7 10 17 44 92 39 18 
8 8 23 8 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 
9 6 3 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 5 8 12 4 3 1 0 1 3 4 
10 13 9 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 3 1 1 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 PITCH= 130 TM='· 95.30 ST= 93.40 
1 1 1 4 9 19 43 15 9 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 . 0 . 2 2 1 
5 14 34 15 4 4 2 4 4 4 12 23 27 11 8 8 18 30 99 48 
18 11 15 19 11 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 3 
2 4 1 ' 2 0 0 1 2 1 2 '4 4 5 4 1 1 2 1 1 4 
6 13 20 6 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 3 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l46 TM= 47.60 ST== 90.60 
3 1 0 4 3 4 4 9 38 99 30 17 8 7 4 1 1 2 0 1 
4 3 5 15 19 88 37 16 10 7 8 .6 13 22 70 77 30 12 8 12 
25 78 40 16 8 8 19 7 1 5 3 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 4 
3 6 28 14 6 5 4 3 3 5 4 4 9 11' 3 4 4 3 ·7 13 
23 38 48 22 15 4 3 0 l 3 1 2 5 2 2 5 5 . 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 P ITCH=l64 TM== 42.10 ST= 78.20 
0 1 2 2 i 5 0 0 6 6 12 36 99 24 13 7. 2 2 4 0 
0 0 1 0 1 6 7 25 63 18 7 7 4 3 7 15 35 92 53 23 
8 a 7 5 10 3 0 1 3 6 2 3 2. 1 3 0 0 2 2 1 
6 12 40 46 11 7 3 6 3 0 4 4 6 10 5 3 1 4, 3 6 
12 33 18 7 7 2 2 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 3 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 3 P ITCH=l 74 TM= 47.90 ST= 88.60 
;\. 
1 3 1 1 1 2 0 1 5 2 7 15 40 99 51 20 5 5 4 0 
2 3 1 2 3 5 5 13 38 91 40 17 5 5 6 7 10 19 67 62 
15 8 6 5 10 17 5 4 1 2 5 1 0 1 3 0 1 3 7 3 
13 29 a 7 6 0 3 5 5 4 8 5 13 7 4 2 1 3 2 7 
10 13 25 11 6 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 2 3 3 3 B 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
pPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 4 PI TC.H= 100 TM= 46.20 ST• 93t80 
31 4 2 4 1 3 2 1 2 4 2 3 10 15 .48 91 58 35 17 8 
6 3 3 7 10 30 14 11 15 22 48 99 68 29 11 9 11 6 2 4 
2 2 2 2 0 1 2 1 1 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 
l 0 0 2 2 10 26 40 .16 11 10 8 10 5 0 3 3. 4 7,18 
17 8 7 5 4 3 7 3 2 4· 1 0 0 0 0 l 3 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 4 PITCH= 110 TM= 51.40 ST= a0.10 
8 25 43 14 6 4 1 0 4 1 0 1 3 l 10 13 25 64 99 25 
16 8 4 2 2 8 14 42 26 9 8 11 20 43 83 27 12 6 1 1 
2 3 3 4 1 1 0 1 2 3 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 
1 4 2 5 20 23 20 28 15 12 23 37 17 6 5 3 1 2 4 5 
15 13 9 2 7 4 4 2 2 0 l 2 0 0 3 0 1 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l23 TM= 65.20 ST= 73.00 
0 2 4 11 31 70 29 5 7 2 0 2 3 1 4 5 4 7 15 22 
48 99 31 15 6 8 5 5 11 20 51 27 9 3 3 4 6 8 3 () 
0 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 6 5 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 
0 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l30 TM= 63.40 ST= 75e20 
1 2 3 5 11 27 60 18 12 4 1 2 3 2 3 ·4 2 5 9·12 
19 54 99 43 14 14 7 6 10 12 27 59 44 17 7 7. 4 6 15 3 
0 1 3 2 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 l 0 
·o 0 0 0 1 3 8 16 12 5 7 10 9 4 .. 3 3· 1 '1 3 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 l 0 l 0 0 0 . l 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 4 P.I TCH,,.l46 TM=:: 42.30 ST= 77.90 
0 2 3 2 l 5 2 3 26 72 40 18 9 4 3 4 ,0. 0 l l 
0 4 6 13 18 99 52 20 13 5 1 3 3 3 16 29 7 2 3 0 
0 5 4 0 l 2 l 0 3 2 0 .Q l ·O 1 2 1 0 3 1 
0 l 0 0 0 2 3 8 34 28 18 12 is' 20 14 13 ·s 6 8 9 
12 22 12 6 14 4 l 3 3 3 l 4 0 0 2 2 2 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l64 TM= ao.o.o .. ST= a2.10 
1 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 3 4 8 17 62 38 18. 8 3 4 3 0 
2 4 2 3 3 11 16 31 99 58 26 13 8 4 l 3. 5 8 9 2 
2 1 l 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Q. l 0. 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 l 2 1 0 
1 3 6 6 13 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l74~ TM= 59.90 ST= 87.30 
0 0 . 1 3 0 0 0 1 3 2 5 11 33 78 39 16 3 5 5 1 
0 1 2 2 0 5 8 15 43 99 44 17 ; 8 6 2 1 3 4 15 8 
2 2 2 1 3 7 0 1 2 1 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 
0 0 0 2 0 0 4 6 20 9 5 4 . 3 1 2 2 0 3 6. 5 
5 12 13 18 13 2 3 1 00 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 3· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SP6:AKER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=lOO TM= 57.60 ST= 7le60 
. 20 14 1 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 2 13 28 21 11 3 1 
1 0 1 3 2 9 3 3 3 1 5 15 11 5 7 9 32 31 20 29 
69 <)9 45 19 14 9 14 28 13 12 16 5 6 4 2 0 0 2 1 0 
0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 3 1 .. 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 4 
2 ' 1 5 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 
SPE1KER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=llO TM= 69.90 ST= 79e60 
7 ~9 39 16 6 4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 6 7 15 37 61 16 
11 14 1 2 2 4 5 20 12 4 4 5 7 14 37 14 13 15 46 99 
30 18 50 76 31 16 30 25 10 21 20 10 17 8 5 3 0 0 1 0 
0 l 0 0 0 l l 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 
7 5 5 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 ·l 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l23 TM= 71.40 ST= 95.20 
3 2 1 11 37 41 12 3 5 2 l 0 1 1 2 3 2 4 10 15 
35 73 22 12 4 5 3 5 8 12 37 22 8 8 14 20 59 99 33 19 
15 35 67 26 14 12 15 6 5 10 5 5 25 19 6 2 0 1 1 1 
2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 l 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 
0 l 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l30 TM= sa.10 ST= 96•30 
2 l 2 8 14 34 78 26 15 6 5 2 l 1 4 '2 1 4 6 4 
12 33 77 34 10 10 4 3 6 8 14 27 43 16 7 10 20 ,29 99 62 
20 14 37 60 43 1816 31 30 13 13 33 11 3 5 3 1 9 0 1 
0 1 2 0 0 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 1 1 1 . 0 0 3 1 0 
1 2 3 0 1 2 2 0 l 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 2 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l.46 TM= 76,80 ST= 83a00 
2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 13 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 l 2 10 2 1 0 1 3 ~ l 4 21 11 5 5 10 16 
38 9;9 40 14 12 14 23 7 3 6 18 8 3 4 7 2 2 0 0 1 
2 0 0 0 1 l 0 l 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 .2 • 1 1 2 6 
11 ~ 5 l 0 0 3 o· 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 .l 
SPEA1~ER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l64 TM= 51.20· ST= 94,60 
1 .2 0 1 0 3 l 0 6 6 11 32 99 29 12 '7 4 3 l 1 
2 2 0 1 1 4 8 26 60 17 10 9. 5 4 9 16 38 83 60 27 
11 11 29 32 79 32 16 8 13 43 15 10 ·17 40 24 8 . 3 5 1 0 
1 :4 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 3 0 3 l 0 2 4 1 0 4 
4 :2 3 1 2 l 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 3 1 
' i 
SPEA.KER=3 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l74';; TM= 94.20 ST= 96e70 
0 lo I 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 6 10 32 62 24 9 4 5 2 0 
1 2 1 0 0 3 2 5 19 32 11 6 6 4 6 9 19 30 99 62 
21 13 20 18 51 79 27 15 11 18 54 25 14 15 57 29 8 5 4 2 
0 2 2 1 0 1 3 2 3 2 4 2 3 3 3 1 1 3 2 2 
5 1.1 9 7 7 2 l 1 2 ,, 1 0 1 l 0 0 0 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPE~KER=3 PHONEME= 6 PlTCH=lOO TM= 48.90 ST= 94.10 
33 6 4 3 3 5 1 0 3 1 0 3 8 10 42 71 44 23 11 3 
1 2 3 4 10 23 6 3 6 6 12 33 27 1,3 16 33 99 67 24 14 
13 i3 10 8 15 9 4 7 5 6 8 5 3 2 l 3 o· 0 0 l 
0 l 2 2 0 3 l l l 3 4 5 4 l 0 3 0 l 6 5 
0 l 5 5 2 3 l 0 l 2 0 l 2 0 0 2 l 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 6 PITCH= 110 TM= 51,.40 ST= 75.00 
1 ~o 37 16 6 3 2 0 0 0 l 0 2 4 9 9 20 46 99 28 
14 4 2 3 1, 3 6 15 8 2 3 2 7 17 54 18 10 6 13 38 
12 3 11 21 10 4 5 5 2 6 18 4 2 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 
l 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 l 2 3 0 2 2 1 l 3 2 ·l 2 
1 0 3 2 3 l 3 l 0 1 2 0 1 2 3 1 5 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l23 TM= 26.10 ST= 6le90 
3 •5 2 5 15 46 32 16 10 1 I 3 4 2 0 3 1 0 1 5 3 
17 ~8 56 17 4 6 0 5 11 12 41 88 32 12 11 15 32 94 99 36 
13 13 23 17 9 12 33 59 16 14 34 21 5 1 1 2 0 1 3 3 
2 6 1 0 0 1 0 4 6 5 4 6 4 0 0 2 0 3 5 5 
0 4 3 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 1 4 0 0 1 2 1 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 6 P ITCH=l30 TM= 48.70 ST= 53.30 
I 
1 0 2 2 0 a 22 2 2 2 2 0 l 0 o .· ·o l 0 l 2 
2 19 32 8 0 2 l 1 3 4 7 19 13 5 3 7 17 .31 99 35 
11 6 9 8 3 4 9 22 10 7 5. 7. 2· l 0 0 l 0 0 2 
1 0 l 1 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 4 
l 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=3· PHONEME= 6 PITCH= 1_46 TM= 28.10 ST= 47.10 
2 ,4 1 4 5 3 0 2 24 47 9 5 2 1 5 1 0 0 1 0 
0 4 3 9 22 78 20 8 7 0 4 9 11 20 99 45 14 5 7 4 
27 73 23 8 10 7 11 2 3 2 20 .8 3 .i 5 1 0 0 1 0 
2 4 2 l 4 1 1 2 4 0 4 4 5' l 4 1 b ' 1 3 0 
l 3 4 0 3 l 0 o· 2 0 2 4 l 0 4 1 0 
SPEf+KER=3 PHONEME= 6 P ITCH=l64 TM= 79el0 sr:u 79e60 
l ·.o 2 l 0 1 l 0 4 5 10 22 56 15. 7 ' 3· .1 ' 0 2 l 
l 'l 2 2 0 6 11 29 57 18 10 7 7 6 9 15 40 99 39 20 
9 6 12 10 15 5 3 0 5 13 2 l ' 3 3 o ·o 0 0 0 1 
0 l 1 0 0 0 1 0 l 3 4 8 4 2 0 l 0 0 2 2 
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 1 0 0 1 l 
SPE!iKER•3 PHONEME= 6 PI TCH=l 74~ TM= 61.70 ST= 88.30 
0 0 l 1 1 3 0 0 3 2 2 7 26 63 30 13 3 3 3 1 
0 1 2· 2 l 7 7 13 43 99 42 18 9 5 6 8 13 19 77 50 
13 8 11 8 23 49 17 8 9 13 46 23 7 3 3 3 l 0 l 0 
0 l l 0 0 2 l 1 2 l 4 4 6 1 1 3 0 0 4 3 
0 4 15 3 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 2 l. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME: 7 P ITCH=lOO TM= 96.30 ST= 96e60 
20 4 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 8 12 39 22 8 1 
1 1 0 1 2 9 6 2 3 1 3 5 13 9 7 8 1633 51 24 
24 51 99 39 23 23 17 13 34 24 11 20 8 4 4 1 0 1 1 0 
1 '.2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
2 4 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=llO TM= 62.80 ST= 86.00 
2 8 20 11 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 7 23 56 13 
6 3 0 1 2 2 2 12 8 1 3 5 5 10 38 14 12 14 37 99 
44 23 38 59 45 19 23 47 12 7 10 5 3 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 
3 5 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l23 TM= 70.30 ST= 95e40 
0 0 0 2 3 16 14 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 
7 29 14 6 2 2 2 2 3 4 14 20 8 9 12 17 42 99 62 29 
16 ia 66 52 19 12 22 31 11 18 61 32 10 8 5 1 1 1 0 . 1 
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 7 P ITCH=l30 TM=·53e60. ST= 86.80 
1 0 1 3 4 10 27 10 4 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 
6 14 46 29 6 4 3 2 2 2 5 9 14 7 6 7 16 25 99 57 
19 13 32 51 45 17 18 33 40 18 9 17 7 5· 8 2 1 ' 1 0 0 
2 1 0 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 2 2 o. 0 0 l 0 2 
2 'l 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 
SPEJ,;KER=3 PHONEME= 7 P ITCH=l.46 TM= 72.60 ST= ao.10 
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 9 26 6 2 0 1 0 0 0 0. 0 0 
1 1 0 5 6 33 8 4 2 2 2 2 2 5 20 10 6 5 8 16 
38 99 38 16 10 6 8 5 4 11 44 2.3 6 4 3 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 ,· 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 
1 0 1 2 0 0 0 o· 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l64 TM= 50.30 ST= 75.90 
3 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 4 11 24 75 19 9 ' 2· 1 2 1 1 
2 0 0 1 0 3 8 26 54 15 8 5 2 4 5 7 25 73 25 12 
8 6 18 27 47 15 12 15 44 9·9 25 13 9 17 6 1 1 2 0 1 
2 ,1 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 4 1 1 2 o· 0 2 9 4 5 
4 ·2 4 4 3 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 3 
SPEA1kER=3 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l741'! TM= 95e90 ST= 97e40 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 9 2~ 8 3 0 2. 0 0 
0 ·O 0 0 0 1 0 2 7 12 3 2 0 1 2 3 7 12 48 23 
7 4 6 5 16 20 10 12 21 37 99 47 19 11 12 6 3 4 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 
0 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 . 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 
21 2 1 
3 3 2 
3 4 2 
2 I 1 0 
2 0 1 
SPEAKER=3 
4 
7 
3 
1 
0 
4 17 27 9 
13 7 2 1 
1 2 2 2 
o 2 ·o o 
0 1 1 0 
PHONEME= 8 
l 0 0 0 
7 44 20 11 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 1 
P ITCH=lOO 
0 0 2 1 
9 13 28 49 
0 2 2 1 
1 2 4 1 
0 1 3 1 
PHONEME= 8 PITCH=llO 
4 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 
1 3 3 20 13 4 3 6 
0 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 
0 1 0 2 ~ 3 3 2 
0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
SP.tAKER=3 
1 2 0 
37 QO 25 
1 2 1 
3 ,2 0 
0 2 2 
PHONEME= 8 
'7 24 51 25 5 
13 5 8 5 9 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 2 1 1 3 
0 2 1 1 1 
PITCH=l23 
4 0 1 1 
18 31 99 60 
0 1 l l 
4 2 2 2 
0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 
2 l 0 3 6 15 39 
18 3.8 99 48 15 11 8 
3 1 1 2 1 0 1 
2 1 0 0 0 0 1 
3 1 1 2 4 0 3 
SPEAKER=3 
1 3 1 1 
2 '6 4 12 
2 l l 4 1 
0 l 1 0 
2 2 2 0 
SPEA1KER=3 
1 l 0 2 
0 ~ 0 2 
1 .2 1 3 
0 :2 0 ·l 
1 :2 3 1 
PHONEME= 
1 3 0 
18 99 40 
0 1 0 
3 3 3 
1 2 - 2 
PHONEME= 
2 2 0 
3 9 15 
4 1 0 
2 1 l 
3 l· 0 
8 PITCH=l30 
15 9 2 3 1 
8 12 13 29 54 
2 1 1 2 2 
2 2 1 6 2 
2 1 0 1 0 
8 P I.TCH=l46 
4 29 77 26 14 
18 13 6 3 5 
1 2 2 0 l 
7 22 11 5 3 
o· 3 1 o o 
8 PITCH=l64 
1 2 1 8 23 
41 99 29 14 8 
0 0 0 0 1 
5 5 12 5 4 
0 0 0 0 1 
8 PITCH=174)!. 
TM= 52.10 
1 4 .9 15 
99 39 14 7 
l 4 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
TM= 53.20 
2 2 8 8 
8 18 60 18 
l 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 
0 0 0 l 
TM= 48e00 
0 l 3 3 
16 9 6 5 
0 1 2 1 
2 1 2 1 
0 0 3 1 
ST= 57.80 
.41 la 4 2 
5 6 0 l 
0 1 0 1 
0 2 1 2 
l 
ST= 66.00 
16 43 99 27 
5 3 3 3 
0 6 3 ' 2 
0 1 2 2 
1 
ST= 6le60 
2 ,' 7 10 14 
10 22 3 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1) 1 0 
0 
TM= 6~.10 ST= 94e50 
1 1 3 ']: 2 6 9 9 
55 21 10 5 5 5 11 3 
. 0 0 3 0 . 3 1~ 2 0 
-0 0 .1 0 0 2 1 1 
0 0 1 0 ', 1 
TM= ~5.80 . ST• 66.90 
' 5 1 ' 2 1 -0 1 3 2 
2 3 20 27 4 3 3 1 
0 I 0 0 . 1 Q . 1 2 1 
2 0 0 ' 2 -0 l 4 2 
o o· l ··2 2.· 
TM~ .51~10. $T= 84~50 
65 17 10 ~4' 0 2· 1 0 
2 2 4 3 7'27 '6 0 
. 0 1 2. ' '0 ' '' 0 0 ' 0 0 
2 i 2 1 0 ' 1 1 0 
0 0 3 0 0 
TM= 67e00 SPEA~ER=3 · 
0 0 0 2 
1 0 0 2 
1 0 1 1 
1 ·O o o 
0 p 2 0 
PHONEME= 
0 l 1 
0 5 7 
0 2 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 l 
1 2 3 3 6 23 56 32 13 
ST= 8le20 
4 4 ' 2 2 
3 5 15 7 
1 0 0 2 
l 0 l 2 
1 
14 40 99 42 16 6 4 l 2 
0 0 3 1 .Q 0 0 0 0 
1 3 3 7 2 2 0 0 0 
0 0 ,, 2 l 0 l 0 0 0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=lOO TM= 56.20 ST= 73.00 
33 4 2 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 7 23 38 57 26 11 3 
2 0 1 4 5 27 9 4 4 4 9 17 40 16 11 16 45 99 31 16 
11 ~3 13 7 6 7 4 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 6 5 7 6 14 
5 2 8 11 5 3 3 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 4 
0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
SPE4KER=3 PHONEME= 9 PITCH= 110 TM= 51.80 ST= 84.20 
6 20 44 24 9 6 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 3 10 12 21 52 99 29 
14 7 3 2 2 6 9 27 19 7 7 9 20 44 67 28 16 12 35 53 
13 6 11 12 5 4 6 5 3 4 2 2 4 1 7 12 11 38 14 17 
7 11 6 7 4 2 0 2 3 2 2 3 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 
0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 .. 0 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l23 TM= 74.00 ST= 79.20 
0 0 1 1 4 18 6· 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 l. 1 0 1 3 3 
8 33 9 2 1 3 2 2 5 5 19 18 7 5 10 16 42 99 41 18 
8 5 8 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 5 2 2 2 3 5 8 8 35 17 
9 7 17 16 4 3 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .o 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER:s::3 PHONEME;._ 9 PITCH=l30 TM= 85.80 ST= 95.10 
0 0 0 0 3 11 25 6 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 2 
4 13 41 16 4 4 2 2 5 3 7 16 18 6 6 8 16 26 99 40 
13 7 8 4 4 3 3 5 4 3 2 9 .3 1 8 7 14 3Lt 12 18 
6 9 7 9 5 5 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 
SPEA!KER=3 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l46 TM= 44.00 ST= 66.80 
2 0 1 4 3 4 5 5 28 81 32 13 6 4 4 1 3 l 0 0 
2 l 4 13 18 89 39 17 11 7 9 8 17 30 99 95 37 14 7 5 
7 2,2 11 6 4 3 7 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 1. 0 l 
. 
2 0 7 7 16 10 13 9 3 3 3 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 2 
0 0 1 1 0 1 3 l' 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
SPEA~ER=3 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l64 TM= 69.00 ST= 9.3.90 
1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 2 4 10 22 60 18 9 4 1 . 2 0 1 
l 1 1 3 1 5 10 27 67 22 12 7 6 8 11 16 41 99 53 26 
12 ,8 11 10 16 5 2 2 1 8 2 1 1 4 1 0 0 3 0' 2 
3 3 7 11 2 1 1 2 0 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 
4 3 4 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 
SPEAf.ER=3 PHONEME:: 9 PITCH=l74i': TM= 82.90 ST= 90.40 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 l 4 4 13 37.27 8 2 3 . 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 l 4 11 28 24 8 3 3 4 5 12 17 49 99 
27 13 12 6 7 10 5 3 1 2 6 3 0 0 3· 1 1 2 7 2 
2 3· 0 1 3 0 2 2 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ,, 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 . PHON'EM"E=1 "O PTTCH=lOO TM= 39.20 ST= 72.60 
~6 ·~l 8 5 2 3 0 1 3 2 2 5 4 5 18 27 88 99 34 11 
6 6 2 2 2 20 26 10 10 9 15 26 81 70 2--2 17 27 54 76 26 
14 a5 41 13 12 21 9 10 41 26 5 6 2 0 1 l 0 1 2 1 
1 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 3 4 3 0 1 1 0 l 3 3 
2 5 7 1 4 2 0 l 2 2 1 4 1 0 1 1 0 
SPEAKER•3 PHONEME=lO PITCH=llO TM= 41.70 ST= 48e00 
1 '7 22 6 2 3 1 ·o 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 7 22 62 18 
4 1 1 0 0 4 2 12 13 4 4 7 12 24 99 41 16 9 16 37 
12 ,.6 9 13 9 5 3 6 5 8 21 8 5 3 l 2 0 1 2 1 
0 .2 0 0 0 1 0 3 4 2 2 3 2 0 0 2 0 2 4 4 
1 4 4 0 2 3 0 1 2 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 
·~ 
SPE~KER=3 PHONEME=lO P ITCH=l23 TM= 66.60 ST= 70.40 
1 0 0 2 7 29 11 2 1 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 1 3 4 5 
16 ~l 19 8 2 2 2 4 4 4 19 17 5 5 9 13 39 99 35 16 
9 ,6 12 6 5 2 7 6 9 20 39 15 6 6 3 0 1 1 1 o-
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 
2 l 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SpEAKER=3 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l30 TM= 47.90 ST= 73e80 
1 3 1 2 5 14 213 12 8 1 2 3 1 0 2 ·o 0 1 3 2· 
7 42 57 30 7 5 1 3 6 5 14 34 36 11 .8 7 13 32 99 36 
11 8 13 20 9 3 1 3 3 3 12 32 7 3 8 1 0 1 1 0 
1 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 3 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 
1 2 3 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 ,2 5 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME=lO PITCH=~46 TM= 45e00 ST= 57.30 
l 0 0 3 0 2 2 1 14 4?- 8 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 
1 0 2 10 14 71 24 10 7 5 7 7 15 28 99 66 27 10 4 4 
7 40 7 5 2 3 6 1 0 3 2 .o 4 11 28 7 3 1 0 1 
1 0 0 2 0 1 4 2 1 2 2 0 2' 2 0 1 3 . 1 0 1 
0 0 2 1 0 1 4 O· 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l64 TM= 50.30 ST= 76.00 
2 2 0 4 0 1 0 1 1 4 10 22 ap 24 11 . 4 0 2 0 1 
2 1 0 3 0 4 8 25 71 23 12 8 6 8 11 17 44 99 65 29 
14 9 12 13 28 7 4 4 8 29 7 3' 3 9 3 0 0 2 0 1 
3 1 0 1 0 0 l 3 1 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 
2 l 5 5 3 0 1 1 l 1 3 0 0 0 l 0 4 
SPE)l~KER=3 PHONEME=lO PITCH= l 74f' TM:: 56.40 ST= 90.30 
3 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 3 2 7 10 31 7B 37 13 4 5 3 1 
3 1 0 1 1 2 6 13 39 8'2 34 14 6 5 6 7 17 27 99 69 
22 11.i 11 7 15 25 8 5 4 7 32 13 5 5 33 17 4 3 2 0 
2 ~o 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 1 4 1 1 0 1 0 1 2, 1 2 
3 i5 22 10 9 1 4 8 10 4 2 1 0 0 1 0 3· 
'' 
,.,. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME=ll PITCH=lOO . TM= 44. 70 ST= 83.00 
28 2 2 5 3 2 3 0 2 2 4 4 14 20 57 99 97 51 24 10 
7 1 2 4 4 14 5 2 0 0 1 1 l 2 1 1 5 2 0 0 
1 'O 1 3 1 1 3 3 l 3 5 0 5 9 2 2 4 7 0 1 
1. !O 0 2 0 1 4 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 7 5 1 3 
1 'o 7 8 8 6 6 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 
SPEAiKER=3 PHONEME=ll PITCH= 110 TM=_Q.9.90 ST= 69.90 
3 13 3l 12 4 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 3 9 12 19 46 99 26 
l5 7 4 2 1 4 2 6 3 1 0 1 l 0 2 2 0 0 2 8 
0 '0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 O· 0 3 2 1 3 l 5 l 2 
0 l 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 2 
0 l 4 2 3 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 
SPEAIKER=3 ·PHONEME= 11 PITCH=l23 TM= 74.20 ST= so.so 
2 1 2 7 19 61 27 5 6 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 6 11 17 
31 99 34 16 4 6 4 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 1 2 7 1 2 
1 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 4 8 1 2 5 0 1 2 l 6 3 
2 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 2 3 4 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 
1 0 3 2 3 4 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAJKER=3 PHONEM~=ll P ITCH=l30 TM= 37.00 ST= 53.80 
2 3 2 4 11 23 45 24 14 0 2 3 2 1 4 .· l 0 1 6 4 
14 42 99 41 13 9 2 2 3 0 1 6 4 0 4 1 0 1 1 0 
2 3 2 3 4 1 0 3 2 0 5 16 2 2 6 2 3 . 9 1 0 
2 '8 1 2 4 2 2 6 2 0 4 3 2 2 4 5 2 5 4 2 
2 4 9 12 22 12 4 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 4 2 2 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l46 TM= 49.40 sT= 66.50 
0 1 2 3 3 7 5 7 41 99 26 1 !? 8 4 3 4 1 0 1 2 
0 .4 6 15 23 90 28 12 8 4 b 2 2 2 11 ·6 1 l 0 1 
3 15 6 3 2 7 9 l 0 5 12 .s 5 9 12 7 .8 20 5 15 
4 ',3 3 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 2 6 9 ·8 5 6 
0 p 17 24 22 10 4 o· 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 5 4 
SPEA,KER=3 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l64 TM= 57.80 ST= 77.10 
1 1 0 2 2 2 1 3 7 7 18 42 99 28 18 8 . 3 5 2 0 
0 0 0 0 1 3 5 20 42 10 4 2 0 0 1 . 1 2 11 2 0 
1 1 0 2 4 1 1 3 5 16 3 2 7 22 10 '5 13 26 7 15 
16 ·5 3 4 3 4 3 7 3 5 4 3 l 2 3 4 7 16 6 4 
2 2 3 2 4 2 2 2 1 0 l 0 0 0 3 5 6 
SPEAKER=3 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l74~ TM= 68.70 ST= 10.00 
l 0 0 2 0 2 1 1 5 6 8 14 43 99 44 20 7 7 4 3 
l g 0 l 0 l 2 4 12 32 9 3 0 1 0 l 2 3 15 8 
1 0 0 1 1 5 l 1 0 3 8 1 0 l l l 1 2 ·7 3 
3 6 0 2 0 1 4 3 2 2 1 0 l 1 0 1 2 3 4 4 
l 1 7 12 13 5 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 l 2· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=4 PHONE Mt= 1 PITCH=l64 TM= 19.90 ST= 42.30· 
3 5 2 4 4 3 0 0 6 4 26 80 99 23 15 4 0 1 1 0 
1 3 2 1 4 4 4 31 19 0 1 5 1 1 5 3 8 12 3 0 
4 6 16 44 34 13 15 21 84 69 16 17 32 35 13 7 14 12 4 13 
7 11 25 17 41 27 10 14 6 3 7 5 4 4 8 12 11 13 5 3 
0 2 2 1 3 2 3 5 1 1 1 2 0 1 4 2 3 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=l74 TM= 42e40 ST= 8lel0 
1 2 1 2 2 2 0 0 3 1 7 14 45 99 51 20 4 6 3 0 
0 1 0 1 1 2 1 6 23 47 14 7 l l 3 3 3 6 24 8 
4 5 13 17 64 92 29 18 18 33 94 38 12 7 15 6 3 7 10 3 
9 14 5 19 16 16 34 18 10 4 8 4 4 3 6 11 12 20 6 4 
2 1 3 0 2 0 2 2 l 1 2 1 o· 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=l96 TM= 70el0 ST= 96e10 
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 l 3 4 7 11 30 44 99 "46 19 8 
6 3 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 3 9 17 40 14 5 3 3 2 2 5 
12 40 19 9 9 9 18 34 61 25 9 6 12 20 6 3 3 6 1 ·2 
5 5 3 9 11 9 29 23 7 7 4 2 3 4 3 10 13 15. 5 4 
1 0 3 l 0 1 l 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER::i4 PHONEME:= l PI"TCH=220 TM= 51.90 ST= 82.20 
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 8 · 10 17 44 99 26 
11 5 2. 0 0 3 1 l 4 2 3 5 11 23 56 17 ·8 ~- 5 4 
5 11 46 88 37 17 13 14 28 57 75 33. 14 .7 9 11 3 4 6 15 
4 6 14 16 17 41 33 22 28 12 11 12 7 11 15 41 13 i4 7 6 
2 3 3 0 1 1 0 0 .1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 1 PI TCH=.246 TM=. 70.70 ST= 95.80 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 l l 0 3 8 10 
24 75 20 9 3 4 0 2 2 1 1 .3 1 0 ·2 3 9 28 9 3 
3 4 10 9 22 37 99 61 20 12 7 . 7 15 30 12 5 3 7 21 . 6 
4 6 17 12 12 25 27 16 6 3 4 3 i 2. 3 4 ... 8 9 18 9 
2 2 3 1 3 l 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= l PITCH=261 TM= 5le90 ST= 95.20 
1 0 0 2 0 1 l 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 i 2 4 8 10 
16 37 99 56 14 12 '6 4 5 3 2 2 3 1 1 3 7 12 49 19 
7 4 10 7 14 19 39 81 79 36 14 10 9 7 21. 9 3 2 6 24 
9 6 8 19 15 10 18 41 12 7 7 5 7 15 5 11 8 6 8 5 
1 1 4 1 l ·2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= l P ITCH=294 .TM= 57.60 ST= 66.60 
1 0 0 2 0 l l 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
l 2 3 12 17 76 24 11 7 4 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 3 7 
17 44 15 7 5 5 7 8 15 28 99 57 20 10 8 7 9 21 6 8 
10 20 62 29 16 28 90 53 15 10 9 4 5 5 2 4 4 310 5 
1 1 3 0 1 1 2 0 o. l 1 0 1 0 0 0 1" 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l64 TM= 50.30 ST= 65e90 
1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 4 11 26 99 32 16 7 1 2 2 0 
• 1 2 1 0 1 3 5 19 43 11 6 5 3 2 6 9 24 64 25 10 
6 8 24 34 59 20 7 4 5 10 2 2 2 4 3 1 0 1 0 0 
1 2 ·l. 3 4 6 7 19 20 36 23 15 8 10 13 16 24 14 7 5 
2 3 6 3 5 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l74 TM= 72.60 ST= 95.80 
1 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 5 4 9 17 52 88 37 ,16 5 5 4 1 
2 2 1 1 2 4 4 10 35 44 16 8 5 4 6 8 16 28 99 40 
14 9 12 11 37 40 11 6 3 4 5 2 1 2 5 2 1 3 2 l 
3 3 1 5 4 6 9 15 34 24 44 19 14 11 16 29 26 23 9 6 
3 4 7 4 6 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 l 0 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l96 TM= 86.60 ST= 95e80 
0 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 2 l l 3 6 7 21 30 99 51 20 8 
5 3 2 1 1 3 2 3 6 6 12 20 68 29 11 8 8 6 11 17 
29 83 75 28 18 11 7 5 9 4 l l l 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 2 2 8 13 10 19 9 5 4 3 4 ·12 8 12 5 3 
1 1 3 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=220 TM= 84.90 ST= 95.80 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 l 1 0 1 3 4 9 11 18 42 97 29 
15 8 4 3 1 3 2 3 5 5 8 11 21 39 99 33 17 8 7 7 
7 13 45 81 45 2 0 10 5· 3 4 4 2 2 1 3 6 1 1 1 7 
1 2 3 7 4 8 14 15 49 50 19 20 10 15 13 28 14 i6 6 6 
3 4 8, 4 4 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=246 TM=- 52.20 ST= 80.60 
1 ·o 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 5 12 18 
41 99 23 12 3 4 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 4 9 32 71 18 9 
4 3 8 6 14 25 74 33 9 8 3 .2 7 11 2 1 1 0 5 2 
2 2 7 5 5 11 19 17 45 74 24 12 10 6 13 12 37 17 18 10 
6 3 8 2 2 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=261 TM= 47.60 ST= 94el0 
0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 2 5 11 13 
23 67 98 32 10 10 5 4 7 4 3 4 5 4 10 17 37 89 99 36 
14 10 14 8 15 21 49 95 27 14 5 4 4 :3 6 3 1 1 3 3 
1 2 2 4 4 6 18 19 31 60 58 26 28 13 20 27 22 36 13 12 
3 5 9 2 5 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=294 TM= 38.80 ST= 69.30 
1 0 0 3 0 2 1 1 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 
1 1 2 8 9 67 37 14 8 5 2 2 1 1 0 3 5 4 7 15 
31 99 60 23 12 7 6 5 6 15 49 57 12 5 3 3 4 15 4 4 
3 4 20 11: 4 9 40 34 14 22 56 20 17 43 16 22 33 14 19 12 
6 4 7 2 1 l 3 l l 3 1 0 0 1 0 l 3· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
Sl'tAKERx4 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l64 TM a 66tSO ·ST= 85,21> 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 3 10 25 70 20 12 5 l 2 1 0 
0 l 0 0 l 3 4 14 33 8 4 3 l 2 3 5 12 37 12 7 
a 11 37 52 99 37 18 12 16 33 8 5 5 12 5 l 2 4 l 2 
3 2 4 6 9 16 16 42 15 11 8 6 4 4 6 8 13 17 ' 5 4 
2 2 4 2 2 0 l 0 0 1 1 l 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME-= 3 PITCH=l74 TM= 95.60 ST= 96.50 
0 1 0 l 0 1 0 0 3 2 5 11 33 59 24 10 3 3 2 0 
l 1 0 0 1 2 2 5 19 32 11 5 3 2 3 3 5 9 31 12 
1 10 27 27 90 99 36 19 11 8 5 5 4 3 7 2 l l l 1 
4 4 3 10 9 17 22 14 11 5 9 4 4 5 7 12 9 6 2 2 
1 l 2 0 l 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6PEAKER•4 PHONEME re 3 PITCH=l96 TM=- 26. 3.0 ST= 69.30 
2 ~ l 4 3 3 0 l 1 0 2 2 l 4 20 33 99 42 13 . l 
l 2 0 l 3 3 0 4 3 1 7 19 68 22 7 6 4 7 6 a 
~5 95 59 22 15 12 17 36 76 28 7 7 12 35 12 4 3 9 3 1 
5 7 0 1 15 11 38 66 :H 57 28 21 13 13 16 35 39 69 23 15 
7 5 8 3 7 2 4 3 2 2 3 l 0 0 2 0 3 
SPE.AKER•4 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=220 TM= 58.30 ·ST• 86.00 
l l 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 4 ·' ·4 9 25 71 21 
10 4 l a 0 . 1 l l 1 . l 3 3 6 15 5,2: 16 8 4 4 5 g 14 56 99. 66 26 14 8 5 '7 15 4 2 2 4 e 3' l 0 3 
2 l 3 10 5 12. . .aa 15 19 20 8 7 4 ; 4· l~ 9 l6 4 5 
l Q l l 0 l 2 1 ,0 2 0 0 0 0 o.o· 1 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEMEs 3· PITCH=246 TM• 64;00 ' ST"' 12.20 
l l 0 l l 1 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 l 0 0 l 4·6 
21 40 a 4 2 2 0 l l ·. 0 1 .2 l l . 4 6 21 33 8 3 
' 3 4 10 9 25 39 99 41 14 9 4 .4 9 12 s 2 ' l . 2 4 0 
14 " ta '1.1 l 2 6 3 4 8 9 29 38 13 8 ; 5.11 ..• 9 12 5 
2 2 ) l z l l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. l '0 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME• 3 PITCH=261 · TM=. 40.• 20 .sr= 68110 
1 0 0 3 0 1 2 O· 0 l 1 Q. O 1 o·" 0. 2 2 4 '6 
14 41 85 27 5 6 
' 
3 3 3 2 2 1 3 ., 3 a 19 39 99 33 
ll 6 9 7 10 16 3S 92 34 19 6 3' 4 6 14' 4. z l 2 7 
2 1 4 19 4 6 26 41 10 ll 20 7 10 1 e "2.1 11 35 11 13 
3 4 8 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 l 1 2 0 ·O 0 2 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME• 3 PITCH=29~ .TM= S3.60 ST= 82t50 
' 1 2 0 1 0 l 0 0 1 0 l 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 l 
2 ~ 7 18 29 74 21 11 9 4 3 4 2 l 2 3 3 4 8 16 
45 71 28 11 9 6 6 7 16 31 83 36 13 7 7 5 7 13 4 4 
" 
6 16 28 17 24 't.8 99 53 23 22 20 11 13 .11 9 20 12 17. Zis 12 
10 6 9 2 6 l l 0 l· 0 l 1 l 0 2 0 l 
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TABLE xn (Continued) 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l64 TM= '413 •'2-0 ST= 8413'0 
1 2 0 1 l 2 0 l 6 5 1i 26 99 47 23 10 1 4 3 1 
1 3 1 1 1 7 10 28 96 44 19 11 4 2 4 5 12 44 29 8 
3 3 4 3 13 3 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 0 
1 2 l l 3 2 2 6 8 10 25 43 35 29 22 34 54 34 12 8 
4 5 10 8 13 8 4 3 l 0 l l 0 0 2 l 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l74 TM= aa.20 ST= 92.50 
0 1 0 l l 1 0 0 4 3 6 12 36 66 26 12 3 4 4 2 
2 3 2 3 2 7 10 20 60 99 38 19 10 6 4 3 3 6 22 7 
2 2 2 1 4 5 0 0 l 1 4 1 l 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 l l l 3 4 4 14 15 26 14 13 22 24 16 7 4 
l 2 4 2 4 2 2 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME:i:: 4 PITCH=l96 TM= 81.00 ST• 91.10 
0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 1 3 3 16 25 50 23 10 3 
2 2 1 0 l 3 2 5 10 12 24 41 99 35 15 9 6 3 3 2 
2 11 4 1 1 l 0 2 3 2 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 6 9 20 10 16 7 11 21 22 14 8 
3 4 6 3 5 2 1 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=220 TM= 44.20 ST= 10.ao 
1 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 1 0 l 1 1 4 12 1'4 28 77 a1·21 
13 6 l 3 2 3 2 5 7 6 14 19 40 99 78 30 17 9 4 . 1 
2 2 4 7 3 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .2 0 0 
2 1 ·o 1 l 0 2 4 3 2 7 6 14 24 11 15 .i 9 l6 10 5 
3 2 3 1 2 0 2 2 .0 1 2 1 0 0 i .o 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEMEm 4 PlTCH=246 TM= 52160 .sT= 66130 
2 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1. 0 2 .· 2 . 1 .2 5 9 15 
29 99 42 20 6 5 3 3 3 2 3 .3 2 4 .6 11 31 79 34 14 
6· 3 ·4 4 2 2 7 4 0 2 1 . 0 1,. ·2 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 o· 2 0 0 2 2 2 4 8 13 23 11 27 14 i7 '11+ 16 8 
5 2 7 2 3 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3. 
·SPEAKERs4 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=261 TM= 42150 ST= 11.00 
1 ' 2 ' 0 3 i 2 0 l . 1 0 1 l 0 .1 2 l l 5 .7 7 
17 49 99 33 10 9 3 5 4 1 1 3 0 2 4 7 16 37 87 27 
8 4 4 3 3 2 4 15 3 2 l o· 0 l 3· 0 0 2 1 0 
2 1 0 .1 l 0 3 6 5 6 16 13 38 41 19 30. 28 67 22 22 
9 11 12 5 6 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 r 0 2 
SPE:AKER•4 PHONEME= 4 FIITCH=294 -TM= 61.70 ST= 77130 
l l 0 '.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 l 0 0 2 2 3 
5 7 9 26 42 99 33 17 13 7 5 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 
14 23 7 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 l 1 0 3 2 ·2 5 8 6 19 27 11 22 12 11 l :3 6 
3 1 5 2 3 1 3 Q a. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
.r~n'E"R•4 
0 1 0 1 
0 l 0 0 
6 10 32 41 
14 5 2 2 
7 4 4 0 
PHONEME= 
0 l 0 
0 l 0 
98 39 21 
l 2 1 
1 0 0 
5 
0 
6 
21 
3 
0 
SP£AKER•4 PHONEME• 5 
0 Q 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 l 0 1 
4 6 18 18 62 9g 32 16 
3 4 2 2 0 l l 1 
3 3 4 l· 0 0 l 0 
SPEAKE~•4 
0 0 0 l 
3 l l 1 
13 35 51 19 
2 2 l 2 
3 . 1 2 1 
PHONEME=.5 
o o· o o 
0 l l 1 
15 14 20· 30 
l 1 2 2 
1 0 1 . 0 
PITCH=l64 TM= 66.,0 
1 - l 
24 6 
47 99 
2 2 
1 0 
3 10 41 10 5 2 
2 3 1 0 1 3 
34 22 21 ·38 25 13 
2 3 2 1 1 l 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
ST= 80~40 
0 0 l 0 
4 14 ' 7 5 
11 2'6. 9 8 
0 l 5 7 
0 
PITC.Hsl74 
0 1 1 3 
11 23 6 3 
13 21 ·56 23 
2 2 2 1 
TM= 72.~0 ST= 83120 
0 1 0 0 
17 ~.:.5 11 4 0 
2 1 1 2 2 
13 14 53 27 10 
2 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
3 17 9 
11 26. 8 
0 .· 3 . 5 
PITCH=l96 TM= 94.60 
0 0 1 0 2 3 10 14 
1 2 4 7 28 15 5 3 
99 52 18 13 18 34 28 13 
1 l . 1 0 1 1 l . l 
b 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 
·' 
ST1: 95.70 
51 32 11 4 
4 3 4 7 
9 15 l.9 . 6 
l l 7 8 
1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME'* 5 PITCH=220 TM:sf 64t30 ST• 81170 
l 0 l 1 0 0 0 Q 0 1 1 0 1 0 l ·2. 6 19 35 7 
3 1 1 o o .. '· l .· i o . 1 2 2 · 2 5 l 4 2 o_ . _6 4 , 3 4 s 
7·14 58 99 35 18 1.5 -15 30 63 67 3l' 18 13 39'61 16'·' 9 12 33 
6 3 3 ' 0 l -- 4 2 i 2 2 l - .. 2 ' l .. 0 ,: ' 2 3 "6' 11 10 
2 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 -~. 1 0 0 0' 0 ~.- b 1 
SP£AKER•4 PHONEME~ 
0 1 0 l l 0 0 
12 37 11 4 2 2 l 
6 7 17 15 34 S2 99 
4 4 a ; 2 2 2 
9 3 2 . 0 l 0 0 
SPEAKER;ii4 
0 0 0 
6 21 27 
4 . 4 lO 
PHONEME= '5 . P ITCH=261 TM• 9i>~'.70 ST:i: 96,80 
l 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 . . 0 :1 .; 0 0 .. 1 2 2 
8 2 2 t 2 1 . l 1 1 0 . l i . .3 . -7 18 2 2 1 
a 1a 25:· 5.6 99 36 21 11 io· i2 20 .21 '1z: .. a 12 3o 59 
7 2 ·. :2 ' 3 4 . 2 2 3 2. 2 . L . 2 '3 ·. 3 7 11 23 12 7 ~ 
_, 6 4 
SPEAKER•4 
0 0 0 
1 2 2 
28 86 39 
7 6 9 
10 6 3 
0 2 0 .l 0 0 0 l 0 . 0 0 0 0 l 
PHONEME• 5 PITCH=294' . TM= 94.60 ST• 96. 50 . 
0 Q l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 l 0 
7 10 52 20 9 6 3 2 2 1 1 2 .3 4 .4 8 14 
16 12 10 10 10 18 28 99 69 25 14 16. 18 32 83 28 14 
4 2 2 4 3 2 2 .3 2· 1 1 0 1 1 1. 4 4 
0 1 0 0 0 a l 0 1 0 0 0 0 l· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=4 PH9NEME= 6 PITCH=l64 TM= 76.90 ST= 96.10 
0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 3 3 8 20 60.16 9 5 2 2 2 1 
0 1 l 1 1 5 7 20 44 14 8 6 8 7 11 17 42 99 47 22 
11 10 24 29 52 21 14 15 45 86 23 15·17 30 12 6 3 2 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 7 6 
1 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l74 TM= 87.40 ST= 95.40 
0 0 0 1 l l 0 l 1 0 2 4 14 36 21 7 2 3 2 0 
1 1 0 1 1 2 2 5 12 30 18 8 5 5 7 9 18 26 82 93 
28 16 17 10 20 34 17 13 18 28 99 71 23 13 13 9 4 3 2 2 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 
l 0 l 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME:.: 6 P ITCH=l96 TM= 93.20 ST= 95.80 
0 0 1 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 12 19 51 23 9 3 
2 2 l 2 0 3 2 3 7 9 18 30 86 33 14 10 ·9 8 12 20 
34 99 78 30 20 14 11 15 37 16 7 9 25 53 20 10 5 7 3 2 
1 l 0 0 0 l 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 5 6 4 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME;. 6 PITCH=220 TM= 75.00 ST= 94.70 
0 1 0 1 1 l 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 ' -2 6 16 50 18 
6 3 ·o l 1 1 . l 2 3 3 5 6' 9 17 64 34 14 8 7 9 
11 11 53 78 99 40 20 12 8 10 32 18 . 9 10 27 60 37 14 5 4 
3 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 l 3 
l 0 1 l l 0 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 
5PEAKER;;4 PHONEME:r: 6 PITCH=~46 TM= 57.90 ST= 90.30 
l 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 
12 45 17 6 1 2 l 1 3 3 3 4 5 5 ·9 15 38 96 49 '22 
10 6 16 12 24 37 99 97 27 18 10 11 30 66 30 14 6 ·6 25 12 
2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2' 1 1 2 '2 2 11 10 
1 1 2 0 0 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 ·o 1 1 2 
SPEAK~R•4 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=261 TM= 63.30 ST= 82.90 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 o · o· 0 . 1 1 1 
4 12 34 10 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 5 7 16 33 99 34 
12 6 10 8 11 14 31 71 38 20 9 . 8· 14 23 67 25 9 5 5 20 
4 1 l 3 l 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 2 2 5 4 9 
2 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME-= 6 PlTCHc294 ,JM: 81.70 ST= 95.30 
0 0 0 1 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 o· 3 5 28 7 3 2 2 1 1 l l l 3 5 5 10 19 
4tZ 99 39 16 11 a 8 7 13 24 75 34 14 9 15 20 44 84 24 14 
.6 7 13 5 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 l 2 l 0 2 l 2 6 4 
6 3 5 0 l 1 l 0 0 ,,. 0 0 0 o· 0 0 l l· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
Sl'EAK'ER=4 PHONEME2 7 PITCH=l64 TM= 96 .. 70 ST=t 97.00 
0 1 0 1 1 1 ( 0 0 2 2 5 11 40 35 15 7 2 3 2 0 
1 1 1 2 1 4 6 14 49 28, 12 7 4 3 4 4 5 6 9 10 
11 18 48 53 99 97 43 26 24 ~o 29 18 16 25 32 13 7 17 7 5 
6 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 7 5 6 4 2 3 5 
11 7 5 l 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l74 TM=· 96 • 80 ST= 96.90 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 5 16 39 22 8 2 2 2 0 
1 1 1 1 1 3 3 6 20 46 21 9 5 4 5 5 7 8 29 28 
12 14 33 31 86 99 85 39 24 25 79 54 20 13 24 23 7 6 16 6 
4 7 3 2 2 1 3 3 5 4 11 9 12 6 7 4 2 2 2 5 
7 12 7 l 3 1 1 1 0 1 ' 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l96 TM= 60.30 ST=: 63.00 
0 1 ·o 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 5 12 4 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 8 19 5 3 2 1 2 3 4 
12 43 31 11 13 1 Lj. 24 43 99 40 14 11 15 30 13 5 4 15 6 1 
2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 3 4 
7 8 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 7 P l.TCH=220 TM= 95.80 . ST= 96.10 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 .• '4 7 16 47 28 
12 5 2 2 0 2 1 2 3 3 4 4 7 13 48 29 13 7 6 8 
9 14 45 63 93 38 21 15 20 32 99 62. 25 15 22 41 .25 9 5 4 
3 2 2 3 1 1 2 2 l 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 2 3 7 
6 10. 6 1 .1 0 1 0 .0 1 .o l 0 0 o. 1 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME:: 7 PITCH=246 TM= 85.20 ·sT= 95e40 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 
9 33 13 4 l 2 0 1 2 1 1 .2 2 2 4 8 23 56 18 9 
5 6 12 10 23 37 99 69 23 16 10·12 28 51 22 11 5 6 17 6 
' 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1· 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 
13 9 8 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=261 TM= 89.70 ST= 95.80 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O· 0 0 0 o. 0 0 l' 0 T 2 3 3 
8 18 48 27 7 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 .5 10 17 62 29 
10 7 ·14 11 20 26 48 99 81 39 18 15 17 23 64 30 11 8 7 19 
5 3 2 4 1 1 2. 4 1 2 2 l· 1 1 ' 0 2 i 2 5 15 
6 4 4 l 1 .o 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 
SPEAK'ER=4 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=294 .. TM= 95.70 ST= 95.BO 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 O·O 0 0 
1 1 2 6 10 40 11 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 10 
25 49 20 9 8 7 9 10 20 34 99 51 21 12 13 14 27 54 14 8 
4 4 9 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 l 2. 1 1 5 9 
26 13 8 J. 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 1 ]: 
' 
... .,. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER-=4 PHONEME1: 8 PlTCH=l64 TM= 95.70 ST:i: 96.40 
0 0 0 1 1 l 1 1 4 4 9 17 65 26 14 7 2 3 3 2 
2 2 2 4 3 9 16 33 99 58 27 14 8 5 5 6 13 33 33 13 
5 3 4 3 8 3 2 2 2 8 6 3 6 14 22 8 5 15 5 2 
3 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 1 l 2 1 1 1 1 4 14 7 l 2 
l 0 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME= a PITCH=l74 TM= 96.40 ST:ci 96.50 
l l 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 4 7 19 44 41 16' 5 5 4 3 
4 4 3 6 4 11 16 26 61 98 99 44 23 15 11 8 10 13 :3 8 54 
14 8 8 5 5 6 4 2 1 4 8 8 8 12. 42 61 17 11 25 14 
5 9 6 5 8 4 6 7 5 6 4 3 2 2 2 4 7 11 3 3 
2 2 8 13 13 4 2 1 0 0 1 0 ·o 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER11:4 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l96 TM= 37.40 ST= 51.40 
1 2 1 3 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 3 19 17 3 0 
0 1 0 0 l 3 1 4 7 7 17 28 99 91 26 13 7 5 3 1 
3 7 17 5 3 1 1 2 8 6 2 1 2 6 10 2 4 16 40 8 
3 2 0 l 1 0 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 
2 1 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 
SPEAKER11:4 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=220 TM= 73.30 ST= ao.20 
. 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 l 3 17 5 
1 1 l 0 0 l 1 1 4 4 7 9 18 30 99 60 24 11 6 4 
2 2 6 e 8 4 1 0 1 2 8 3 ·2 1 5 15 .a ,3 3 9 
5 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 l 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 
0 l 2 0 1 0 0 0 .o 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER:if4 PHONEME= 8 P ITCH=246 · TM= 90.00 ST= 91.70 
0 l 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 
5 21 17 6 2 2 1 1 3 1 3 .4 4 . 5 10 15 35 99 65 27 
12 8 9 5 5 4 7 8 2 1 0 ·1 0 .. '2 2 1 1 4 16 12 
l 1 1 3 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 3 4 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=261 TM= 53.70 ST= 59e00 
l 1 1 2 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 i 0 0 0 1 
2 13 25 7 1 3 0 0 1 l 0 2 3 4 . 6 12 25 51 99 33 
11 7 8 4 4 4 4 11 2 2 0 0 2 2 5 3 2. 4 18 44 
5 2 l 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 2 
0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER*4 PHONEME• 8 
.!. 
PITCH=294 TM= 44.00 ST• 65.50 
l 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 
2 3 4 17 32 67 21 11 8 4 2 2 l l 1 3 5 5 10 22 
57 99 38 15 8 5 3 2 2 7 15 4 3 1 .l 1 4 7 3 6 
. l. 6 38 64 22 5 3 5 3 3 5 5 3 7 5 5 21 6 3 4 5 
3 2 6 l 2 l 1 0 Q, 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 · 
~': ... 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
·1 
' 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l64 TM=.29..-70 ST= 66.60 
2 3 2 4 2 2. 0 0 2 .. 0 5 15 7~ 23 11 4 0 l l 0 
0 1 0 l 2 5 5 20 7S 29 11 9 5 6 10 16 31 90 S6 32 
14 11 23 2S 99 49 16 12 15 37 22 11 10 22 33 16 22 76 28 24 
62 27 26 55 19 36 21 36 24 23 17 s 5 2 2 1 1. 3 4 5 
6 9 10 1 2 0 2 1 0 2 3 2 0 l l 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=l74 TM= so.so ST= 95.90 
0 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 l l 3 6 22 4? 16 6 1 2 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 l 2 6 24 29 11 6 3 3 6 7 17 30 99 39 
15 10 15 14 50 60 19 10 7 13 2S 12 7 9 31 15 11 22 36 21 
511.75 25 19 12 16 30 23 48 22 11 6 4 3 2 2 2 3 3· 4 
4 6 6 2 2 1 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PI TCH,=196 TM= 70.50 ST• 86.30 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 2 4 22 is 4 0 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 3 6 23 17 5 4 4 4 7 10 
19 47 99 35 20 11 7 7 27 16 4 4 6 12 13 6 6 15 30 13 
23 53 30 16 25 16 16 39 16 11 11 5 3 1 2 1 0 l 1 1 
2 2 3 0 1 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PlTCH=220 TM= 12.00 ST= 94.80 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Q 0 0 0 . 0' l 6 1.9 3 
l 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 3 4 7 16 47 14 .7 5 4 6 
9 16 57 99 .56 25 13 8 5 7 9 4. 4 5 13 30 6 8 15 49 
15 12 26 45 11 16 24 17 34 25 9 5 3 2 1 1 .1 '1 l 2 
3 1 5 1 ·l 0 1 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .0 2 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=246 
r 
TM= 57.40 ST= 94.30 
0 1 1 2 (.) 2 0 0 1 0 .0 o· 0 o. o· 1 1 0 2 1 
4 22 7 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 .2 2 1 5 10 26 69 34 15 
6 5 9 6 13 23 62 64 17 12 6 .7 14 29 13 9 10 22 86 40 
21 35 99 69 20 21 31 21 26 44 16 9· 5' . 2 2 2' 'l' l '~ ~3 2 
2 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ·l 0 1 0 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=261 TM= 58.40 ST= 95,60 
1 0 0 2 0 l l 0 0 0 1 ·0 0 l 0 ·: o· l . l . 1 1 
3 8 27 21 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 . .7 16 28 99 58 
17 9 11 7 9 12 23 46 55 25 10 s 11 15 57 33 12 10 18 54 
31 lS 25 61 56 2S 22 50 22 14 26 13 6 3 l .2 r 1 2 3 
l 2 5 l l l l 0 0 l 0 1 1 0 ·O l l • 
SPEAKERzz4 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=294' .. TM= 71. 80 ST= 86.40 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 2 19 3 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 2 3 4 8 14 
34 99 38 15 11 6 4 3 5 8 37 19 5 3 4 4 7 24 6 5 
10 22 63 24 9 10 28 16 8 12 26 9 5 7 2 2 1 2 1 1 
1, 0 l 0 0 0 l l 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=4 'PHONEME=lO PITCH=l64 
'• 
TM= 41.90 ST= 69.10 
1 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 3 3 8 22 75 20 9 5 0 2 ·2 1 
0 2 1 0 0 5 6 20 67 35 14 10 6 5 8 15 34 65 99 37 
15 13 27 29 94 44 16 12 25 60 26 16 16 32 21 8 3 9 3 3 
2 3 1 1 0 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 1 4 ,6 15 17 16 
12 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l74 '™= 43.90 !.ST= 74•'20 
0 1 0 3 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 3 14 44 28 9 2 3 2 0 
0 1 0 0 1 3 2 8 23 61 31 12 5 4 6 8 16 27 92 99 
27 14 14 8 14 25 10 7 8 16 65 46 12 7 18 14· 3 3 3 1 
2 2 0 0 0 '; 0 2 3 3 2 4 2 2 0 2 2 4 7 12 15 
3 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 o· 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l96 TM= 44.90 ST= 68.90 
0 1 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 9 39 25 5 2 
0 1 l 1 0 3 1 2 5 7 14 25 92 56 17 11. 9 6 8 14 
22 65 99 35 18 12 9 11 45 25 6 7 19 41 33 13 4 4 5 2 
0 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 7 4 5 8 17 
1 . l 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 l 1 0 1 2 l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=lO PITCH=220 TM= 66e40. ST= 76.10 
0 'o 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 '2 2 8 31 12 
3 l 1 1 0 :,: 2 l 1 3 3 5 8 15 27 99 44 19 7 5 4 
3 4 20 31 31 12 7 5 10 18 61 25 .. 8 ,3 5 . 9 2. 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 '5 3 5 
0 0 1 0 0 1 . l 0 1 1· 0 0 0 0 0 ' 1 1 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=lO PITCH=i46 TM=.46e30 ST= 58.30 
1 2 1 2 2 l 0 0 1 0 1 l' 0 1 2 0 0 0 ·1 0 
5 22 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ·1 2 1 2 6 .11 34 67 17 7 
4 4 9 8 21 36 99 46 14 9 5 .7 23 38 13 ,7 6 18 62 15 
3 4 10 4 2 2 2 4 2 1 2 2 l' 1 3· 4 i:·0 ·10 25 9 
3 2 3 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=lO PITCH=26l TM= 80.30 ST= 86.70 
l 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 '.· 0 .•... · 0 0 0 1 
2 7 21 6 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 ·2 3 3 5 9 18 33 99 33 
11 7 8 5 5 6 12 28 10 6 3 5 13 23 46 ·10 6 3 1 3 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 l 1 0 ' 1 0 0 l d 1 2 5 
0 2 3 1 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME=lO PITCH•29~ TM= 58.70 ST= 89.60 
l 2 0 l 0 l 0 0 l 0 1 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 l 1 4 11 25 5 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 4 6 8 16 28 
75 99 42 18 14 8 5 4 5 10 26. 11 8 7 17 25 60· 74 20 11 
4 5 ~ 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 l 1. 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 l 1 1 Q, 0 0 Q, 0 0 1 0 l· 
':~ .. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKERs4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l64 TM-= 42.50 ST:m: 52e30 
l 1 0 3 l 2 0 2 4 4 11 26 9" 46, 22 10 ' 2 4 2 ·o 
.o 0 0 0 l 2 3 13 44 15 5 2 0 0 1 1 2 10 6 0 
2 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 3 2 0 0 1 2 0 2 13 4 5 
18 5 2 6 3 6 4 8 5 4 6 3 3 2 1 3 7 10 14 15 
5 4 6 3 2 0 l 1 0 l 1 1 0 l 1 0 1 
SPEAKER•4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l74 TM= .51.60 ST= 78.00 
0 1 0 3 2 3 1 2 6 4 9 17 44 9,9 .91 37 11 12 7 3 
2 2 0 l 1 4 3 9 26 66 40 15 4 3 3 2 3 5 16 24 
4 l l 2 3 7 3 2 1 2 6 5 1 2 18 28 4 4 16 5 
2 l 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 2 4 3 ·3 3 l 1 5 14 9 5 
2 1 l 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER 2 4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l96 TM= 80.70 ST= 87.90 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 4 7 I 9 26 38 99 49 22 9 
6 4 2 l 1 2 1 2 4 4 10 17 56 22 8 4 2 1. l 0 
1 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 1 4 2 0 0 .2 0 0 
l 2 0 l 2 l l 3 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 4 5 11 9 5 
0· 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=220 TM"" 44.80 ST=- 60.50 
l 2 l 2 l l 0 0 l 0 1 2 2 3 9 . 9 14 33 99 84 
31 14 6 .4 2 3 0 1 3 l 3 6 9 16 63 54 17 5 3 0 
l 2 5 8 1;3 2 0 0 l 1 3 2 l 1 4 10 5. 1 1 0 
2 2 1 6 2 1 6 4 3 3 3 5 5 l 3 '' 3 5 15 11 4 
1 2 3 Q 2 0 1 0 0 0 ·1 1 1 0 2 .0 0 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=~46 TM= 52.70 ST= 71.80 
l 0 0 3 l l l 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 3 '3 4 8 14 22 
~7 99 25 14 4 6 3 3 3 2 2 1 .1 3 5 12 39 62 14 7 
3 1 2 3 3 7 22 7 1 3 1 '0 5 ·8 1 l 3 11 33 8 
2 l 1 l 0 2 3 3 9 9 5 5 5" 5 11 8 2'0 ' 8 15 7 
3 1 4 0 0 0 1 Cl 0 l 0 1 1 0 0 0. l 
SPEAKER=4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=26l TM= 55.70.·. ST= 12.10 
l 2 0 l 0 l 0 0 l l 1 l 0 0 . l ' l 0 4 7 8 
15 38 99 43 12 10 3 4 4 2 2 3 l l 2 .5 9 20 79 29 
8 6 4 2 1 1 l 6 3 2 l 2 l 2 17 ' 5 0 1 3 14 
3 3 l 6 2 1 4 16 5 4 14 7· 4 5 3 9 5 15 11 9 
3 4. 5 1 2 1 1 0 ·l 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 o, 
SPEAK.ER.,.4 PHONEME=ll PITCH=29Lf TM= 49e50 ST= 57,00 
1 0 0 3 1 l 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 1· l 0 l 0 0 0 
2 4. 7 17 26 99 33 15 10 4 3 l l 1 2 l 2 2 2 5 
18 56 24 9 4 2 2 0 0 2 4 1 1 1 1 0 2 5 0 0 
1 3 19 8 1 l 4 3 l 2 .7 1 3 6 2 5 6 4 7 3 
1 0 2 l 0 0 2 0 0, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2· 
~·~ 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SP.EAKER=5 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=l64 TM= 48.80 ST= 90.00 
1 0 1 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 2 3 35 13 4 1 3 l 0 l 0 
0 0 0 1 0 2 4 9 30 8 2 0 1 1 0 3 6 17 6 6 
5 6 30 42 99 38 20 16 36 87 25 12 9 13 6 4 6 14 3 6 
5 2 4 8 4 12 13 27 27 53 45 51 28 33 37 40 33 16 6 8 
2 2 9 9 8 6 s 1 2 5 3 2 2 1 0 1 5 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=l74 TM= 66.40 ST;;= 96 .. 30 
1 ·2 0 1 l 1 0 0 l 0 2 4 15 40 23 7 0 l 1 0 
0 l 1 0 2 1 0 2 12 30 16 7 2 l 3 .2 2 4 18 14 
5 6 16 16 52 .99 39 20 15 22 77 42 13 9 18' "14 4 6 15 4 
4 9 4 8 12 11 25 29 62 69 51 53 22 23 38 33 31 15' 6 .4 
l 2 3 2 6 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 0 1 2 l 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME a 1 PITCH:i:l96 TM= 85.40 ST= 96120 
0 0 1 1 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 l 4 5 16 28 44 20 9 3 
l 1 l l 0 2 0 0 2 3 6 14 29 9 4 5 4 3 5 9 
18 63 33 14 1·7 22 37 66 99 43 17 14 12 9 6 5 3 3 2 ·3 
3 5 6 13 17 22 60 50 21 20 9 14 10 14 ' 5 5 2 2 4 4 
3 3 6 3. 6 2 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 1 PITCH=220 TM= sa.oo ST= 93.20 
0 1 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 ·o 1 1 1 ' ,3 .•. 3 10 39 13 
'g. 2 2 1 0 3 . 0 0 0 1' 0 2 2 4 20 ~ . 3 1 2 2 
2 7 32 52 46 20 ·12 10 19 37 99 44 18 .9 9·12 4' 2 2' 5 
0 2 5 13 6 12 26 19 26 35 14 16 13 17 18 29 17 '16· 6 4. 
0 l 4 0 4 4 3 l 5 3 .2 3 2 0 ,1 2 2 
.. 
SPEAKER•5 PHONEME=· l PITCH=246 TM= 62.00 
' 
..sT= 95.20 
0 l 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 ·o o. 1 l 0 2 ·o 0 1 3 
9 34 7 3 0 3 0 0 0 0. ·o 1 1 0 ' 1 4 9 21 4 2 
0 , 3 10 8' 21 38 99 47 16 11 6 '. 9 32 ~8 14 8 4 4 14 .3 
1 3 12 8 7 16 24 20 42 62 21 13 15' 7 17 11 ]: 3 : 5 4 2 
l 1 3 0 ~ 3 4 3 0 2 1 1 2 1 .o · .. 1 · 1 2 
SPEAKER=S PHONEME= l PITCH=261 TM= 65~90 ST= 96.10 
0 0 0 l 0 l l l ' 0 2 l 0 0 l o·· o ... l .. ' 2 2 5 
6 -19 55 20 3 4 3 2 2 3 1 1 0 1 0 .. 4 · .. 0 15. 52 22 
7 4 10 9 15 24 48 99 73 38 
' 
16 11 10 10 21:11 ~ ,4 3 ll 
3· 2 4 15 6 9 25 55 19 17 29 12 16 29 14 34 21 23 13 10 
2 '• 1 4 2 4 5 10 3 l 4 6 5 6 3 0 '' i·· 3 '. 
SPEAKER•5 PHONEME= l PITCH=29'\ 
; 
TM= 11.10 ST= 88150 
l 0 2 l 0 o·o 0 0 1 1 0 "2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 2 3 6 25 5 1 1 1 1 l 2 0 0 1 2 1 4 9 
23 49 20 7 5 5 7 6 15 30 99 45 18 9 6 4 3 4· l 2 
2 2 6 2 1 3 11 6 10 21 30 13.16'22 ·8 13 9 7 11 7 
2 l 4 1 l 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3· 1 0 0 1. 
"''::';', 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
'SP£AKER=5 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l64 TM= '5'2 .~o . ST= 78130 
1 2 1 1 3) 1 0 0 1 0 3 11 28 6 4 :l 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 2 1 10 17 2 0 2 0 0 3 '.3 6 20 7 4 
6 10 34 51 99 37 18 16 30 63 16 8 6 12 6 1 2 5 2 ,1 
4 1 1 3 4 6 9 22 24 35 24 14 7 8 11 12 22 34 22 16 
6 4 5 4 5 0 3 4 7 9 7 4 1 3 2 1 5 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=l74 TM= 43 • 80. ST= 72120 
1 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 1 6 7 28 15 4 0 1 2 0 
0 3 0 0 1 l 0 4 16 42 17 9 3 1 5 4 7 16 63 50 
14 10 17 15 54 99 37 16 8 4 14 9 4 2 8 4 0 1 3 0 
2 4 1 3 7 3 10 12 19 16 10 9 12 15 25 17 14 13 6 3 
1 2 3 4 11 5 3 4 5 13 11 6 0 1 2 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=l96 TM= 48.70 ST= 73100 
l 2 1 2 3 1 0 0 l 0 1 l 0 1 5 6 26 10 2 0 
0 l 0 l 2 1 0 2 1 0 3 9 33 12 6 5 4 8 9 15 
31 99 85 33 21 14 11 19 51 19 4 4 1 5 4 2 1 5 1 0 
l 2 0 2 5 3 10 22 18 38 24 19 14 14 13 19 15 33 15 13 
5 3 4 4 12 11 8 4 2 2 8 5 0 0 1 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=220 TM= 46150 ST= 64150 
1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 3 ·1 0 0 1 0 . ·l 4 10 4020 
5 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 5 30 15 7 2 4 6 
7 11 47 69 99 37 18 8 7 11 33 17 7 2 2 3 2. 0 1 3 
3 1 4 6 2 4 17 13 35 65 26 21 16 12 13 20 2i i9 13 13 .. 
3 3 8 2 5 6 6 0 1 3 2 4 5 1 0 . 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME== 2 PI TCH=.246 TM= 64.90 ST= 71.40 
0 1 Q 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 Q 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 6 
17 44 9 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 3 1 0 2 6 18 45 12 5 
3 5 9 8 22 39 99 46 16 11 4 . 5 5 .5 2 1 0 1 3 2 
1 3 3 1 2 5 5 9 26 37 15 16 li 6 14 9 1'2 'l 0 12 8 
3 4 3 0 2 1 2 l 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 2 PITCH=261 TM= 28.80 ST= 57.30 
5 2 0 2 2 0 l 3 3 1 6 l 0 0 2· 9 1 3 3 1 
9 17 57 18 3 0 l 4 4 l '5 2 0 0 3 .1 10 2.5. 99 35 
14 6 7 6 11 10 32 78 63 27 12 5 l 2 6. 0 1 3 2 2 
6 2 0 4 3 0 8 22 14 23 85 37 25 45 15 25 14 32 13 12 
7 5 7 6 13 7 20 6 l 3 6 4 0 2 l 0 3 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 2 P ITCH=294 TM= 58.60 ST= 75.20 
1 o· 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
1 0 2 5 8 ,51 15 5 4 3 2 1 2 0 0 2 4 3 8 17 
36 99 40 15 8 4 3 0 2 6 22 9 4 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 
1 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 2 5 12 4 7 12 2 3 2 0 5 3 
1 1 4 0 0 1 1 0 0, 2 1 2 3 0 0 1 1· 
,,~.,. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l64 TM= 58.20 ST= 83.70 
1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 •" 5 13 52 15 ,, 6 3 2 1 0 1 
0 0 0 l 0 4 7 16 50 20 7 3 3 4 5 10 2 5 51 50 20 
9 8 28 36 99 41 18 9 7 17 4 2 3 7 4 2 3 7 1 3 
3 1 2 6 3 7 6 12 9 12 19 28 25 28 16 20 12 5 3 4 
1 0 3 l 2 2 3 2 6 9 5 2 0 1 0 l 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l74 TM= so.so ST= 94.50 
0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 l 0 0 3 18 45 18 8 1 1 2 0 
0 0 1 0 0 3 1 4 16 36 11 6 4 2 5 9 15 23 92 71 
20 12 19 15 51 99 39 16 9 9 20 11 5 1 12 11 3 2 9 2 
1 4 2 1 4 5 12 11 25 21 36 39 35 20 21 18 2i 34 19 12 
3 3 7 1 8 6 4 3 8 7 8 13 8 2 2 2 3 
SPEAKER=S PHONEME= 3 PITCH=l96 TM= 73.40 ST= 901190 
0 1 0 l 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 10 16 24 11 4 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 l 5 12 29 11 6 5 7 7 12 18 
37 99 79 31 21 12 9 13 29 11 3 3 2 6 4 2 1 5 2 0 
2 3 0 2 3 2 5 9 7 14 11 18 13 19 14 23 14 26 5 3 
1 1 2 1 6' 5 2 3 5 4 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=220 TM= 83.10 ST= 91.20 
0 1 0,' 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 ' ·l 2 10 27 8 
2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 4 9 24 8 3 3 5 6 
8 16 57 99 46 22 10 7 6 11 11 6. 2 1 3 4 0 1 1 3 
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 4 12 11 19 34 16 22 10 16 12 26 13 10 
4 5 6 3 6 4 4 2 '.2 2 .4 9 6 2 2 1 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=246 TM= 35.80 SJ=.54.40 
2 0 0 3 0 2 1 1 1 4 2 0 O• 1, 0 0 2 1 4 9 
21 58 13 4 0 2 1 0 2 3 1 .2 3 2 3 10 36 79 22 11 
5 3 11 7 16 32 99 55 14 12 5 .3 8, ·8 1 0 1 0 5 3 
3 2 7 3 1 6 11 6 16 28 13 17 26 9 18 11 1°6 9 24 17 
8 5 10 3 4 4 8 0 1 3 1 3 7 3 1 2 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=261 TM= 55.40 ST= 96.10 
1 0 1 3 1 1 1 o· 0 0 1 0 0 1 1' 0 2 1 1 2 
7 21 47 15 4 3 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 5 14 28 63 20 
7 3 8 7 13 18 44 99 34 18 7 3 4 5 6 ' 3 3 2 1 4 
1 o· 1 7 2 4 12 19 19' 35 
'· 
76 34 37 42 l& 33 18 28 8 8 
2 3 6 4 8 4 4 .2 2 7 9 5 1 2 0 0 3 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 3 PITCH=29LP ·TM= 94.60 ST= 95.90 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 4 7 40 17 7 6 3 2 2 1 0 2 3 4 6 10 17 
33 99 49 19 13 8 5 3 4 6 18 17 4 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 
1 2 6 2 0 1 2 5 3 3 7 8 16 42 1°6 9 4 3 10 5 
1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 o, 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 o· 
,,,. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
S~EAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l64 TM= 43.10 ST= 63e80 
z 2 0 5 l 0 0 0 0 l 5 11 52 19 7 l l l 0 0 
1 0 1 3 1 6 12 30 99 38 16 7 2 3 2 2 5 15 5 1 
2 0 l 3 2 0 2 0 0 1 l 0 1 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 
l 0 0 ·2 l 0 4 3 l 2 4 2 6 10 26 42 50 41 26 22 
5 2 7 9 12 5 5 2 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 1 3 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=l74 TM= 42.40 ST: 90e50 
l 3 l 3 3 2 0 0 2 0 4 9 30 68 51 18 3 4 3 0 
1 2 0 2 3 6 6 16 45 99 77 30 9 6 6 3 1 3 4 0 
1 2 0 2 3 3 0 2 0 1 3 2 0 1 4 1 0 3 1 0 
1 2 0 2 2 1 2 6 3 2 6 7 8 14 38 55 53 33 42 55 
47 36 30 28 62 45 14 9 6. 6 3 5 2 2 3 2 3 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 P ITCH=l96 TM= 45,40 ST= 65,50 
1 3 l l 1 1 0 0 l 0 1 2 1 0 6 9 44 27 8 0 
l 2 1 0 l l 0 1 6 5 16 29 99 51 18 8 3 2 2 0 
2 7 8 2 3 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 
1 2 1 1 2 1 ' 1 3 4 3 7 10 18 32 53 51 35 54 21 13 
6 6 8 3 13 11 5 1 2 0 2 3 1 0 3 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=220 TM= 63,90 ST= 74.10 
2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 '2 7 21 63 22 
10 4 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 3 7 8 14 28 99 37 17 7 3 2 
3 1 2 4 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 5 6 8 22 17 19 12 19 10 9 
4 2 3 2 3 l' 2 1 .o 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=246 TM= 35.00 ST= 82e40 
1 4 l 1 0 2 0 0 2 2. 2 3 1 0. 1 1 0 4 11 14 
32 99 67 26 7 7 0 2 5 1 2 .5 1 0 4· 6 14 39 48 14 
5 5 4 2 3 1 0 5 1 l. 1 ·2 2 ,• ·1 3 1 0 ·O 1 .0 
1 3 2 1 3 l 1 3 4 1 8 9 17 17 5.6 96 57 91 59 98 
23 25 22 13 34 28 19 7 3 0 2 5 7 3 4 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PITCH=26l TM= 46,60. ST= 87e80 
3 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 l 0 2 1 0 ,0 3 4 7 
15 37 91 49 12 8 3 4 2 2 3 4 2 4 4 5 13 24 98 42 
14 7 6 6 3 1 l 3 0 2 2 0 l 3 ' 1 0 l~ 0 0 0 
2 0 0 3 1 0 3 4 2 4 9 8 15 31 41 99 54 44 35 37 
18 12 14 9 19 16 9 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 4 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 4 PI TCH=29411; TM= 45.10 ST= 77,f?O 
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
2 4 10 17 25 99 30 12 10 5 2 3 3 1 ·l 3 2 l 5 10 
27 80 30 10 4 4 1 0 0 3 5 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 0 1 
0 1 2 2 1 3 4 3 3 5 8 10 24 ,54 26 53 43 21 55 28 
24 15 16 7 19 18 19 5 3, 3 0 1 3 1 1 3 2· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l64 TM= 91.60 ST= 94e60, 
0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 4 14 30 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 2 10 14 3· 0 1 1 1 1 3 5 15 3 2 
l 3 12 19 20 11 9 11 37 47 17 22 63 99 39 32 62 59 18 12 
5 5 6 4 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 3 3 
0 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=174 TM= 67 .• 90 ST= 94e50 
0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 3 6 30 42 12 5 2 2 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 2 4 20 23 7 2 1 l 0 2 4 7 24 9 
4 3 13 14 51 52 22 17 27 52 99 45 25 24 57 32 27 57 77 30 
10 6 4 6 2 3 4 4 3 4 5 2 3 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 
0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=l96 TM= 82.60 ST= 96e60 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 9 35 17 5 1 
l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 4 16 10 3 1 2 3 2 2 
6 18 29 10 7 6 9 15 52 30 11 10 19 36 32 19 25 56 99 34 
13 11 5 5 3 1 2 4 2 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 
1 0 0 .Q 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 P ITCH=220 TM= 47.90 ST= 84.60 
0 l 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 . ·3 7 24 42 9 
3 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 3 6 14 22 7 4 1 3 5 
5 12 56 99 36 19 16 15 35 72 95 42 25 14 25 42 9 5 6 19 
3 2 4 2 0 1 2 0 2 3 2 2 4 1 .0 2 1 '1 3 3 
1 1 4 1 3 3 . 2 0 .0 2 1 l 3 1 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=246 TM= 49.20 ST= 85e70 
2 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 6 11 16 
39 99 22 12 4 3 2 3 3 1 3 2 0 1 3 4 19 47 11 4 
5 3 1· 6 18 31 94 52 16 12 12 15 52 86 29 13 12 25 85 27 
8 5 5 3 2 0 2 4 3 1 4 1 1' 0 1 0 '1 . 2 5 3 
2 0 1 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=261 TM= 58,80 ST= 95.10 
1 0 0 3 1 l 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 l' 1 2 2 3 4 
10 24 67 26 5 5 4 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 4 10 19 59 20 
6 4 9 8 12 20 45 94 46 26 12 12 18 30 64 28 14 17 36 99 
24 13 7 10 2 3 4 5 2 4 4 1 2 1 0 2 2 3 3 5 
1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0· 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 5 PITCH=294 TM= 94.60 ST= 96e00 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 3 5 31 9 2 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 7 
15 50 21 9 7 8 9 9 18 30 99 67 25 14 12 9 7 16 6 4 
1 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0, 0 1 o, 1 2 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=164 TM= 44.10 ST= 78e30 
2 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 3 4 9 22 :10 16 8 3 2 0 1 2 
1 1 3 1 0 4 7 20· 53 17 8 6 7 6 8 13 36 90 48 24 
15 17 38 43 99 40 21 16 36 82 30 20 37 73 42 18 10 10 3 4 
3 2 4 2 0 0 2 1 2 3 4 2 5 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 
1 1 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 3 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=174 TM= 45.30 ST= 80e60 
1 2 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 7 29 17 5 0 2 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 2 0 5 9 25 17 7 1 3 6 8 13 24 74 99 
25 14 17 15 41 8 7 35 17 9 11 40 27 11 15 64 61 14 10 8 2 
1 "-z 0 1 2 1 2 5 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 1 o. 0 2 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=l96 TM= 91.00 ST= 95e60 
1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 2 3 10 16 41 16 6 2 
1 0 0 1 0 1 2 ·1 2 3 7 12 32 11 5 5 7 6 10 17 
32 99 56 23 16 14 20 33 52 22 9 7 20 38 12 7 6 15 4 3 
1 0 0 1 0 1 4 3 2 4 2 2 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 2 
0 0 1 0 0 O· 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME.:= 6 PITCH=220 TM= 69.50 ST= 95e60 
0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 . 4 6 22 58 16 
6 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 5 7 15 51 17 7 5 6 6 
8 15 51 87 55 26 14 12 18 32 66 29 16 14 44 99 28 14 8 14 
3 3 1 l 0 1 0 2 3 2 2 3 1 0 0 2 0 j 2 1 
0 1 1 0 1 l 1 0 1 l 0 l 0 0 0 l 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 6 P ITCH=246 TM= 53.20 ST= 82e90 
0 1 0 2 1 l 0 2 1 0 1 o· 0 0 2 0 1 5 8 11 
32 67 14 7 2 2 2 3 3 l 4 .3 2 3 8' 13 47 99 26 13 
8 5 10 8 21 33 97 47 14 11 9 9 34 55 15 5 2 3 3 2 
2 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 2 2 2 0 0 ·o · 1 0 2 
1 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 6 PITCH=261 TM= 67.80 ST= 95.60 
0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 ! 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 4 4 
7 20 58 23 6 6 2 2 4 2 2 3 2 1 4 8 15 28 99 37 
12 9 13 8 18 23 44 94 71 34 14 11 10 11 39 15 5 3 4 7 
1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 .. 1 1 1 2 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
SPEAKER:i::5 PHONEME= 6 P ITCH=294' TM= 90.10 ST= 96''• 60 
1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 2 2 7 8 46 22 9 5 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 5 6 9 17 
34 99 51 21 14 9 7 7 9 17 58 56 18 11 10 9 16 46 20 9 
4 3 2 4 1 0 2 4 0 1 4 .12 1 2 0 0 0 1 '3 2 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 o. 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 o· 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l64 TM= 54.00 ST= 92.50 
2 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 26 8 2 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 2 4 16 8 2 0 1 2 2 3 6 11 15 6 
5 4 21 27 91 45 24 21 44 99 56 29 21 31 32 15 12 30 8 6 
3 1 0 2 0 1 2 3 2 3 2 0 2 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 
0 0 3 0 0 b 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=174 TM= 56.70 ST= 82.50 
1 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 14 38 13 4 1 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 12 25 13 4 0 1 2 0 3 7 29 19 
8 5 14 14 47 86 36 18 18 32 99 51 21 17 46 32 10 12 25 8 
4 3 1 4 1 0 2 2 0 1 3 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 
0 0 2 1 2 0 3 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=l96 TM= 84.80 ST= 92e40 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 31 17 6 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 3 7 24 12 3 2 1 2 3 4 
9 26 42 15 12 12 17 27 99 55 18 15 17 29 28 14 11 25 45 13 
4 6 3 2 3 1 l 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 l l 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER:::5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=220 TM= 49.30 ST= 84.70 
0 1 0 2 L .2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 . ·O 2 13 20 2 
1 0 0 0 1 ,' 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 1 7 17 3 3 4 3 3 
1 10 4 7 87 34 16 16 18 35 69 99 43 20 14 37 65 14 8 4 4 
4 2 0 1 0 0 1 3 2 2 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 2 2 
2 1 2 2 2 .o 1 1 .0 1 2. 2 1 4 5 ' 1 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 Pl TCH=246 TM= 45.90 ST= 69130 
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
5 28 14 4 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 .1 2 1 2 6 10 32 17 6 
1 3 10 7 18 31 81 96 27 18 12 17 50 99 58 29 15 21 70 58 
9 7 4 2 1 2 1 3 ';t 3 2 3 2 0 0 2 ·o 2 7 6 
0 3 2 0 2 3 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=261 TM= 74.00 ST= 96.00 
0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 o· 1 0 0 2 2 
5 16 46 17 4 4 1 l 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 5 7 13 52 22 
6 6 13 10 18 27 48 99 74 36 16 14 14 16 44 21 8 8 15 47 
11 7 4 4 2 3 2 4 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 
0 1 3 1 8 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 7 PITCH=294 TM= 85.30 ST= 95120 
0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 4 19 5 2 l l 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 8 
21 36 14 6 5 6 9 10 19 37 99 44 18 10 7 5 4 5 1 3 
1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 2 1 2 0 1 0 a l'" 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
~': .. 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l64 TM= 58.00 ST= 82.90 
1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 3 5 10 25 52 13 6 4 '2 2 2 3 
2 1 2 5 2 15 29 74 99 32 18 10 7 4 4 8 25 46 11 5 
3 2 5 5 2 1 1 0 3 4 2 0 4 3 2 3 16 7 2 6 
1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 . 1 2 5 1 0 1 2 
0 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l74 TM= 78.20 ST-= 96.10 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 6 10 33 62 33 13 4 5 4 2 
3 2 1 2 2 6 10 19 50 99 51 21 10 7 6 6 12 21 72 48 
15 8 8 5 10 16 6 4 4 9 34 16 5 5 15 8 1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 l 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 1 l 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 l 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=l96 TM= 84.90 ST= 95.60 
1 0 l l 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 l 4 4 13 20 68 38 15 6 
2 2 2 2 0 3 2 3 8 10 19 29 99 63 22 14 9 4 3 2 
0 3 5 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 1 1 1 .1 1 3 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=220 TM= 94.90 ST= 96.60 
l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 4 . ·4 10 28 46 12 
6 3 1 3 1 2 2 4 6 8 13 16 31 59 99 36 21 11 6 5 
3 2 6 8 3 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 2 9 16 3 1 0 1 
0 0 0 l 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=246 TM= 61.70 ST= 95.50 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 o· 0 0 3 1 2 7 11 13 
28 87 50 20 7 6 4 4 6 3 6 5 4 5 11 15 41 99 67 29 
14 8 9 5 5 3 11 11 2 3 3 .1 2 ·9 3 0 0 3 17 9 
2 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 2 2 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=261 TM= 57.00 ST= 80.40 
1 0 1 3 1 l 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 3 3 5 7 
15 34 93 46 13 10 7 4 4 2 2 l 2 3 4 7 16 25 99 46 
13 6 7 5 3 3 6 12 10 6 1 0 2 4 17 6 3 3 5 25 
4 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 l 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 l 1 3 
0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 l ~'·o l 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 8 PITCH=294 TM= 54.30 ST= 67.10 
1 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 0 l 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 
2 2 5 14 19 99 40 17 11 6 3 2 0 1 0 2 2 2 2 5 
11 41 20 7 1 2 2 2 L 5 9 8 3 3 6 11 26• 83 32 16 
4 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 3 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 10 6 
1 0 2 0 0 2 11 1 l 3 1 0 1 0 o ... 0 1 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 P ITCH=l64 TM= 60.40 S.T= 96, 20 
0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 6 8 16 34 99 29 17 7 3 1 2 2 
1 1 2 1 0 6 8 21 61 20 7 6 5 4 7 13 30 77 34 15 
6 6 18 21 39 15 7 5 15 28 7 7 15 29 21 20 39 88 27 25 
27 14 10 10 3 2 0 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 PITCH= 174 TM=83.50 ST= 97,40 
0 1 0 1 1 3 1 1 6 6 9 17 43 99 62 27 9 9 7 4 
2 3 1 1 0 4 4 9 28 61 27 13 7 5 8 10 17 27 89 89 
26 16 16 9 16 28 10 4 3 3 6 4 4 3 13 9 7 18 54 18 
16 29 9 6 4 2 2 3 4 1 4 3 3 1 3 2 0 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 PITCH= 196 TM= 71.70 ST= 94.20 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 5 7 20 30 99 55 22 9 
6 3 2 2 0 2 2 1 5 7 13 20 73 41 13 8 6 3 4 6 
11 33 46 16 8 6 4 L• 19 10 1 1 3 5 4 3 2 7 11 6 
13 32 14 6 9 5 3 4 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=220 TM= 96 .• 30 ST= 97,20 
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ·2 0 2 3 5 5 13 13 19 42 99 45 
22 12 5 ,, 5 3 4 2 3 5 4 8 10 16 28 93 47 20 10 7 5 
5 7 24 '39 34 14 7 4 3. 4 11 5 2 2 4 6 3 5 7 22 
13 8 9 21 6 5 5 4· 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 G 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 PI TCH=.246 TM= 53.30 ST= 96.00 
0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 l 2 1 0 1 2 0 5 10 12 
31 99 47 18 6 7 2 4 6 4 4 9 5 5 10 16. 37 87 79 33 
13 11 13 7 9 12 31 48 12 8 4 . 5 4 .6 5 2 0 2 6 5 
3 6 13 21 4 3 5 4 2 1 2 2 2 0 1 0 ·o 0 2 0 
0 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 P ITCH=261 TM= 57.80 ST= 92,00 
0 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 l' 2 1 1 4 4 
12 29 82 41 11 10 5 3 3 2 1 3 4 3 4 8 15 26 99 53 
15 9 11 5 4 5 7 15 16 8 1 1 2 2 3 2 0 0 1 10 
2 2 3 6 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 
0 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME= 9 PITCH=294 TM= 95.00 ST= 96.40 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 
5 6 9 23 38 73 27 15 11 6 6 4 4 4 5 6 11 11 18 34 
79 99 48 22 16 11 9 6 7 13 32 12 5 4 4 3 7 10 2 3 
5 13 19 8 3 5 10 5 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l64 TM= 64.10 ST= 81.30 
2 1 0 l 1 0 .1 2 ·6 6 15 31 99 30 17 6 2 4 2 l 
2 1 0 2 1 4 9 26 52 16 9 6 4 6. 7 12 33 so 28 14 
9 9 26 37 57 22 12 10 26 l•3 12 7 14 2.7 11 3 3 2 0 0 
1 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 
0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l74 TM= 53.00 ST= 94.60 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 3 8 12 37 89 52 19 6 7 4 2 
3 2 0 2 0 2 4 10 28 58 29 12 6 7 6 8 16 27 89 81 
24 15 24 22 59 99 60 24 12 14 32 21 8 6 14 10 4 2 0 0 
1 0 0 2 0 1 3 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 3 
0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PITCH=l96 TM= 47.20 ST= 89.80 
1 1 2· 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 6 6 19 31 99 50 19 7 
3 2 2 2 0 4 1 1 5 6 12 26 87 37 13 10 7 6 10 14 
24 77 83 27 17 13 13 18 58 25 6 6 12 24 12 5 0 3 3 2 
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 2 3 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 
0 1 2 0 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PITCH=220 TM= 41.60 ... ST= 90e30 
2 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 4 2 4 . ·6 12 31 99 29 
12 5 4 2 0 4 1 2 4 3 3 7 14 30 75 29 12 6 6 12 
5 12 50 84 61 28 18 16 9 19 43 18 10 7 10 25 4 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 3 2. 1 3 2 o· 1 3 0 1 ' 3 1, ·o 3 3 
0 0 3 0 0 2· 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 . 2 3 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PI TCH=.246 TM= 89.00 ST= 96.60 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 5 6 
13 43 31 11 3 4 1 2 3 2 2 ,4 3 3 ·6 10 22 53 58 23 
10 9 12 8 16 24 55 99 28 17 9 . 9 13. 26 20 8 2 2 2 ' 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 ;o. 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO P ITCH=261 TM= 56.60 ST= 94.60 
0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 o· 1 0 1 3 3 
6 20 56 24 5 5 0 2 3 2 1 4 2 1 3 7 12 26 99 46 
13 10 11 6 9 13 25 57 48 23 9 9 7 6 21 9 1 1 1 0 
1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 O· 
0 1 2 0 2 .1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=lO PITCH=294 .. TM= 47.60 · ST= 75.30 
3 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
2 2 2 10 16 58 16 8 3 2 3 3 1 3 3 2 4 7 8 21 
54 99 40 18 11 7 7 7 11 29 83 38 13 9 6 3 6 13 0 1 
2 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 1 3 0 2 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 
1 0 2 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l64 TM= 75.90 ST= 91.40 
0 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 8 9 18 42 99 30 19 11 3 3 3 1 
0 1 2 2 1 8 11 28 62 21 8 5 2 1 2 4 6 20 7 2 
0 l l 0 2 l 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 2' 0 2 3 3 7 4 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 l 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l74 TM= 44.20 ST= 89.70 
l 0 0 2 0 2 1 2 5 6 8 14 41 99 97 38 12 10 6 4 
2 0 1 1 0 2 2 4 15 42 30 9 3 1 0 2 2 1 12 23 
4 1 4 2 1 4 2 0 1 3 4 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 6 2 
2 7 3 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 4 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 
0 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 2 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=l96 TM= 95.20 ST= 95.50 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 3 6 8 21 31 99 51 21 10 
6 3 1 2 0 1 1 l 1 2 3 5 22 8 1 1 l 1 l 2 
3 14 14 5 l 1 1 1 7 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 l 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 l 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=220 TM= 75.20 ST= 89.70 
0 0 0 l 0 l l 0 0 l 1 0 3 4 9 10 17 34 99 55 
25 10 5 5 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 4 10 39 23 9 3 0 0 
1 0 2 5 7. 1 1 0 0 l 3 0 0 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 
l 0 0 3 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 b 0 1 0 0 l 
0 0 l l 0 0 1 0 ·O 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 l 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=246 TM= 58.90 ST= 85.60 
l l 0 l l 0 0 l l 0 2 0 0 0 2 l 2 7 11 15 
38 99 26 13 5 4 2 3 3 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 13 38 8 2 
2 l 0 1 l l 7 3 l 1 1 0 0 . l 1 0 0 1 l 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 l 3 2 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 ·o 2 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 ·1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=261 TM= 84.40 ST= 96.00 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3· 2 3 5 8 10 
18 38 99 49 15 11 8 5 5 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 5 10 38 15 
4 1 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 .0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SPEAKER=5 PHONEME=ll PITCH=294 . TM= 63.40 ST= 96.00 
2 1 0 1 0 0 
I 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 l 0 0 2 2 3 
6 8 9 27 41 99 34 19 13 7 6 4 1 2 1 0 0 l 0 1 
6 10 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 0 0 3 2 0 1 2 0 2 l 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
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Figure D. 1. Spectral P'lots of the Phonemes /ae/ and /e/ Voiced 
by Speaker 1 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,2, Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /e/ and /i/ Voiced by 
Speaker 1 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,3, Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /a/ and /o/ Voiced by 
Speaker 1 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,4, Spectral Plots of the Ph.Jnem~.:, i-:, / and /u/ Vol «.::ed by 
Speaker l a"t S.evrera! Vi ,1;.;::he~ 
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Figure D.S. Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /ar/ and /1/ Voiced by 
Speaker 1 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,6, Spectral Plots of .the Phone~es /n/ Voiced by Speaker 
1 and /ae/ Voiced by Speaker 2 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D.7. Spectral Plots of the Phonemes/el and /c./ Voic~d, by 
Speaker 2 at Several Pitches· 
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Figure D,8, Spectral Plots. of tl}.e Phonemes /i/ and /a/ Voiced by 
Speaker 2 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D.9. Spectral Plots of t:b.e Phonemes /o/ and /3/ Voiced by 
Speaker 2 at Several Pitches 
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Figure DolO, Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /u/ and /or/ Voiced 
by. Speaker 2 at Several Pitches 
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Figure Doll" Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /1/ and /n/ Voiced 
by Speaker 2 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D, 12, Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /ae/ and /e/ Voiced 
by Speaker 3 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,l3o Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /s/ and /i/ Voiced 
by Speaker 3 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D.14, Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /a/ and /o/ Voiced 
by Speaker 3 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D.15. Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /a/ and /u/ Voiced 
by. Speaker 3 at Several Pitches .. 
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Figure D.16. Spectral Plots.of the Phonemes /'ar/ and /1/ Voiced 
by Speaker 3 at Several Pitches 
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Figure D,17. Spectral Plots of the Phonemes /n/ Voiced by Speaker 
3 and /ae/ Voiced by Speaker 4 at Several Pitches 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
This appendix contains listings of the computer programs which 
were used in reading the phoneme samples into the computer, plotting 
the spectral data and recognition of phonemes by the.computer. 
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TABLE XIII 
PROGRAM FOR READING PHONEME SPECTRA 
C PROGRAM FOR READING PHONEME SPECTRA 
DIMENSION PHNllOOltKPHNllOOI 
CALL SETCL12l 
10 PAUSE 
CALL SETCLlll 
CALL RSETCLlll 
CALL SETCLCll 
CALL RSETCLlll 
30 DO 60 J•l;98 
CALL SETCLlll 
CALL RSETCLlll 
CALL GETADFlltXl 
PHNIJl=X 
60 CONTINUE 
CALL RSETCLl2l 
70 FORMATCiltlXtl2tlXtI3l 
71 READ 70tSPKtPHOtPIT 
75 TMzPHNCll 
DO 150 I•2t97 
IF CTM-PHNIIlll40tlSOtl50 
140 TM•PHNIII 
150 CONTINUE 
DO 171 K•l ,97 
PHNIKl•CPHNIKl/TM)*99.0 
KPHNIK)a:PHNIKl 
171 CONTINUE 
174 FORMATC13XtBHSPEAKER•tllt3XtBHPHONEME•tl2t3Xt6HPITCH•,I3,3Xt3HTM•t 
lF6.2t3Xt3HST•tF6.2l 
175 FORMATllltlXtl2tlXtl3tlXtllt2Xt201l311 
176 FORMATllltlXtl2tlXtl3tlXtllt2Xtl711311 
PUNCH 174,SPKtPHO,PITtTM,PHNl981 
Nzl . 
PUNCH 175tSPKtPHOtPITtNtlKPHNCMltM"'lt201 
N=2 
PUNCH 175;SPKtPHOtPITtNtlKPHNCMltM•2lt401 
Na:j 
PUNCH 175tSPKtPHOtPITtNtlKPHNIMltM•4lt601 
N"'4 
PUNCH 175,SPKtPHOtPITtNtlKPHNIMltM•6le801 
N•5 
PUNCH 176tSPKtPHOiPITtNtlKPHNIMl•M•8lt97l 
CALL SETCL12l 
GO TO 10 
END 
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TABLE XIV 
PROGRAM FOR PLOTTING PHONEME SPECTRA 
C PROGRAM FOR PLOTTING PHONEME SPECTRAL OATA 
50 READ 40tZ 
40 FORMA TC 80111 
READ 91SPK1PH01PITtTM1ST 
9 FORMATC21XtllollXol2o9Xtl3o6XoF6o2o6XoF6o21 
DIMENSION XXl971 
READ 20oCXXCJltJ•lt97J 
20 FORMATC12Xo2013J 
CALL PLATl20ltOoOtlOO,Oolo42BoloOt0oOtlOOoOt4•0tloOI 
IFCPIT-l64,0l3lo32o31 
32 DO 36 J•lo2 
PUNCH TAPE 18 
36 CONTINUE 
CALL PLATC99t-lloO;l5oOI 
CALL CHARCO;o20•11 
35 FORMATC17HPHONEME SPECTRAi 
CALL PLATC891 
31 CALL PLATC90t0o01 
CALL PLAll90olOOo0tOoOJ 
CALL PLAll90olOO,OolOO,OI 
CALL PLATC89J 
CALL PLAll99o40,0t-3loOI 
CALL CHARlOooltll 
FORMATClOHNORMALIZEOI 
CALL PLATC89J 
CALL PLATC99o65oOt-3loOI 
CALL CHARco .. 1.11 
2 FORMAT(9HAMPLITUDEI 
CALL P~A TC 891 
CALL PlATC99,52o0 0 -6t51 
CALL CHAR CO,. lt 11 
3 FORMATC3H50-I 
CALL PLATC891 
~~tt ~~~kl~~:i:~l-6 ' 51 
4 FORMAT(3H99-I 
CALL PkATl&91· 
Y•-1,5 
DO 10 J•lOollOtlO 
CALL PLATl99ol03o0oYI 
CALL CHARlOttloll 
FORMAT! IH+J 
Y•J 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL PLATl891 
CALL PLATl99ol10,o.-1.251 
CALL CHARco,.1,11 
6 FORMATClHOJ 
CALL PLA TC 89 I 
CALL PLATC99tll0oOt49tOI 
CALL CHARco •• 1.11 
7 FORMAT(2H501 
CALL PLATC89l 
CALL PLATl99tllOtOt98t01 
CALL CHARlO,,ltll 
8 FORMATl3Hl001 
CALL PLATC891 
CALL PLATC99ol20o01J5,0J 
CALL CHARI 0,.1,11 
25 FORMATCl4HCHANNEL NUM6ERI 
CALL PLATC89l 
CALL PLATC99tl35t0t8o0l 
CALL CHARCJ1ololtSPKoPHOtPITJ 
11 FORMAllSHSPEAKER•ol2o3Xo8HPHONEME•tlSt3Xt6HPITCH•ol4l 
CALL l'LATl891 
CALL PLATC901100.o,o.01 
Y•ltO 
DO 15 J•lo97 
X•99oO-XXCJl 
CALL PLATl90tXtYI 
Y•Y+l oO 
15 CONTINUE 
CALL PLATl891 
CALL PLATl99tOo0oO•OI 
M•5 • 
51 M•M-1 
PUNCH TAPE 18 
18 FORMATl48H33333333333J333J3333333333333333333333333333333Jl 
IFCMl51t60t51 
60 CONTINUE 
GO TO 50 
l!NO 
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TABLE XV 
PROGRAM FOR MACHINE RECOGNITION OF SUSTAINED PHONEMES 
PROGRAM FOR MACHINE RECOGNITION OF SUSTAINED PHONEMES 
DIMENSION Al3t40)tTl3t40ltRl3t40JtAMAXl3ltAMAX1(40ltDl3)tSl40ltWl3 
lltAMIN140l1Cl401 
175 FORMATIF12.6) 
180 FORMATCI2tE9e2) 
M•O 
l•l 
115 FORMATC////t33Xtl3I3l 
125 FORMATC12Xt7ll31l 
135 FORMAT(l2X12013l 
100 M•M+l 
READ 1151CA(M1J)1J•l1131 
READ 1351(ACMtJl1J•l41331 
READ 125tlACM1JltJ•34t40) 
IFCM-211001100159 
59 DO 61 J•lt40 
61 RlltJl=CACl1Jl+AC21J)+Al3tJll/3.0 
DO 80 J•lt40 
AMAXlCJl•OeO 
DO 80 M•lt3 
IFCAMAXllJJ-AJMtJIJ70t80180 
70 AMAXl(J)•A(MtJI 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 110 J:l 140 
AM.JN(J)=5o.o 
DO 110 M•l,3 
IFIAMINCJJ-A(M,Jllll0tll0t90 
90 AMIN(J)•A(MtJ) 
110 CONTINUE 
DO 120 J•lt40 
120 TlltJ)•IAMAXlCJJ-AMINCJJ)/2eO 
l•I+l 
MmO 
IF(l-31100,100;130 
130 CONTINUE 
READ 115tlS(J),J•ltl3l 
READ 135t(S(J),J~l4t33l 
99 READ 125tlSIJJ,J=34t40l 
E•l eO 
DO 171 M=l13 
DIMl•O 
DO 170 J•l,40 
C(Jl•ISIJl-RIM1J)J/IE+TIM~J)) 
CCJl•CIJl*CIJl 
D(Ml•D(Ml+C(Jl 
170 CONTINUE 
171 CONTINUE 
DO 190 M•lt3 
DIMl•CDCMl/40e0l 
WIMl•99eO/CleO+DIMll 
TYPE 180tM1WIM) 
CALL RETYPE 
190 CONTINUE 
GO TO 130 
END 
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